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TPUG ASSOCIATE CLUB 

CHAPTER MEETINGS 

PET Educators Group (Windsor) 
- meets at Windsor Separate School Board Media 
Centre. 1485 Janette Ave. on the 3rd Wednesday of each 
month (not July & August) at 7:00 p.m. 

Contact John Moore 519-253-8658 

London Commodore Users aub 
- meets at Althouse College of Education on the last 
Monday of each month at 7:00 p.m. 

Contact Dennis trankner 519-681-5059 

Genuee County Area Pet u.ers Group (tAmigan) 
- meets at Bentley High School on Belsay Rd. on the 
3rd Thursday of each month at 7:00 p.m. 

Contact Gordon Hale 313-ZI9-1369 

Sacramento Commodore Compublr Qub (CIIIifomia) 
- meets at SMUD Building Auditorium 6201 S Sl on the 
4th Monday of each month at 7:00 p.m. 

Contact Geoff Worstell 91&-961-8&99 

Michigan" Commodore 64 Users Group 
- meets at Warren Woods High School in Warren on 
the 3rd Tuesday of each month at 7:00 p.m. 

Contact Chuck Ciesliga 313-773-ii3D2 

Edmonton Commodore u.en Group 
-meets at Sl Gabriel School on the 1st Friday of each 
month at 700 p.m. 

Contact Bob Kadylo ~35Zt 

Guelph Computer Qub 
- meets at Co-operators Insurance Assoc. on the 2nd 
Tuesday of each month at 7:30 p.m. 

Contact Brian Grime 519-~~ 

TPUG Executive 

Bruce Beach. . .............•.... " 519-925-5376 
Barb Bennett. . ......•........... " 416-782-9252 
Chris Bennett .................... " 416-782-9252 
Michael Bonnycastle. . ............. " 416-654-2381 
Gordon campbell. . ...•........... " 416-492-9518 
Gary Croft. . .................... " 416-727-8795 

CALENDAR OF TPUG EVENT 
Fall & Winter Scbedule 

(D)JW. aMP1!1t - l.easide High Sclxx>l, Bayview & 
Eglinton Aves. at 7:30 p.m. in the auditori\.lll 
for PEr/CWSupetPet 

Wed. Nov. 9 
Wed. ~. 14 
Wed. Jan. 11 

Wed. Feb. 8 
Wed. Mar. 21 
Wed. Apr. 11 

VIC 20 <BPIBl - York Public library, 1745 
~ton Ave. W., (just east of Mferin) at 
7:30 p.m. in the Buditoriun 

Tue. Nov. 1 Tue. Feb. 7 
Tue.~. 6 Tue. Mar. 6 
Tue. Jan. 3 Tue. Apr. 3 

~re 64 QIAPJIR. - Earl Ha:ig 5.5., Kenneth & 
Princess Aves. (6 blocks oorth of Sheppard, 2 
blocks east of Yonge) at 7:30 p.m. in the 
auditoriun 

Wed. Nov. 30 
*Wed.~. 14 

*(joint Dec. IOOeting with Central at l.easide) 
Mln. Jan. 9 
Mln. Feb. 27 

Mar ? 
The. Apr. 10 

as:&SDE aMP.Jmt - Clarkson ~ Scl:¥x>1, 
Bransgrove just east of Winston OturclU.l.l Bl'.d. 
(south of the $N) at 7::'j) p.m. in the Little 
Theatre for pgr/aif/'lJJ; 20/0 _ -1P:m! 64 

Tue. Nov. 15 The. Feb. 21 
Thu. Dec. 15 nn. Mar. 22 
'l\Je. Jan. 17 Thu. Apr. 19 

SuiJedlEr QIAPJIR. - York Uni versi ty, Petrie 
Scleoce Bui1d~, enter caDplS fron Steeles 
Ave.-park in Lot D. Meet at 7:30 p.m. in 
front of Roan 340. 

Wed. Nov. 16 
Wed.~. 21 
Wed. Jan. 18 

Wed. Feb. 1S 
Wed. Mar. 21 
Wed. Apr. 18 

~ IAlOJME aIAPIIIt (6502) - Call Jim 
CarS'Ne1l at 416/531-9909 for a:lditional 
infotmation. 

VIC 2O/0.-doIe 64 Mealy J~~ and ~ 
nicatiO!'!8 Group - York Public br~ 1745 
Eglinton Ave. w: (just east of Mferin) at 7:30 
in the Story !bur Roan (adjacent to the 
auditorium) • 

Wed. Nov. 2 
Wed.~. 7 
Wed. Jan. 4 

Wed. Feb. 1 
Wed. Mar. 7 
Wed. ADr. 4 

Mike Donegan. . .•.•.........•••. " 416-639-0329 '-__________________ ... 

John Easton ••...•...........•... " 416-251-1511 
J. Allan Farquharson ............... " 519-442-7000 
Gerry Gold •...........•......•.•• 416-225-8760 
Mike Hyszka ..................... " 416-884-5193 
John Shepherd ................... " 416-244-1487 
Carol Shevlin. . ....•...•........• " 416-423-(1074 
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,EDITORIAL > 

THE HISTORY OF THE TORPET 

The TORPET has reached its third an
niversary with this issue. and we are now 
printing 32.000 copies. For the next three 
months the TORPET will be distributed 
through all the independent (non-chain 
store) Commodore dealers in Canada. 

The TORPET continues to support new 
publication efforts on the part of clubs 
throughout the world. We only ask that 
those making reprints from the TORPET to 
send us copies of their magazines and if 
they have a policy of paying their con
tributors to send the remuneration made 
out to the author in care of the TORPET 
so that we may forward it to the author. 

Each month we receive a number of 
new magazines who are using TORPET 
reprints al')d we are often amazed by the 
growth and size exhibited by them. It may 
interest you to know the stages that the 
TORPET has gone through in its growth 
and for this reason we are publishing the 
following history. 

The TORPET is continuing to grow and 
expand. In this world none of us are com
pletely sure or our future. Those of you 
who have followed the history of The 
TORPET know that about a year ago it be
(,I'lme an entity separate from TPUG al
though TPUG members continued to receive 
it as a part of their membership. This too 
will very probably change. Next year TPUG 
will begin publishing a club magazine and 
the TORPET may continue on its separate way. 

When the TORPET began three years 
ago as a Commodore 'only' magazine there 
had been only one predecessor of note 
and there were two contemporary 
publications. The predecessor was called 
The Paper and it has merged with The 
Midnlte Gazette which began the same 
month as The TORPET. The other contem
porary publication was The Transactor 
published by Commodore Computers and 
now published by a private company in Canada. 

Today there are dozens of club 
magazines that are larger than The TORPET 
was during its first year and there are six 
Commodore 'only' publications that are 
larger In circulation than the present 
TORPET. The larger circulation magazines 
(or planned magazines) are Compute's 
Gazette. Commander, RUN and POKE (first 
issues of the latter two to be published In 
November). Commodore Magazine. and 
Power Play (these last two are published 
by Commodore Itself). 

The TORPET doesn't expect to ever be
come a large circulation slick magazine like 
the last six mentioned. It intends to keep 
its own unimitable style. We will never be 
as technical as The Transactor nOf as free 
form as the Midnite Gazette. We will con
tinue to address the new audience of com
puter users who are wanting to move fJway 
from the games-only aspect of their 
machines and onto a beginning understand
ing of the operation of the computer and 
its capabilities. We will probably move away 
from parochial types of club information 
that we have published in the past but we 
will continue to try to innovate and improve. 

We hope that you have enjoyed The 
TORPET In the past and that you will enjoy 
it even more In the future. and if you are 
publishing your own magazine we still want 
to help you In every way we can to dis
tribute information about The World of 
Commodore microcomputers. 

Issue No.1. Nov. 1980 
The first TORPET was issued In Novemb
er 1980. It was called the TPUG News and 
consisted of four pages run on a sheetfed 
offset press. It included Issue No. 1 of the 
Mldnlte Software Gazzette. and a machine 
language checklist form Jim Butterfield's 
machine language course. 

Issue No.2. Jan. 1981 
Carried The TORPET name for the first 
timo. Had first calendar of TPUG events. 

TORPET November/December83 page 03 



~ EDITORIAL 
Issue No.3. Feb. 1981 

Had first graphics. first ad (from 200 l) 

and first ad rate schedule ($85 for a full page). 
Issue No.4. Mar. 1981 

First appearance of stylized masthead. 
First use of letters pacing in the typesetting. 
Over 300 subscribers. Increase to 8 pages. 
Changed from 4 column to three column 
format. 

Issue No.5. Apr. 1981 
The big jump to web offset. 16 pages. 
Now had 403 subscribers. Better stylized 
heads. First boxes for calendar. executive 
list. Bennett Box. etc. Change from 3 
coiumn to 2 column format. Contained first 
TPUG club membership directory. First list
ing of TPUG monthly disk release. First as
sistant editor (Barbara Bennett). Established 
policy of twenty-five percent or less of 
advertising. 

Issue NO.6. July 1981 
First cover photo. First half-tones. First 
color. 32 pages. First table of contents. 
First Butterfield Box. First listing of ex
ecutive's phone numbers. First cover price 
of $1 for computer store stands. First clas
sified ads (5 cents per word $1 minimum). 

Issue No.7. OCt. 1981 
First web issue on bond paper. First 48 
page issue. First complete library disk lis
tings. First double page spread ad (RTC>' 
included first extensive program documentation. 

Issue No.8. Jan. 1982 
First man of the year issue (Chris Benn
ett). First use of hyphenation in typesetting. 
First of the dealer of the month series 
(Electron ics 2001)' 

Issue No.9. April 1982 
f=irst issue of regular monthly schedule. 
First schematics published. rirst insert sec
tion <BMB CompuscienceL First advertising 
manager (Michael Hyszka). $1.50 cover price. 

Issue No. 10. May 1982 
First two color issue. First maps. First 
cover scoops. (CBM 1\ and PET 11). First 
$2.00 cover price. 

Issue No. 11. June 1982 
First Reader's corner. First registered 
overprinting <RTC ad>' First extensive photo 
story (by John Easton). 

First 
David 
tings. 
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Issue No. 12. Aug. 1982 
alphabetic listing of library (by 
Hook>' First sustaining member lis
First extensive artwork <Butterfield's 
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PET family tree). First three side trim. 

Issue No. 13. Sept. 1982 
First pasted cover. First issue without 
major outside editorial content. 

Issue No. 14. Oct. 1982 
First horizontal printing of listings. (Had 
to reprint run to accomplish it.> 

Issue No. 15. Dec. 1982 
First full time editorial effort. First 
separate cover. First publication by separate 
publisher. First 96 page issue. First inside 
front table of contents. 

Issue No. 16. Jan. 1983 
The big jump to first four Color cover 
(Man of the Year - Michael Bonnycastle>. 
First Canadian mailing under second class 
registration pending. First ad for writers. 

Issue No. 17. Feb. 1983 
First collage cover. First insertion of 
return card. First front cover ear titles. 
First ad for cartoonists. First Hardware 
Hacker box. First magazine rather than 
newspaper press scheduling. First use of 
premium 70 paper. 

Issue No. 18. Mar.-Apr. 1983 
First professionai photo cover. First use 
of bipad. First inside cover 4 color. First 
cover credits. First newsstand distribution. 
First cartoons. First strip. First page top 
borders. First theme issue. First blue inserts. 

Issue No. 19. May. 1983 
First Canadian mailing on second class 
permit. First full page regular strip. First 
paid series. First editorial board listing. 
First associate editor. First This and That 
column. 

Issue No. 20. June 1983 
First U.S. mailing on second class pen
ding. First listing of ISSN number. 

Issue No. 21. July 1983 
First use of separate bindery. First full 
time advertising manager. First Canadian 
mailing without envelopes. 

Issue No. 22. Aug. 1983 
The big jump to first regular 96 page 
issue. First printing in two sections. First 
use of filled reverse printing (Mirage Conc
epts ad), First mailing on U.S. second 
class mailing permit. First insertion of 
editorial address. First advertiser's index. 
First printing of List Me flies. First U.S. 
mailing without envelopes. First inside cover 
advertising printing with bleed. 



, EDITORIAL 

Issue No. 23. Sept. 1983 
First 96 page issue with full editorial 
content. First use of end of story in
dicators. First use of in-house headliner. 
Most extensive use of story dividers. First 
Issue with all registration numbers inside. 
First use of composite half·-tones in advertising. 

Issue No. 24, Oct. 1983 

First commissioned comic strip. 
Issue No. 25, Nov.-Dec. 1983 

Third anniversary issue with first internal 
four color sheets (Richvale Telecomm
unications) . First complete distribution to 
Canadian Commodore independent dealers. 

First TORPEY cover (July 1981) to have a pic
ture. The subject. of course, was Jim Butterfield. 

Butterfield: "You see Beach, BASIC is a much 
older .language than you may have thought." 

TORPET November/December83 page 05 



FEATURE 

THE 
COMMODORE QUARTER CENTURY 

FROM RET AIL SHOP 

TO 

GLOBAL GIANT 

In just 25 years. a small typewriter 
sales and repair shop tucked away in 
downtown Toronto. Canada has been trans
formed into one of the hottest personal 
computer companies in the world -- Com
modore International Limited. 

Shipping more units world-wide than 
any other computer company. Commodore 
has grown from sales of $46 million (U.S'> 
in 1977 to over $680 million (U.S'> million 
in fiscal 1983 (year ended June 30L And 
much of that success is due to the 
entrepreneurial instincts of Commodore's 
launder and present vice-chairman. Jack 
Trarniel. 

The Polish-born Tramiel survived Nazi 
concentration camps to immigrate to North 
I\merica and. in 1958. open his own 
typewriter shop in Toronto. Tramiel has al
ways had a gift for anticipating future home 
and bUSiness electronic needs -- and the 
i.:JOility to move quickly to fill them, Com
moelorc's progress is a testimonial to that 
Ir dil. 

Over the past quarter-century. Tramiel 
has led Commodore on a heady ride 
througt1 adding machines. electronic cal
culators. digital watches and the introduc-
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tion of the personal computer age. 
Together with his skilled management team 
around the world. he Is still considering: 
what's next? Corr,modore In fact. Is widely 
acknowledged as a company that puts Into 
action a smart but simple rule - hold onto 
the old for as long as it is good and 
change to the new the moment it becomes 
better. 

During those, early years. Commodore 
grew from typewriter repairs and sales to 
typewriter manufacturing. with the acquisition 
of a factory in Berlin. West Germany. Early 
in the 1960s. Tramlel began selling and 
servicing a wide range of office equipment. 
and distributing nationally for an office 
furniture company. 

In 1965 Commodore acquired the furni
ture manufacturer. and moved his operation 
to what is now Commodore's present 
Canadian headquarters. Commodore stili 
manufactures office furniture (mainly filing 
cabinets and desks. plus metal housings 
for the CBM 8032 and SuperPET> at this 
plant in Scarborough. OntariO. and has ex
panded operations to three offices and two 
manufacturing plants in the Toronto vicinity. 

Also in 1965. Tramiel met Canadian 
lawyer and financier Irving Gould. who later 



FEATURE ' 
became Commodore's chairman. These two 
formed the head of the team that built the 
Commodore we know today. One of the 
first things this team did was to sell Com
modore's adding machine plant and find a 
company in Japan to make adding 
machines for Commodore to distribute. 
While in Japan. Tramiel got his first look 
at an electronic calculator. and he quickly 
deduced that this product would mean the 
death of the mechanical adding machine. 
With the Commodore philosophy that "if we 
are not our own competition. then someome 
else will be". Tramiel moved quickly and 
found manufacturers to produce electronic 
caiculators under the Commodore name. 
Thus. the company was right there in the 
market when it began to take off. 

The company began manufacturing its 
own electronic calculators in 1969 using 
Texas Instruments chips. In fact, Com
modore was the first company to bring out 
a "hand-held" calculator - the C108 - an 
example of what has become a long history 
of Commodore "industry firsts· in marketing 
value. innovation and performance In new 
products. It is interesting to note that this 
product was sold at much the same price. 
through similar distribution channels and to 
similar customers. as is the popular VIC-20 
today. 

Up to 1974 Commodore expanded Its 
line of calculators from simple four-function 
machines to memory machines. scientific 
machines and keyboard programmable 
models. Commodore was largely dependent 
on third parties for the chips and displays 
that went into the products It was making. 

In 1975. Texas Instruments decided to 
go Into business against its own customers 
by manufacturing calculators. At the same 
time. chip prices dropped to $1. from $12. 
and Commodore was caught with a big in
ventory of chips and calculators while 
market prices plunged. It was this incident 
which led to Tramiel's decision that Com
modore would be a company that controlled 
its own destiny. and not be at the mercy 
of other manufacturers. 

Commodore purchased MOS Technology. 
one of its semiconductor chip suppliers. in 

1976. and worked its way to become verti
cally integrated. This vertical integration al
lows Commodore to supply its own needs. 
and it gives the company significant lead 
time in new product development which 
means manufacturing cost advantages - and 
that in turn translates Into price/perfor
mance benefits for consumers. 

The acquisition of MOS Technology was 
followed in the next 18 months by two fur
ther key investments: the purchase of 
Frontier. a Los Angeles chip manufacturer 
complementary to those produced by MOS. 
and the acquisition of Dallas-based Micro 
Display Systems Inc .. a manufacturer of li
quid crystal displays. As a result of these 
acquisitions. Commodore had In-house ex
pertise and production in more key tech
nologies than most electronics companies 
several times Its size. 

Also in 1976. Commodore reorganized 
its corporate structure as Commodore 
International Ltd. and moved Its financial 
headquart "3rs to the Bahamas and the 
operations headquarters to Wayne. penn!?yl
vania (it has since re-establlshed In West 
Chester. PaJ. 

The next year was the watershed for 
Commodore when In 1977 -- stili anticipat
ing the future In true Commodore style -
the company introduced Its first personal 
computer: the PET. 

The PET (Personal Electronic Transact
or) uses the MaS-designed 6502 
microprocessor which Is also used by some 
of the competition. it was the original 
machine. launched at the Hanover Fair In 
Germany and the Consumer Electronics 
Show in the U.S.A.. that helped give birth 
to the personal computer market of today. 

The PET sparked another period of 
rapid growth which Is stili underway today. 
It was marketed world-wide and really took 
hold in the European market because of 
the widespread. loyal dealer network Comm
odore had developed In Its dIstribution of 
calculators. Commodore dominates the per
sonal computer market in Europe today with 
more than 50 percent of the market In 
many countries. In fIscal 1983 (year ended 
June 30) European sales reached $155.6 
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To the lett: The Commodore 
portable Exective 64 weighing 
27.6 pounds, travels easily. It has 
64K RAM, a built in five inch 
monitor and floppy disk drives 
with 170K capacity. 

Below: The advanced Commodore 
"B" series business micro com
puter with a minimum RAM of 
128K expandable to 896K. 
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mllllon.(U.S'> almost 23 percent of Comm
odore's total sales. 

After the PET line was com preted with 
the 4000 and later the CBM 8000 series 
micros. the next major product from Com
modore was the very popular VIC-20. The 
prototype of the VIC-20 was previewed at 
the National Computer Convention in 
Chicago In 1980. and it was first launched 
in the Seibu Department Store in Tokyo. 
Japan because. as Jack Tramlel said about 
the threat of competition from Japan. the 
Japanese are coming. therefore we must 
become the Japanese.· 

Commodore sold 800.000 VIC-20s 
world-wide in 1982. reached the 1 million 
mark early Ir 1983. and they are now 
being shipped at the rate of 100.000 units 
per month. 

Commodore didn't stop with that suc
cess either. but continued research and 
development and in August. 1982 shipped 
the first Commodore 64. By the end of 
that year. aided by the single biggest ad
vertising campaign in Commodore's history. 
The e4 had already passed the Apple II In 
monthly unit sales. And by March. 1983 
The 64 was being shipped at the rate of 
25.000 machines a month. 

Both the VIC-20 and The 64 are sold 
through mass merchandise retail outlets. as 
well as computer dealers and selected 
electronics stores. a successful marketing 
technique that has since been emulated by 
other companies. 

Commodore has now become the 
largest unit seller of microcomputers in the 
world. And. according to a Dataquest study 
published in Electronic News recently. Com
modore is No. 1 In computers priced unter 
$1.000. with an estimated 43% dollar share 
in the U.S. Maybe this is one reason why 
the "Commodore 64 Programs Reference 
Guide" Is currently the top-selling computer 
book in the U.S. 

As well as the obvious success the 
company has achieved In the home market. 
the Commodore name is familiar in both 
the business and education markets for 

personal computers. Commodore Is one of 
the leaders in small business computers 
with its SuperPET and CBM lines. and The 
64 is also being used for a number of 
functions In small business. 

The education market is another area 
in which Commodore Is a frontrunner. In 
Canada. for Instance. Commodore holds 
about 65 percent of the national market for 
computers in education. Penetration is also 
significant in U.S.. British and European 
schools and universities. 

Commodore has become an interna
tional company. with manufacturing facilities 
in Japan. Hong Kong. West Germany. the 
U.~. Pennsylvania and California In the 
United States and Scarborough. a city 
within Metropolitan Toronto. Canaada. In fis
cal 1983 world-wide sales increased 44.7 
percent over 1982's $304.5 million (U.S'> to 
reach over $680 million (U.S') By the end 
of fiscal 1984. Commodore will be a bil
lion-dollar-pius company. 

Wall Street financial analysts who follow 
Commodore (shares have been traded on 
the New York Stock Exchange for three 
years. and on the American Exchange 
several years prior to that> state that much 
of the company's success is due to its 
flexibility and willingness to adapt quiCkly to 
- and even lead - changes In technology 
and in the marketplace. Jack Tramiel puts 
it more simply: "The minute you're through 
changing. you're through." 

Commodore International has the most 
complete line of prOducts of any microcom-
puter manufacturer. with models and 
software specifically geared to the 
education. business and home markets. The 
company's track record of tradition and 
steady growth have resulted in an organiza
tion whose sophistication in research and 
development and in product engineering are 
second to none. 

This commitment and dedication to 
researCh and development - over $37 mil
iion was invested in R&D last year -
will lead to advances 10 teChnology and 
product application trom Commodore in the 
years ahead. The company is driven by 
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technology. and prides itself not only on 
giVing its customers the products they 
want. but on introducing products the public 
didn't even know were available. 

Commodore has programmers. systems 
designers and engineers working full-time 
to develop improved microprocessors. more 
efficient manufacturing techniques. enhanced 
quality control procedures. improved product 
design and engineering and. perhaps most 
importantly. an accelerated software 
development program. 

Commodore is further expanding its 
software development in the United States 
and Canada with both in-house and exter
nal programming teams. The results of this 
program will certainly be evident to users 
of Commodore computers late in 1983 and 
throughout 1984. 

Commodore remains a firm believer In 
the adage that if you just stand and watch 
the world go by. It will. So. the company 
continues to advance with a planned series 
of new proprietary systems. including a 
family of advanced microprocessors and 
peripheral intergrated circuits for high
speed. low-power battery-operated computer 
systems. and improved video graphics. In 
addition. investigation into advanced 
microprocessor architecture is well under
way that could lead to even lower-cost 16-
bit Commodore computers. 

The most recent results of Comm
odore's high-level quality and value ap
proaCh are the advanced "B" series busi
ness microcomputer and the portable 
Executive 64. The "B" series has a minimum 
RAM configuration of 128K. expandable to 
896K. It is ideal for variable work 
situations. especially where high output 
levels are demanded. The Exec 64. weigh
ing only 27.6 pounds. can go anywhere 
with no difficulty. It has 64K RAM. a built
in five-inch monitor and floppy disk drive 
with 170K capacity. 

Another recent step has been the 
development of a sophisticated new voice 
synthesizer for the Commodore 64. The 
Commodore speech module plugs directly 
into the Commodore 64. and at present 
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has a vocabulary of 235 words. This is the 
first voice I/O product to be developed at 
the company's Speech Technology Division 
in Dallas. Texas. 

Also. Commodore's first consumer robot 
will soon be announced. Robotics is a 
challenging field of consumer electronics 
which has not yet been fully explored. and 
the company is excited about the potential 
in this area. 

Commodore is celebrating its 25th year 
with an international extravaganza being 
held in Toronto. Canada early in Decem
ber. The "World of Commodore" Show is the 
first truly international computer show to be 
orchestrated by a single microcomputer 
company. 

This is the first all-CC'mmodore show to 
be held in North America. There will be 
65.000 sq. ft. of exhibits by suppliers of 
Commodore computers. software. peripherals 
and accessories. and by Commodore users 
clubs. special interest groups and 
microcomputer and business publications. 
Exhibitors are coming from several! 
countries. including Canada. Turkey. the 
United Kingdom. Sweden. France ana the 
U.S.A. to participate. Commodore operations 
from around the world will also be represeneted. 

A series of seminars by some of 
Canada's best-known experts In the field 
will take the· mystery out of micros for 
novices. and give valuable information to
more experienced users. 

A 10.000 sq. ft. hall will hold a major 
exhibit outlining Commodore's 25 years of 
history. its present hardware and software 
and the future of the company and Its 
products. All who attend will see that the 
next 25 years will be as exciting as were 
the first 25. 

In fact. looking at the history of 
Commodore at the close of its first quarter 
century. it is easy to see that the company 
has consistently been a leader in recogniz
ing change and leading the electronics in
dustry Into the changes. But. more than 
studying history. Commodore is a company 
that creates the history. Just watch. 
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The Time Accountant 
The Time Accountant package from Image Software 

provides lawyers, accountants, and other professionals 
with a convenient and accurate hourly-rate billing sys
tem . At a retail of $595.00, it has features not found in 
systems costing as much as $2,500.00! 

Fully Operational demo package $50.00 
(limited to 10 employees) 

$25.00 refunded on purchase of the program. 

InfoWorld 
Hardware Requirements: 

Commodore 8032 with 4040 drive or CBM 9060 
(11,000 transactions, 300 clients) (140,000 transactions and 800 clients) 

Software Report Card 

Time 
Accountant E 

Performance 

Documentation 

EaseofUMc 
Error Handlin" 

~.!:lt 
c!: ~ ~ ~ 
DO~D 

DDk'lD 
DDD~ 

o 0 ~O 

What Infoworld had to say: 

"This is a smooth-running 
and fast time - accounting sys
tem. It will potentially overcome 
user resistance, since it was 
clearly designed by someone 
who understands how a law of
fice functions." 

Distributed in Canada by: 

~ kobetek 
systems 

~ limited 
1113 COMMERCIAL ST., NEW MINAS, N.S. 
CANADA B4N 3E6 (902) 678-9800 

Unlock. \bur Creativity. 
Commodore®64 Color Sketch Pad 
Whether you're six or sixty-Six, you can use high resolution graphics 
and color to DOODLE! Draw up a house plan, sketch a landscape, 
create a colorful masterpiece or just "doodle." On-line MENUS 
make DOODLE easy to use; 100% machine language means 
instant response. With your Commodore 64 and joystick or 
WICOf!! Trackball you can: 
• DRAW pictures, and PAINT with 8 "brush" sizes. 
• ZOOM in to draw fine detail. 
• Instant BOXES and straight LINES anywhere on your screen. 
• DUPLICATE, Enlarge, Stretch, Squeeze or Rotate 

any part of your doodle. 
• Instant NEGATIVE or MIRROR IMAGE of a doodle. 
• SAVE your doodle on a disk. LOAD it in to 

doodle some more. 
• PRINT your doodle on $39 95 

many popular printers. • 

For information, your nearest dealer, or to order direct, CALL TOLL FREE: 

1 800-558 -1008 In Wisconsin, collect 
- 414-291-5125 

Dealer and Distributor Inquiries Invited 

City Software Distributors, Inc. 
735 W. Wisconsin Ave. 
Milwaukee, WI 53233 
C> Copyright 1983 by Mark R. Rubin &t OMNI Unlimited. Commodore 64 is a registere-d 
trademark of CommOdore Electronics, ltd. 

Prices in U.S. funds 
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Still the Best! 

THE BEST educational 
program for the VIC 20TM by 
Cr •• tI". Computing magazine. 
Commodore 84 ...... Ion: "This 
Is the best typing tutor we have 
seen yet; It can get your 
children touch typing In short 
order and bring an old hand up 
to speed. Includes excellent 
training modules and an 
arcade type mode to liven 
things up and put some 
pressure on; * * * * +" INF0-e4 
Our customers continue to tell 
us of their success . ... 
:' .. delighted with my son's 
progress ... he Is the only 
one In his second grade claas 
who touch types af the computer ... 
(58 year old man writes) ... "great, excellent. To me a source 
of great learning .. . I just can't express how much I have 
enjoyed It! .. 
In dally use by schools across the USA. 

"Computer aided instruction at its best" Commander magazine 

TYPING TUTOR + WORD INVADERS 
The proven way to learn touch typing. 
COMMODORE 64 Tape $21.95 
COMMODORE 64 Disk $24.95 
VIC 20 (unexpanded) Tape $21.95 

IFR 
(FLIGHT SIMULATOR) 

CARTRIDGE 
FOR THE VIC 20 

COMMODORE 64 
DISK OR TAPE 

$39.95 
JOYSTICK REQUIRED 

Put yourself in the pilot's .. atl A very challenging realistic 
Simulation of instrument flying In a light plane. Take off, 
navigate over difficult terrain. and land at one of the 4 airports. 
Artlflelal horlzon, fLS. and other working instruments on screen. 
Full .Ircraft features. Realistic aircraft performance -
stall~ns, etc. Transport yourself to a real·time adventure in 
the sky. Flight tested by professional pilots and judged 
"terrific" ! 

~ Shipping and handling $1.00 per r.... ~1 
... order. CA residents add 6% tax. ~ __ j 

AC,\Di5mV 
SOFTWARE 

P.O. Box 8277, San AII_., CA 84903 (415) 419-0850 

"..m-.: w .... to~ ................ Mger_ ... 
• n, ."capIIonaI VIC 20TM or c-ocION MTioi 11._ 

or 0IIMr program JOU ..... cIeteIoped. 

IIAILm'G LIST AlID LABELS 
TOTL.lABEl 

TIIiB IUlfAGl!JllElfT 
TOTl TIME MANAGER 

UTWOR» CllOSS UDUlfCE 
RESEARCH ASSISTANT 

For Commodore 64™ and VIC 20™ 

A ............... w •• t ........ n ofth ...... Uy ••• 

BVSmBSS ACCOUlfTIlfG $95 ( SUG 
TOTL.BUSINESS FOR RETAIL) 
SPBLLIBG CHBCKBl\ $35 
TOTL.SPEllER (64 only) FOR (R~~~'L) 
DATABASB 
IIAJIAGBIIBn 
TOTL.lNFOBASE 

FOR $50(R~~~IL) 
.. _~. J _______________ .. 

• . . . ,1 ..,.--. ~ Ask your dealer about TOTL Softwara • 
1 '- LV ... or send in the coupon for further I 

~ SOI'TWA .... INC. details and ordaring in/ormation. • "'I), _1Ity____ • 
• • • 1555 Third Avenue. Walnut Creek. CA 94596 • 
• PLEASE SEND ME MORE INFORMATION ON TOTL SOFTWARE • 

• Name: • 

• Address: • · ~. 
~------------------~ L-______ ------------------~-T~ ~~~ ~ page 13 



64K bOIl VIC 20™ 
E ·A·RAMM 

SELECT-A-RAM SELECT -A-RAM ............ $169. 
64K 

STANDARD FEATURES EXPANSION MODULE .... $149. 

_ 8K BLOCKS SELECTABLE FROM THE 

KEYBOARD OR BY SOFTWARE COMMAND 
_ TWO EXPANSION SLOTS 

_ WRITE PROTECTION 

_ RESET SWITCH 

TRADE-INS ACCEPTED 

3K $5 8K$10 16K-$20 

Price. in U.S. dol ..... 

_ EXPANDABLE TO 192K WITH ADDITION OPTIONAL POWER SUPPLY FOR USE 

OF 64K EXPANSION MODULES WITH ADDITIONAL 64K RAM MODULES OR 

_ COMPATIBLE WITH ROM CARTRIDGES MULTIPLE EXPANSION SLOTS •••• $25. 
_ ONE YEAR WARRANTY ON PARTS 

AND LABOR VIC 20 IS A TRADEMARK OF COMMODORE 
_ 15 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ELECTRONICS LIMITED 

512-441-3202 PO BOX 43006 Austin, Tx. 78745-0001 
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~J.:l""""""""""~""""....o"'''''''~''''''....o'''''''''.AY.AYJ.: Butterf;9/d Box ~""""""""J.:l""""".AY~...co-~ 
§ § I by Jim Butterfield HARD TIMES Toronto, ON. ~ 
§§ The financial news has been But why should all this bother I 

gloomy for some time. For stock us? We bought from a company 
S market pundits. it seems that some that's still thriving. We can pat our-
~ of the glitter has been lost from the selves on the back and tell each ~ 
S micromputer industry. other how smart we are. If other 8 
§ Video games are starting to sag. companies start to fail they will help § 
8 Arcades are closing. We should have our situation, right? § 
8 expected it: game playing is always a Wrong. Regardless of the fierce R 
§ phase that we work through and loyalties we have towards our own ~ 
§ eventually tire of. Yes. games are computer brands. we benefit from § 
§ imagination and challenge; but we healthy rivalry. We have more to gain § 
§ all tend to saturate and settle into a from competition than we have to § 
§ "sensible" amount of game playing. lose. And a financially troubled com- § 
o Besides: as computer people. we pany within the industry can cast a 8 
~ know that games were never where shadow on all of us. 8 
§ the real action was. With games. you It's hard to resist a nasty dig or S 
~ may only react; with computers you two against our rivals. It was only 8 
R interact. We all had the expectation two years ago that Adam Osborne 8 
~ that games would fade, but com- wrote that the major manufacturers § 
)( puters would show lasting strength. had lost their way. and unless they S 
~ They are not a fad: they do real followed his lead. they would be § 
'"0 things. Their challenge is more doomed. Today, we can smile wisely § 
~. durable. And yet: tOday, even some when we think back on those ~ 
.,... computer companies are showing words ... but the Osborne did briefly ~ 
Q; signs of economic trouble. cause the whole industry to take § 
:::: Texas Instruments has quit stock of itself. § 
:l making micros and Atari is reporting So shed a tear for any com- § S heavy losses. And from Osborne, panie:> that are having problems. We § 
§s ominous news: filing under chapter are all joined in the great adventure, § 

11 of the U.S. bankruptcy act. and should be sympathetic for those § 
§ The Osborne news is particularly that lag behind. The Industry is still I 
§ sudden. A year ago. the company sound: I wish that It it were sound I seemed to be on top of the heap. enough to assure economic health to ~ 
~ Now. retrenchment has been followed all participants. li 
§ by massive furloughs (which turn out An English writer may have put § 
§ to be almost the same as layoffs). it best. He said something along the § 
§ and finally the chapter 11 filing. following lines: § 
88 Let's define our terms. Chapter "No computer system is an is- § 
Sg 11 is an application for protection land. complete within itself; but each 8 
Kg from creditors. during which time the is a piece of the industry. a part of 8 
8
8 

company will file c..: new business the mainstream. If a small software 8 
8 plan. It's not necessarily the end of house gets wiped out. the whole in- 8 
§ the line; but it does signal serious dustry is lessened by that much. just S 
8 problems. Osborne is said to be ob- as much as if it were to happen to 8 
§ taining new sources of financing and a big distributor or even to a major § 
S may go back to production. But it's manufacturer. Each financial failure 8 
S not a reassuring occurence. harms me, for I'm involved in the S 
8 Further: in Canada, Osborne business of computers. So don't read 8 
§ computers are not ma~e by. Osborne. the financial pages to see exactly § 
§ ~anp~r ~as m~nufacturlng rights. and who's in trouble this time ... no mat- § 
~ In principle might not be affected by ter who it is, the one who's in § 
~ Osborne troubles elsewhere in the world. trouble is: you." § 
L ........................ .AY .................................................................................................................................... ""O Butterfield Box er.,.. .................. J.:l"".AY.AY.AY .................. .,.. ..................... .AY ....................................... .,...4~ 
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Canadian Copyright 
IS SOFTWARE PROTECTED? 

by Ken Cox Toronto, ON. 
p-----------------------------~ This article IS oy Ken Cox. a reporter 

specializing in courts and the law for 
CFRB and CKFM radio in Toronto. In 
addition to his CFRB work. he is a fre
quent freelance reporter for NBC Radio. 
United Press Audio. and United Press 
Canada. He is a member of the Internat
ional Commodore Owners Association 
apum and owns a Commodore 64. 

As you get older you have trouble 
Keeping up with the times. and Canada's 
copyright law is no exception. It was 
passed in 1921 and has been in force 
Since 1924. The old timer could not forsee 
our electrOnic age. but thanks to court in
wrpretations it has struggled through the 
years guarding intellectual property rights. 
Now it's lime for judges to put new life 
into the yellowln£ old law. 

There are currently some copyright in
fringement cases before the Federal Court 
at Canada which could seriously affect the 
rights of computer programmers. These 
lawsuits pit the coin-operated video arcade 
machines against many "pirated" versions. 
Small firms (said to be fly-by-nighters) put 
look- alike copies of such popular games as 
Pac-Man. Galaga. and Donkey Kong in bars 
and arcade.> across the country. and the 
copyright owners don't like it at all. 

One of the most zealous defenders of 
copyright is Bally Midway. famous for Pac-
Manand family. It complains that bootleg 
ROMs imported from the Orient are being 
instalied Into coin-operated games here. 
Hie "pirate" versions are almost identical to 
ttle real thing. with imitation names such 
as "Hungryman." Naturally Bally doesn't get 
,1 share of those quarters which pile up in 
tile coin boxes of imitators. 

profit on games which cost hundreds of 
thousands of dollars to develop. Alfred 
Schorr. the lawyer who represents Bally 
Midway. wants to avoid the situation which 
has developed in Europe where there are 
many legal jurisdictions in a small area. 
·Very little was done to sue anybody. and 
accordingly. there Is no market at all. You 
can't sell legitimate games In Europe be
cause. price-wise. you can't compete with 
the copies. it's virtually all copy games." 

Bally claims that the cartoons presented 
on the screen are literary. dramatic. artis
tic. and musical works for copyright pur
poses. Pac-Man and his ghostly tormentors 
(Inky. Blinky. Pinky and Clyde) are now 
popular characters on TV. T-shirts. and in 
magazine articles. 

While it is farly clear that the charac
ters themselves are copyright. the legal 
question to be resolved is whether there is 
copyright in those silicon chips which con
tain the machine language Instructions. 
Schorr is adamant that Nthe computer 
programs. to the extent that they perform 
or display what are otherwise literary. 
dramatic or artistic works. are protected by 
copyright.' So far the judges have been 
going along with that view In granting or
ders for the seizure of circuit boards and 
ROMs. and making the screens go blank. 

Clearly. the video arcade companies But as you might expect. there's 
have a lot to lose if they can't stop others another side to story. Robert MacFarlane. 
from lifting the coding and making an easy who represents most of the video arcade 
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game ·pirates" (he prefers entrepreneurs), 
is challenging the game makers' copyright 
on the grounds that the programs are 
simply machine processes. As a document 
filed in court says, "The subject matter of 
said works merely constitutes known 
mathematical algorithms and computer in
structions in machine language, not 
readable or understandable by humans or 
fixed in any material form.· MacFarlane 
says "what is represented on a ROM is 
nothing more than a series of electrical 
circuits and positive and negative charges 
which operate to condition a microproces
sor. There is no literary or artistic work 
embedded or fixed in a material form in 
the ROM itself." 

This is no desperation argument thrown 
out by copiers who have been caught with 
their hands in someone else's coin return. 
During a recent ruling in which Atari was 
trying to stop a copier, Mr. Justice James 
Jerome of the Federal Court said, "there's 
a serious issue to be tried here ... this is 
not a frivolous defence ... the Issue of 
whether the protection of the Canadian 
Copyright law does extend to these 
machines or pieces of equipment. EPROMS, 
source code or object code ... is ... a question 
of major importance in copyright law, and 
one which is here being tested for the 
first time in this court." Rulings in these 
lawsuits will spill over and affect computer 
software In many forms other than ROMs. 

To comply with copyright. the work 
must fit in with the rules. Those require
ments include being in a permanent form. 
In a manner readily visible to the naked 
eye, and readable. Lawyers. when grappling 
with something new. like to look at the 
old, On the issue of whether machine code 
is readable by humans. Schorr notes that 
·Sheet music is only readable by somebody 
who knows how to read music. Likewise 
Morse code. The courts have held that the 
Morse code and sheet music are Indeed 
protected by copyright.· He points out that 
more and more people can read machine 
code when it is printed out. MacFarlane 
counters that • a plano scroll which 
produces music automatically on a piano 
when it Is played is not the proper s.ubject 
matter for a copyright in a musical work 

because the piano scroll cannot be read 
by a human being." 

What if a businessman borrows a 
program and keeps it running in his com
puter'S memory without making a printout 
or disk copy? Is it then "fixed in a 
material form" while running? The cases 
suggest there would not be an infringement. 

Canadian copyright law protects the 
owner of an "original" work. However, many 
subroutines such as "search" functions are 
borrowed from other programs. Who is the 
real author when several people, including 
some unknown, have had a part in its creation? 

Scott Jolliffe, a Toronto lawyer who 
specializes in copyrig ht. patents and 
trademarks, feels the courts will event
ually rule in favour of copyright for com
puter programs and ROMs. "In Canada, I'm 
not able to say that piracy is running ram
pant in the computer software area. We 
have seen quite a few cases involving in
fringement of firmware in the video arcade 
field. 

''I'm hoping that there will be a strong 
case before too long that. decides finally 
that there is in fact copyright in computer 
programs which will serve to dissuade 
people who might otherwise decide they 
want to copy someone else's program." 

Alfred Schorr predicts that once a 
definitive ruling comes down "you will see 
the criminal law enforcement agencies 
laying a lot of criminal charges.' The 
morality of making a profit by using or 
selling another person's intellectual property 
doesn't really enter the picture. For Robert 
MacFarlane, representing the video arcade 
"pirates·, "It all depends on the statute, 
then you're not entitled to protection no 
matter how vigorously you may' feel that 
this (work) should be yours and yours alone." 

While there has been talk of amending 
the law to make it clear that computer 
programs can be protected by copyright, 
there is nothing concrete so far. The 
Canadian law closely follows British 
statutes. In that country a committee 
recommended Including works "not visible to 
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or readable by the human eye. or directly 
understandable by the human brain." At 
last report there had been no change and 
the legal rights of software writers remained 
uncertain, 

you could 
which will 
own the 
computer 

be contributing to a legal fund 
help decide whether anyone can 
instructions whiCh make up a 

program. 

This has implications for educators. 
Unless the Canadian law is altered. programmers. businessmen and hobbyists 

court judgements will be the only way to which go well beyond the initial concern of 
settle the controversy. So the next time you whettler a "Barracuda" is Just a Pac-Man 
drop a coin into a video arcade machine ghost in disguise . 

....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

ICCE POLICY STATEMENT ON NETWORK 

and MULTIPLE MACHINE SOFTWARE 

The educational software market must 
overcome two critical problems: allowing 
educators access to quality software in 
usable. cost-effective forms while at the 
same time realizing vendors are suffering 
from unauthorized copying of software and 
documentation. In an effort to help solve 
these problems. The International Council 
for Computers in Education has adopted a 
policy developed by a group of vendors, 
publishers and educators for network and 
multiple machine software. 

The ICCE POLICY STATEMENT ON 
NETWORK AND MULTIPLE MACHINE 
SOFlWARE states that educational or
ganizations should structure a clear policy 
of conforming to software agreements and 
to copyright laws. It urges vendors to 
provide network-compatible versions of 
software and multiple-copy discounts at 
reasonable costs. 

Attachments to the policy statement include: 

1. Suggested District Policy on Software 
Copyright 
2. Sample Software Policy of a Com
munity Gollege with Large Microcomputer 
Lab 
3, Suggested Format of Software 
4. Some Technical Notes on 
Encryption for Software/Hardware 

Licenses 
Software 
Vendors 
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The ICCE POLICY STATEMENT ON 
NETWORK AND MULTIPLE MACHINE 
SOFTWARE and attachments will appear in 
the September. 1983 issue of The Comput
ing Teacher. journal of the IGGE. Each of 
the 39 IGCE Organization Members has 
been asked to endorse and actively 
promote the policy statement. Organization 
Members outside the United States may 
need to modify the policy to conform to 
laws within their country and/or province. 

IGGE believes that problems associated 
with software copying and pricing demand 
your attention and consideration. The ICCE 
POLICY STATEMENT ON NETWORK AND 
MULTIPLE MACHINE SOFTWARE urges 
awareness of and responsibility for the 
legal and ethical issues in computer 
education today. 

For additional information contact: 

International Council for 
Computers in Education 

University of Oregon 
1787 Agate St. 

Eugene. OR 97403 
(503)686-4414 
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FOR £)(RMPl£~ II=' ,(OU 

10 RERO 'Tl-I E" 15TH PIECE' , 

N01E: AS E'ROf PIECE' OF' 
Dm'R IS RERD R"POINTER)) 

I 

MOVES 'TO ~£ N~ PIEcE· 
If:' R RrnD IS RrT'EMPTED 
WHeN pOI NTE'R IS AT END 
OF 0FrTR, RN ('OUT OJ:" 

ORiR" ERROR WIL.L RESULT. 
DAm ,,"POINTER 

IR'Blc'~I~lpINI~1 
7R'r' 1'W IS PROGfmM: 

b RE"RO N$ 
g RE'~E" 
9 ~ Q: ITo 1'+ 
,0 READ N$ 
II NE'XT R POI NTER IS FIT 

la R~D N$"/ Ft>slTION'S· 

13?N$ 

FOR EXAMPLE J 'TRY THIS 
PROGRRM: 

5FOR R:: IT03 
6 RE~D 1'1$ ; ,?N$ 
'7 NEXT f=l 
8 R E'ST'ORE' 
q FOR R= ITOS' 
10 RERO P$ : '? P$ 
/INE')(TR 

la OATR R,S,e, :JOHN,SRM, 
P, N,L1SA 

1HRT IS WHV ~ use
RES'fOQC : so We CAN smRT 
a.JR POlNTEl< RT ~E' 
8EGINNING- ~IN. 

You RESTORE" YOtJR rol Nm 
10 ~E' BEGINNING RND 
USE R I='OR/NE'XT LOOP 
TO GET VOU 10 1'1-fE' 

\4- DRTR R,8,C,o,E ,1=',G,H,I,J,f( 
l,M,N,O, P,Cil,R 

Ism SECTION 
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· . VIC 

STICK TO VIC 
by TERRY HERCKENRATH 

QUESTION ... 

Dennis Smith from Marshall. Michigan 
wants to know how he can disable and 
enable the CURSOR CONTROL keys. 

REPLY ... 

I assume that Dennis uses the INPUT 
statement to get some information from the 
'user'. but he doesn't want him/her to 
wander all over the screen with the cursor. 
I also assume that Dennis wants the cursor 
to show when input is required. 

There is no convenient 'switch' that 
can be set if one wants to ignore certain 
keys. The only way you can ignore certain 
keys is by using the GET statement to get 
the input one character at a time. examine 
the characters. ignore the ones you don't 
want and print the rest to the screen and 
collect them in another string variable. The 
GET statement however doesn't provide us 
with a visible cursor. so we will have to 
look after the cursor ourselves. 

The VIC always has a cursor some
where on the screen. but it makes it 
visible only "'!h~n specifically toid to. <The 
cursor is positioned on the screen oy the 
PRINT statement>. There are a number of 
memory locations in the VIC that tell the 
VIC whether the cursor should be visible 
and that keep track of what the cursor is 
doing and where it is at any given time. 
The ones we will be concerned with are: 

204 - CURSOR ENABLE (O=ENABLEDl 
207 CURSOR IN BLINK PHASE 

(O=OFF .1=ON) 

To make the cursor appear on the 
screen we poke a zero in location 204. We 
will have to do this quite often. because 
the PRINT statement has a tendency to turn 
it off for us. We'll enable the cursor each 
time we GET a character. To keep the 
cursor visible while characters are printed 
on the screen. we force the VIC to flash 
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the cursor each time we print a character. 
by poking a zero In location 207. To make 
sure we don't leave a 'ghost' cursor be
hind when we print the CARRIAGE RETURN 
character. we will have to make sure that 
the. cursor is OFF when we print the car
riage return. We do this by WAITing until 
location 207 has a zero in it's low order 
bit position (BIT 0). :n order to save some 
pr9cessing time when we execute this input 
routine. we'll use an INFINITE LOOP to 
avoid GOTO statements. (If a routine is lo
cated near the end of a program. and you 
keep going back to a line near the begin
ning of the routine using the GOTO state
ment until some conditon is met. BASIC 
will search for that line number right from 
the beginning of the program. Depending 
on the size of the program. that can intro
duce a noticable delay.> 

Whenever you want Input from the 
'user' and you want to disable the cursor 
control keys. GOSUB to this routine and it 
will return the inputted string in variable C$. 

• •••••• 
10000 c$='" 'fori= 1 tol:I=O:poke 204,O:geta$=' "'then next 

10001 rem "clear variable: start infinite loop:make sure 
cursor stays enabled: get a char' 

10010 If a$="(CR)"or a$="(CL)"or a$="CCo)"or a$="CCU)" 
ora$="CHM)" or a$="CSC)"or a$="(lo)" thennext 

10011 rem "weed out all CURSOR CONTROL keys plus the 
INSERT key 

10020 Ita$=chr$(20)andc$< >""thenc$=lett$ Cc$,len Cc$)-l) 
:printa$;:next 

10021 rem"if DELETE then also delete character from 
string, only if string is not null 

10030 if a$=chr$(13)thenl=1:wait207,l,l 
10031 rem"if RETURN end loop and wait until character 

is not in blink phase 
10040 c$::c$+a$:poke207,O:printa$;:next: poke204,l:return 
10041 rem"build string variable:force cursor to blinlcprint 

lhe character 
10042 rem "when loop is tinished, turn off cursor. ready 

••••••• 



JOIN IN THE VIC-A-THON 
Sun. Nov. 20th 

TORONTO - Susan Johnston, 13, of Owen Sound, a stu
dent at the Ontario Crippled Children's Center here, is 
happy to learn that youn!;jsters in Metro will compete in 
the Variety VlC-;"-THON. Proceeds going to Variety Village. 

Toronto- The. biggest computer game 
competition ever held in Canada will raise 
money for handicapped children and 
Toronto area youth will be the key to its 
success. 

The Variety Club of Ontario Tent 28 
and Commodore Computer are co-ordlnatlng 
the First Annual Variety VIC-A-THON 
playoffs which will be held Sunday Novem
ber 20. 1983 at The Sheraton Centre 
10AM-6PM. High scorers will compete In 
the Grand Finals Sunday December 11. 
1983 at High Noon. 

More than 100 VIC-20 computers will 
be in play simultaneously during playoffs. 
providing exciting sights and sounds as the 
game skills of contestants decide who will 
go for top gun In December. Competitor 
Age categories will be 11 and under. 12 to 
~5 years old. 16 to 17. and 18 years and 
over. 

There will be a host of prizes for 
players with winning ways in various age 
groups and VIC-20: computers for those 
crowned champion in the Grand Finals. 

HELP THE 

HANDICAPPED 

-------~---------------Tear out or photocopy entry fQrm on next page. 

~----------------------
Participants will raise money by filling 

their pledge sheets with sponsors. similar 
to a bike-a-thon or walk-a-thon. The 
amount of money raised will be based on 
the participant's score playing the popular 
game "GORF". For example a sponsor 
might pledge 10 cents per 100 points 
scored to a maximum of $25 or whatever 
limit they desire. 

"Everyone participating In the VIC-A-TH
ON will share the rewarding experience of 
being part of an Important community event 
designed to help disabled children at 
Variety Village." said Arthur Goodall. Presid
ent of Commodore Computer. sponsor of 
Variety VIC-A-THON. 

Commodore Locations at which the particpants. can 
practice are: 

canadian Tire, Ava Electronics, Six Poits T.V. & Video, 
Scitron, Mr. Software, Questar International, Electronics 
2001, Video Warehouse, House of Computers. The 
Computer Forum, Toronto Hi-Fi, Comspec Computers. 
Video Variables, Richvale Telecommunications. Batteries 
Included. 
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,.. SPONSORED BY 

V' commodore 
COMPUTER' 

SPONSORSHIP FORM 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

Each age group champion will win a Commodore VIC-20 
computer and in addition the Grand Champion will go 
home with a colour monitor, datasette and Viccessories 
bonus pack. 

VIC-A-THON SCORE All of the finalists will be awarded a satin bomber jacke" 
T-shirt, sporte bag, specially commisssioned binder, and 
movie passes. In addition everyone gets that good feeling 
that goes along with helping handicappped kids. 

[ 
SPONSOR'S NAME 

ADDRESS 

3 

r---' -

5 

f---

6 I--

f-----

8 

9 

10 

WITNESSED BY 
(VARIETY CLUB MEMBER) 

TELEPHONE 

POSTAL CODE 

PLEDGE 
PER 100 
POINTS 

TOTAL 
PLEDGE 

CHECK 
IF 
RECEIPT 

CHECK REQUIRED 
WHEN ($10. OR 
PAID MORE) 

VIC-A-THON DAY NOVEMBER 20, 1983 
10 A.M.-6 P.M. 

SHERATON CENTRE 
123 QUEEN WEST, TORONTO 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

POSTAL CODE PHONE 

Completed pledge sheets with monies collected -'tar 
participating in Vicathon should be deposited in special 
bins at 

Participating Commodore Dealers 
CHUM Radio, 1331 Yonge Street 
CFTR, 25 Adelaide Street East(1oth Floor) 
CKFM, 24 St Clair Street West 
or CHIN Radio, 637 Colleae Street 
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You may also mail your pledges to: 

The Variety Club of Ontario 
475 Yonge Street 
The Westbury Hotel 
Suite 1721 
Toronto, Ontario 
M4Y 1X7 

83 

TOTAL 
DOLLARS 
PLEDGED $ 

(DEALER'S STAMP) 



ENTER THE VARIETY CWB V10A·THON 
AND ZAP ALIEN§ m HELP KIDS. 

THE VARIETY VlC-A-THON HELP§ 
DI§ABLED CHILDREN. 

It's like a walk-a-thon or a bike-a-thon. 
It's a way entrants and their sponsors can have 
fun raising money for I 
the Variety Cub's . 
charitable work with 
disabled children. 

Entrants zap aliens 
playing the computer 
game "Gorl" on 
VIC-20's supplied and 
set up by Commodore 
Computer. Sponsors 
pledge on a points 
scored basis, up to any 
limit they choose. 

It's fun, there are 
lots of prizes to be 
won, so come and pick . 

I d h it \"!I\! Jon"! l'nkr. "ron .. ,lr up p e ge s eets. ,,,;,,,:,,n, wh" will 

You'll be making a valuable contribution to a 
truly worthwhile cause. 
VARIETY IIIC-A-THON DAY, 
NOVEMBER ~OTH. 

Entrants gather at The Sheraton Centre 

Hotel. There'll be loads of Commodore VIC-20 
computers for them to compete on. 

They'll compete in one of four categories. 
Lots of prizes, lots of fun. 

VARIElY VlC-A-THON 6RAND FINAl..§, 
OECEMBER 11TH. 

Top scorers in each age group will 
compete in the Grand Finals at The World of 
Commodore Computer Show at the 
International Centre. 
WIN COMMODORE VlC-~O'§. 

All participants in the Grand Finals re
ceive Variety VIC-a-thon satin jackets, T-shirts, 
movie passes, and more. All Champions win 
Commodore VIC-20's. The Grand Champion 
also wins a Commodore Colour Monitor, 
Datassette and Bonus Pack. 

Help us 
help Variety 
Cub help the 
disabled chil
dren. It'll give 
all of us a good feeling. 
Come and pick up r'~=-i-iiZi~ 
complete details 

d I d h [ntranh pl.ly (;"r! !In ClIllllth,J"I't..' \,IC-2lh 
an your p e ge s eets. Sf'"n",,' pl,dg, "".1 P"tnl, ""r,d h"", 

SPONSORED BY 

~ commodore 
COMPUTER 
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HELP IS CLOSER THAN YOU THINK! 
We deliver the best software and accessories via UPS 2nd 
Day Air. We pay for shipping! And if you need help, our 
technical support department is as near as your phone. 

o PaperClipT" professional word processor 124.00 
o PowerFileT" data base/ personal filing 129.00 
o Flex fileT" 2.1 data base system 99.00 
o Bonus Offer. If you act now, every PaperClip, 

PowerFile, or Flex File package includes a FREE 
GIFT!· Choose: 

o 10 3M™ floppy disks 
o Jumpman™ game 

o The Home AccountanfM #1 best seller 
o Calc Result EasyTM the professional 

64 spreadsheet 

SPINNAKER™ Making Learning Fun 
o FacemakerT" 
o Kindercomp ™ 
o Hey Diddle Diddle ™ 

EPYXTM Strategy and Action Games 
o Temple of ApsharM 
o JumpmanT" 

o DOODLET" unlock your creativity 
commodore 64 color sketch pad 

o Three for Funl 3 action games 

Interfaces and Printers 
o MW302 easy-to·use interface 
o J(JKI 6100 office-type letter quality. 

18 cps! All the features you've looked for! 

If you are looking for the best new 64 software, 
call us TOLL FREE 

1-800-5584801 

·No fur1her discOlllls apply. 

59.95 

56.25 

29.95 
25.95 
25.95 

29.95 
29.95 

29.95 

19.95 

66.00 

499.00 



J UST AS THE DRUIDS COMPILED 
THE FIRST COMPUTER IStone

henge' so they also brought the first deco
rated tree Into the home. The winter celebration 
of these mystics has filled us with the desire to 

continue their special ways. LISTEN ... 

CASSETTALOGI 
D 'D YOU HEAR 117 Imagine a cassette containing. Descriptions of 

aU our games. Programming hints. Other products. FREE 
GAME. Much more. One side is programmed for the Commodore 64™. The 

other for the VIC 20 rM. Send just 52.00 to cover costs and then DEDUCT $3.00 
FROM YOUR FIRST ORDERI Actually, the very fun of our cassetta log would 

make a nice Christmas present Itself. 

GAMESI 
Standard VIC 20 ™ 
cassette 

Allen PanIc 
Krazy Kong 
Racefun 
The Catch 
Antimatter Splatter 

S9.95 
S9.95 

512.95 
512.95 
516.95 

ExtermInator 
MusIc WrIter III 
KIngs Ransom 

S19.95 Defender on Trl 1+3K/ 
S16.95 
S16.95 

Expanded Memory ViC 20 ™ 
Cassette 

3-~ Man 1+3K} 512.95 
Space Ouest 1+8I<} $16.95 

Commodore 64 ™ 
Diskette 
30-64 Man 
ExtermInator 64 
Widows Revenge 
QuIz Pro 

S12.95 

519.95 
$19.95 
$19.95 
$19.95 

BONUSI 
The first 250 orders over S20 placed from thIs advertIse
ment will receive a Nufekop dust cover for the 64 or 
VIC 20 FREE OF CHARGEI 

•• 
nUFEKDP 

P.O. Box 156, 21255 f:iwy. 62, Shady Cove, Oregon 97539 1-800-525-2529 
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-'Fooooo"", ............ ~---..r ...... ..r...o""..r..r..r..r..r..r ...... ...o""..r ...... J.:lCCO"'1 I GENERAL LEDGER I 
!S

S for caM 8032,8095,SPET, and 8050 disk SlsS 

o FAST Object Code 
o Data Entry from Journals or Individual Transactions 
o Key-Protected for protection of your information 
o Provides good audit trail R 0 300 accounts in the Chart of Accounts 8 

~ $295 CDN II 
235 US ~ 

INVENTORY CONTROL SYSTEM ~ 

o FAST Objec:O:o::M 8032,8096,SPET, and 8050 disk ~ 

§ 0 Key-Protected for protection of your information Ss 
o Se~eral reports available from the system 

I§ $~:; ~~N ~ 
We do not think that your software should go out of date. ~ 
For one year after purchase, we will made all updates g 
available FREE to all purchasers on your own diskettes. § 

§ INQUIRE ABOUT THE PACKAGES FOR THE C-64 § 
R WHICH ARE UNDER DEVELOPMENT. § 
~ Tt1E BU;1[]~If1L GP,[]UP U~ITE[] § 
§ 13 OLD COLONY ROAD § 
§ MANOTICK, ONTARIO KOA 2NO §S L 613-692-2425 ~ 

CC"'~...ooc>"'"...-oc>"'...o""~J"'...coo"""""J"'J"'...ooc>"'"..! 

~'@. CANADIAN 
~ SOFTWARE 

SOURCE 
FOR All YOUR COMMODORE 64 NEEDS 

• GREAT SAVINGS • OVER 300 
PROGRAMS • FAST- FRIENDL Y SERVICE • 

Canadian $ 
Retail c.s.s. 

HOME ACCOUNTANT (Continental) (D) 5 9995 
MASTER TYPE (Lightning) (0) 49.95 
PARALLEL PRINTER INTEr,FACE (CordeD) 139.95 
KINDERCOMP (Spinnaker) (Cor) 4495 
TYPING TUDORIWORD INV. (Academy) [T) 27.95 
WITNESS (Infocom) (D) 69.95 
SPRITEMASTtR 64 (Access) (D) 62.95 
NEUTRAL ZONE (Access) (TiD) 59.95 
BLADE OF BLACKPOOLE (Sirius) (D) 51.95 
REPTON (Sirius) (0) 51.95 
KOALA PAD & MICRO ILLUSTRATOR 149.95 
DISKS (Control Oata) SSDD (12 not 10/box) SPECIAL 
PRINTER PAPER - 30M-9-1/2"x11"-(3300 ShtsJbox) SPECIAL 

To order or for FREE CATALOGUE write or phone: 

CANADIAN 
SOFTWARE SOURCE 

t-'--- ---- -VISA --------

S 74.95 
44.95 

105.00 
37.95 
22.95 
46.95 
46.95 
44.95 
45.95 
45.95 

13500 
3500 
39.95 

BOX 340 STATION "W" • TORONTO. ONT. M6M 5B9 • (416) 491-2942 
Ontario residents add 7% sales tax. Send certified cheque or money order 
VISA & Moster Card please include card number. expiry dote and si9nature. 
Add 52.50 for Shipping and handling. All items subject to availability. 
Prices subject to change without notice. 

VISIT US AT THE CANADIAN COMPUTER SHOW ANO 
THE WORlD OF COMMODORE SHOW IN TORONTO 

• Delivery by U.P.S. within 3 days of order dote if stocked by local suppliers. 

-t 
~ 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS 
to 

1IIIIIi 

~ 
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Help you develop your skills and the power of vour computer. 

These complete development systems for the VIC 20 and the Commodore 64 computers are tools 
for the professional and learning aids for the developing programmer. A must for anyone who wants 
to understand the internal workings of the computer or who wants to design fast-action graphics or 
other powerful machine language programs. 

The Full-featured Assembler, Screen editor, Loader, Decoder and Debugger are accompanied by a 
tutorial on machine language, graphics programming and sound generation programming. The book 
also guides you through step-by-step instructions for the use of the tools and contains the most 
complete memory map available. A complete list is included of all the internal programs in ROM and 
the means by which you can call them from your own programs. Sample programs are fully 
explained. 

All programs support disk, tape and printer output. A special limited· feature version is available for 
the 5K VIC 20. 

Ask for Develop-20 and Develop-64 at your local software store_ 

To order direct send $49.95 u.s_ funas plus $2.00 p&h to 
French Silk. PO Box 207. Cannon Falls, MN 55009. 
VISA/MC charges accepted (please include expiration 
date). Please specify Oevelop-20 or Develop-64 and the 
5K version for the VIC 20 if so desired. Programs are 
distributed on cassette or diskette. Please specify your 
preference. 

Dealer enquiries invited. 

VIC 20 and Commodore 64 are registered TM of Commodore Business Machines Inc. 
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CLUB ACTIVITIES . ~ .. . 

T PUG CENTRAL MEETING OCT. 1983 

by Ian Wright 
The October meeting of the "Green 

Screen" group got underway at 8:42 on a 
miserable drizzly evening. The attendance 
was lighter than usual so I got a parking 
spot and a front row seat - both without a 
struggle! 

Mike Bonnycastle opened the proceed
ings with a report on the Business 
meeting. and gave a special thanks to 
th0se who attended on October 6th and 
also to those who sent In their pruxles. 
The revised slate of directors was intro
duced. and this included three new people 
- Carol Shevlin. Mike Donnegan. and John 
Shepherd have joined the new executive. A 
major change is that The TORPET will be 
brought "in house" because It had not been 
a part of the club. nor under its control. 
This bombshell prompted a number of 
questions and Mike said that there were 
still some decisions to be finalized but 
gave these responses: 

- the new magazine will be The TPUG 
Magazine. and will be under tne direct 
control of the executive. 

- the new magazine will have a slightly 
different emphasis with less editorial 
material and more "how to do itO-type articles. 

the circulation is now 11.000 being 
mailed to TPUG members with more dis
tributed through Commodore dealers. 
newstands. and other outlets. 

all current members will 
receive The TPUG Magazine 
their dues. 

continue to 
as part of 

Gord Campbell took the microphone to 
explain that the plans for the 1984 Conf-. 
erence were getting underway. The dates 
are the 26th and 27th of May and the new 
location will be the Constellation Hotel. 
There is TTC access. lots of parking. demo 
rooms and lecture hall., in one area (so 

Toronto ON 
that locating a presentation doesn't take 
forever!>. and it will cost less. The prelimi
nary survey sUb'gests that there will be 
200+ delegates. and since this is the U.S. 
Memorial day weekend it may allow more 
non-resident TPUG members to attend. 
Speakers are being concerned. and a new 
idea is an • Answer" room where you can 
get 10 minutes to show an expert your 
problem and get one-on-one help. There 
will be a significant Increase in the cost 
since non-participants were previously sub
sidizing this event. The final fee has not 
been determined as yet. but Gord said that 
it will be under $30.00 Canadian. 

Gord Campbell then gave a demonstra
tion and explanation of "BASIC AID". This 
utility expands the BASIC commands so 
that you can do many additional things in 
immediate mode. For those that do not 
have It. the program is on TPUG disk X-l 
from June 1982. BASIC AID includes a 
program called "the Wedge" which is well 
known to C-64 users. and the more mature 
owners of PETs. The Wedge provides one 
or two keypress disk operating commands 
such as >$ to directory a disk. T':s com
mand can be used to do "wild-card" 
searches using Hr· and ":It" to select cer
tain files or file types. The program BASIC 
AID". however. is much more than this. You 
can ·Spool" a file to the printer directly 
from your drive. "Flist" a file to examine it 
without erasing the current program in 
memory. and display an ASCII file by writ
ing the command "Read" on the directory 
line beside the file name. Other disk-based 
utilities include "Merge" which is a true 
merge and will overwrite lines (use the 
renumber utility before you merge>. Start 
gives the starting address of a program 
from the directory (this is useful when 
saving from the monitor). and "Size" gives 
the number of bytes of a program: either 
the one in memory by typing SIZE. or one 
from the directory, 
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CLUB ACTIVITIES 
~ 

This program does a lot. but we have 
only looked at the disk-based utilities that 
BASIC AID offers. there are 19 more com
mands! "Trace" allows you to step through 
your program and see where it goes by 
watching the keywords and line numbers on 
the screen. "Help· will follow the program 
to where it stops and display the error. 
The "Find" utility lets you select keywords 
such as - FIND <or<. and select words 
such as - FIND <"or"<. Obviously. one 
reason to find things Is to change them. 
and BASIC AID has a CHANGE command 
that lets you do this in one step. Other 
commands Include AUTO. CRT. DELETE. 
ESCAPE. HEX. NEW & UN+NEW. OFF. 
PACK. RENUNMBER. SCROLL. 
UPPER/LOWER. and even BREAK. When 
Gord typed "Break" - It did - and he had 
to reset his machine. The final command Is 
"Kill" which turns off BASIC AID. For a 
complete description and explanation. get 
the disk and print out BAlD INSTRUCTIONS. 

Just before break time Gerry Gold 
made an announcement about the SuperPET 
meetings. which are now to be held at 
York University. Any S-PET users should be 
sure to send their name and address to 
Gerry c/o The TPUG office. Doris Bradley 
said that there will be a supper meeting 
and COMAL demonstration with Jens Erik 
Jensen on October 26th. Commodore Is 
setting up a "Vicathon" contest to aid 
Variety Village whereby players of the game 
GORF will oather pledges for points gained 
playing the game. Playoffs will be at 
Sheridan College. and the finals will be 
held at the "World of Commodore Show· at 
the Internation Centre In December. There 
are various age groups and pledge sheets 
will be available by November 4th. 

After the break Mike Donnegan went 
through the LIST-ME program of this 
month's disk. There are HAM radio 
programs and some that give more in
formation about Nova Scotia than you 
probably every wanted to know. 

Gord Campbell then returned to show a 
program that will be available on next 
month's disk that turns the PET + Basic-
Aid Into a medium capability word processor. 
There is no justification or word wrap. but 
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the price is right. A program that Is written 
as: 

100 " June 23 
110 "Dear Sir: 
120 " I am sorry to .... 
140 " 

will be turned Into a screen or printer 
dump without the line numbers or quotes 
by pressing ·S·. What you write is what you 
get. so there are no margins other than 
those you leave inside the quotes. A 
paragraph is indicated by line 140 and to 
leave a blank line use two lines like 140. 
The program depends on a simple poke 
that strips off the line numbers and should 
work on both VICs and C-64s. 

The final session was devoted to a 
question and answer session to talk about 
"things·. Chris Bennett. Mike Bonnycastle. 
Gord Campbell and Gerry Gold were on the 
firing line although some members also got 
in on the responses. 

on the presentation of 
software. Mike said that we 
independent reviews but none 
with vested Interest. 

commercial 
could have 
by authors 

- magazine articles can not be typed In 
since they are copywntten by the publisher. 
It was suggested. however. that the club 
magazine could be a place for reviews of 
these programs since some are excellent 
but others 

- "Is the PET dying?" was answered dif
ferently by different people. It Is becoming 
obsolete over time because the creative 
people are writing for the newer machines. 
since more people own VIC 20s and C-64s 
than PETs. From the conference statistiCS. 
many of the PET owners have two or more 
machines - the majority have C-64s. Mike 
and Chris were dissenting voices since the 
PEr /CBM series are still the best business 
machines at their price. 

- members can get each month's disk by 
attending one meeting because the C-64. 
VIC. and PET disks are now being done early. 

• 



CONTROL MIC~OSVSTEMS INC. 

BATCH & PROCESS 

CONTROL 

DATA ACQUISITION 

& PROCESS 

MONITORING 

PROCESS 

CONTROL 

SIMULATOR 

FClR COLLEGES 

ENERGY 

MANAGEMENT 

CMS-2001 

LOW COST PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEM 
A wide choice of signal conditioning modules is available to configure YOUR monitoring 
and control system. The system can be expanded to 128 PIO control loops and 2048 
digital inputs/outputs. A control strategy that meets the requirements of any application 
is easily programmed in BASIC and powerful Process Control Language PCL-1. PCL-1 
offers many features including 24 levels of interrupts, 128 software timers, PIO Controller 
real-time execution, networking, and multi-tasking. Other features include high noise 
immunity, optical isolation, and hardware NEMA standards to provide an industrial quality 
monitoring and control system. 

Call us or our Toronto representative to discuss your application. 

CONTROL MICROSVSTEMS INC. 
6390 Notre-Dame West 
Montreal, P.O., H4C 1V4 

514-933-1136 

CAL TROL L TO. 
2 Thorncliffe Pk. Dr., Unit 21 

Toronto, Ont., M4H 1 H2 
416-423-0692 

.ilSIT US AT THE WORLD OF COMMODORE SHOW, TORONTO DEC. 8, 9, 10, 11, 1983 
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COMPUTING IN THE SCHOOLS 
Collective Thoughts 

by Colin A. Haig 

What is REALLY going on in 
Education out there ? 

Computer 

The purpose of this article is to clear 
up a tew points and to present a different 
perspective on the school situation. from 
that presented by David Bradley. in the 
September Issue of The TORPET. 

am quite heavily involved with Com
puter Education on many levels. both in the 
Peel Board as a student and part-time 
employee. and at the Ontario Institute for 
Studies in Education. where I have been 
involved in a project directly relating to the 
Canadian Educational Microcomputer (unoffi
cially known as "The Bionic Beaver" ), 

I've been a member of TPUG for quite 
some time now - (I joined as # 1320 but I 
believe we have almost 10.000 members 
nowL I've seen a lot of changes in the 

Mississauga Ont 

PROGRAM the computer I In a lot 
cases. however. the machine just sits. 
used. (I hope that I have not offended 
VIC or C-64 owners out there. but 
have to admit that it does happen') 

of 
un
any 
you 

As a result of this great Increase in 
the number of students who have or use 
computers. we find that there are several 
different categories of users. There are 
USERS. the sort of person who simply 
uses the computer to get a job done; the 
GAMERS. the kind who spend much of 
their time twiddling Joysticks and bashing 
buttons; the HACKERS or WHIZ KIDS. 
who do all kinds of stuff with their 
machines. ranging from practical to plain 
dumb; and then the BRAT KIDS. (referred 
to as B/K's) who own all kinds of goodies. 
and generally don't make much good use 
of their stuff. 

computer world and I feel it's about time I I personally prefer to be known as a 
made some comment. HACKER. but I have been called a BIK from 

When I started with computers. just time to time. 
over five years ago. video games were 
basically unheard of. except for that most These same groups of students can 
fascinating game --YAWN-- known as usually be found in ANY computer classroom. 
PONG. Of course. at this time. there 
weren't any .uVIDEO GAME FANATICS*'."'* 
as they are currentlv known. BUT there 
WERE a few hackers (or is "TechnO-Comp
uter Enthusiast" more appropriate ?). The 
most interesting fact was that most of this 
bunch didn't spend too much time playing 
games. Instead. they involved themselves 
with actually learning to use the computer. 
by writing useful programs, instead of wast
ing their valuable computer time on 
keyboard-smashing games. 

Presently. we see all kinds of people 
who go to the local computer shop to buy 
a VIC or a C-64. with the main purpose 
being to play games. Only after the games 
have lost their novelty. do most of these 
people realize that they can actually 
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The USERS generally get their assign
ments done. and they tend to consider the 
computer to be another piece of junk for 
them to either learn to use or learn to hate. 

The GAMERS are usually the ones who 
sit at the far back corner of the class 
playing Space Invaders. while the teacher 
drones on about the advantages of the 
FOREIGN X loop (or was it the FOR NEXT 
loop ?). You can usually spot the Gamers. 
because they are the ones leaning all over 
the monitor screaming about the new high 
score. 

The HACKERS are normally busy plan
ning new ways of disabling their neigh
bour's stop key by remote control. or they 
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are working on a new way to sort matrices 
backwards. A casual observer would note 
that the hackers are unable to type in a 
standard fashion. but that they know where 
all the keys are on 13 different keyboards. 
Those that try to learn how to type usually 
give up out of frustration as soon as 
Commodore puts out a different model with 
a different keyboard. <You will have noticed 
this if you have ever tried pushing the stop 
key on a 4032 and then tried to find It on 
an 8032! Usually you get an '@' symbol.) 

The BIK's are usually the ones who 
think they know It all. until It comes time 
to do any real work. when of course they 
turn to the Hackers and Users for help. 
These folks generally have a Superiority 
Complex. until they find that their latest 
computer has the power of a wrist-watch 
and the speed of a 110 Baud TeleType. 
The BIK's are also the ones who pride 
themselves on the fact that they can ac
tually type. but as soon as the keyboard 
changes, they are doomed. 

One of the problems with a lot of the 
BIK's and some of the Hackers is that 
they hold the belief that they know every
thing that Is to be learned from a re
source. I'm sure that a large number of 
people would agree that there is always 
SOMETHING to be learned. whether it is a 
new command. a new technique or lust 
some general pointers on programming style. 

Another area of interest is the different 
approach of various teachers. schools and 
school boards to the way that computers 
are maintained. student access is control
led. and the way that the courses are 
presented. At Lorne Park Secondary. the 
school that I attend in Mississauga. the 
computer courses are presented In fairly 
effective ways. Instead of having the stu
dents copy the program out of the textbook 
or some other source. the students are 
presented with a new command. structure. 
or technique. and then they are presented 
with a challenge - they must come up with 
a program that will accomplish a task. 
Examples include card games. a banking 
simulation, generating report cards. a driv
ing test. a slot machine. When the program 
is finished. the student is usually quite 
pleased with what helshe has produced. 

The main advantage of this approach is 
that learning can actually be FUN II! 
However. it isn't quite this easy; the stu
dents are aiso required to DESIGN the 
programs on paper. using flowcharting. 
pseudocode. and related techniques prior to 
actually using the computer. In many 
cases. teamwork is required, and this tends 
to improve the quality of the final program. 
and it helps the students to understand the 
necessities of working together. No more 
than 30% of the final exam at Lorne Park 
is written on paper. The remainder of the 
marks are given for creating and debugging 
a program and for documenting It. In some 
cases. the students are provided with a 
partially complete program. which they must 
complete and expand upon. One exam re
quired that the students work on a system 
to keep track of bet and payoffs at the 
Queen's Plate. Another required the stu
dents to complete a mark-keeping program. 
All it takes is a few teachers with a little 
time and a little creativity. 

One of the difficulties encountered at 
the present time is that a large number of 
teachers in the schools have very little ex
perience with computers. The Peel Board 
offers a course called Computers and 
Educators. which the teachers are en
couraged to take. The course has an Intro
duction to computers and terminology. and 
it leads up to small scale programming in 
BASIC. This. and the few other activities 
are helping to make staff more comfortable 
to the computer. One attitude that I 
strongly disagree with. is the belief that 
teachers should be given a year off. and a 
computer to work with. first of all. this Is 
VERY expensive. and secondly. how many 
of the teachers would actually spend their 
time with a computer? 

With respect to computer maintenance. 
we have never had a piece of equipment 
out of service for longer than three days. 
The main reason for the good service 
record is the fact that there are people 
who actually care about the equipment. 
Myself. and two fellow hackers try to make 
sure that all of the teachers know how to 
check the power cord. the fuse. and the. 
power switch. We also make sure that they 
know how to get keys unstuck and other 
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things of that nature. If a larger problem 
develops. of an electrical form. one of us 
can usually fix it. sometimes with a little 
help from the electronics shop. If it is 
something too big. then the machine is 
sent for servicing. Of the schools in our 
board. Lorne Park has one of the lowest 
service bills. if not the lowest. 

A fair bit of concern has been ex
pressed about the Canadian Educational 
Microcomputer (CEM)' This is the machine 
which the Government of Ontario has con
tracted. SOI.le people have expressed con
cern about the machine and when it will 
appear. For starters. the first of the 
machines with the languages from Waterloo 
will have been delivered by September 1 st. 
1983. Secondly. the machine actually does 
wor!<. and is ready to be set up for mass 
production. Also. the price is considerably 
different from what you may have been led 
to believe. A class set of C-64s would 
cost $12.000.. according to Mr. Bradley. 
That makes for at-out 20 computers. BUT 

lets add in 20 monitors. That is about 
$8.000. That comes to a total of around 
$20.000. The cost of a CEM is about 
$2.500. which includes a built-in monitor 
and trackball. For 20. that is $50.000. But. 
the Ministry of Education is funding 75% of 
the initial purchase. giving us a total of 
$12.500. Sounds like a good deal for 
Telidon graphics. a 99 key keyboard. 128 K 
RAM. trackball. network interface. and a 
Intel 80186 16 Bit Very Fast processor. 
Also. it runs enhanced versions of the in
dustry-standard Waterloo languages available 
on the SuperPET. To add a filesaver. which 
contains CI 10 Megabyte H'3rd Disk. and a 
1 Megaby,e floppy. which can be used by 
all the machines on the network. add 
$8.000. Now tell me which is the better buy! 

Quite simply. the computer is doing 
fairly well in education. and the situation is 
getting better. Hopefully. many of you will 
have similar good experiences in the 
future. and will appreciate the improvements 
that are occurring in the educational system._ 

~~[@]~~~ 
a game re vie w 

CYCLONS FOR C64 

by C.R. Walter 

This is an excellant space shoot-em-up 
style MIL game. The graphiCS are extremely 
well done and the sound effects are ok 
(just what is needed - you know when they 
fire. when you fire. when another one is 
coming onto the screen and when some
body blows up>. 

There are several different levels and 
options which you can change in order to 
make the game harder as you get better 
at it. One thing this game has that most 
other space games have not is inertia - it 
takes time to speed up and slow down -
making it slightly more realistic. One thing 
that may bother some people is that the 
joystick is used to aim your shots (you can 
shoot in all eight directions) and to move. 
If you aren't careful you tend to move in 
the direction you are firing (and if you are 
fighting in close Quarters this can be 
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Proton Sta tion ON 

dangerous). 
If you like space shoot-em-up games 

this is il good one to get. 
The tapes are tape-locked and the 

disks are disk-locked (which is ok because 
it means the game cannot be illegally 
copied) but it also means you cannot make 
backup copies very easily. 

I give it a rating of 8.6. 

Available from 

SYNTAX Software INC. 
33 Elmhurst Ave .. Suite 502 
Willowdale. Ontario. Canada 
M2N 6G8 

Cost is $34.95 for cassette version and 
$39.95 for disk version. 



COMM 3 
COMMUNICATIONS PACKAGE 

• For the PET /CBM 
• Communicate to IBM Mainframe (TSO) 
• File UPLOAD/DOWNLOAD 
• Supports ACSII or COMMODORE printer 
• Many Cnfiguration Options 
• Disk required 

(specify your model with order) 
• Modem and Interface also available 

TPUG PRICES 

o COMM 3 Software ............. $ 49.00 
o RS232 Modem Interface .......... 35.00 
o EMP Direct Connect Modem ...... 125.00 
o The Package (above 3 items) ..... 199.00 
o Documentation Only ............... 2.00 

Send order and payment to: 
MICROS UNLIMITED INC. 

3311 Bloor Street West 
Toronto, Ontario M8X 1 E7 

(Ontario residents add 7% sales tax) 

6502 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE 
Snerldan College is hosting two. two - day workshops on 6502 Assembly Languag 

programming for the Pet. Apple and Atarl computers. Participants will study the conceptua 
foundations of machine language programming. learn the most useful commands in the 650 
instruction set. and write working assembly language sub-routines and programs. All compute 
time and manuals are provided for this Intensive two-day course. The only prerequisite Is an 
elementary knowledge of BASIC programming. 

TOPICS IN THE COURSE INCLUDE: 

I. Machine Language: An Introduction to the NAKED CHIP 
II. Hexadeclmals: I Wish I Was Sixteen Again 
III. The 6502 Registers: Barney Does His Boring Job (and Does It Again) 
IV. The 6502 Instruction Set: Tiny Commands for Total Control 
V. Assembling and Disassembling: Putting It Together and Taking It Apart 
VI. First 6502 Programs: Life In the Fast Lane 

The instructor for the course is Kem Luther. Ph.D.. a teacher in the Computer Studies 
Program at Sheridan College. In addition to teaching programming at Sheridan. he has several 
years' experience in writing and publishing commercial programs for the major micro-compu
ting systems. 

The two workshops will be held at the Brampton Campus on January 5-6 and March 12-
13. 1984. The fee is $150 for the two days (Including lunch). Further information and reserva
tions may be obtained by calling the Sheridan College Conference Centre at : 

416 845-9430 416 823-9730 416 632-7081 ext. 336 
cooo 0 0 coco CCOCl 0 0 0 0 0 0 Cil 0 00 COO<:l 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ ::;'--C:XJoOC:X:)oOiI:X:l~::H:IOCXl¥ 
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HARDWARE HACKER 
by Hank Mroczkowski Hous.ton, Texas 

CHEAP? For any data base program and by 
any :;tandards ... sure! I'm talkmg about using the 
opernting system of any PET/CBMIVIC/64 Microsoft 
BA!';,C as a "free torm" data base (management) 
system. The tull screen editing in our beloved Com
modore BASIC lets us put tull screen editing in 
memory provided we tollow a few minor restrictions: 

1. Line numbers. Every record must be 
preceded by a line number recognized by BASIC. 

2. First character. The first character ot a 
record cannot be a number. 

3. Length. Any record cannot be longer than 
80 characters (88 in the VIC). 

Now, you will need some form of programmer's 
aid, either BUll or Commodore's Programmers" 
Aid cartridge (for the VIC) to manipulate your data. 
It is a data base (management) system only in that 
YOU are the manager with help, or should I say 
FIND. That's the secret 

I have been using this system on the PET 4')32 
for about four years with cassettes and with disks 
and have had no problems entering or retrieving in
formation. The FIND command will bring out the in
formation, searching through up to 321< in less time 
than the PET could print to the screen. I had used 
the Programmers Toolkit and SM-KIT on the PET un
til BASIC AID became available (available from CHUG 
on chips for PETs-ED). All three gave excellent 
results. About a year after using this system to hold 
a list of telephone numbers of people scattered 
about the country, someone had an article published 
explaining this same system. The name of the article 
may have been The Poormans Data Base, but I 
can't find the proper reference. If anyone remembers 
where it is, I would appreciate some feedback to 
credit the written source. 

BASIC AID is the most complete package of ex
panded keywords for BASIC but has one small bug 
when using it for the DB(M)S. When printing a list of 
records to the printer, it will close the file. This 
causes some strange problems on the IEEE-488 
buss when a CMD command is given and some form 
of PRINT *" command isn't issued prior to closing. 
The screen goes nuts. 

Now that I'm using the VIC 20, more and more, 
I use the same style of DB(M)S on it, too. The only 
real limitation which has caused any problems in all 
the machines is the memory size of that machine. 
With 321< on the PET, I am limited to about 450 
records or line numbers. On the VIC 20 with a 16K 
Expander and Programmers' Aid, the limit is about 
185 entries. Each of those records is at lea$t 60 
characters long. No absolute figures can be given to 
let you know if your data fits the machine because 
of the method the PET IVIC stores your data. 

For example, if you save: 

10 JOHN DOE:1234 S. MAlN:ERIE:PA: :16501:814-454-5278 
11 JOHN REMBAR:1234 SPRINT LN:ERIE:PA:16500:814-

555-1212:REM & (PRINT)=TOKENS 
You'll note that line number 11 has two groups 

of characters which are not enclosed with quotation 
marks and will be stor~ into memory by the inter
preter as BASIC tokens: .. siOlgle byte characters which 
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will always print it back to you just as you typed it 
in. Line 11 LOOKS like it's six bytes longer than 
line 10, but, in fact, it is exactly the same size in 
memory. Use this to help conserve memory. Be care
ful to avoid using question marks ... they will be printed 
back as PRINT. 

A helpful hint, use quotation marks sparingly. 
They use extra bytes and make finding anything in
side t.heir brace very difficult with any prog aid 
program. You tell the prog aid to find either a string 
or sequence of characters in memory. If you quote a 
sequence of characters, you have defined that se
quence as a string and the prog aid may not find 
that string if you didn't tell it to find a string. 

In other words , you can only search tor either 
a string or a sequence of characters (which are 
stored as BASIC) at anyone time. If you store your 
data both ways, you will have to FIND in the 
manner in which you have stored it This may make 
retrieval cumbersome. On the other hand, it can be 
used to separate similar data, and, with tricky 
techniques sub-grouping data is possible. 

For example, you may want te describe a part 
on inventory. By putting the part number and the 
description inside a brace of quotes, it won't be nor
mally listed in a FIND of that part number. 
However, when the same part number is quoted 
during a FIND it will list its description. Neat, huh? 

About a year ago, I had implemented this sys
tem where I work to keep track of the radios we 
repair and store. It has been very successful in 
saving from one half to two man-hours per day of 
both the service department secretary's and tech
nicians' time whenever any customer called on the 
status of his unit. An added plus is the profeSSional 
timeliness and attitude that the customer sees. 

This same system has been used by several 
other people who had seen how easy it was to set
up and maintain and I had trained our parts manager 
and our secretary on the basics of using it in about 
two hours broken into short 10 to 20 minute ses
sions. The biggest area of concern to me is keeping 
the data format consistent. We identified one style of 
radio as WHAT CL for a White, Classic, GE Mark V 
radio-telephone. If the entry is made as CLASS, 
obviously, a match to FIND all WHT CL would miss 
that one. No matter how the data is entered, it must 
be consistent Remember, no error checking is involved. 

Inventory, back order lists, telephone direc
tories, customer lists, etc. are all prime candidates 
for the Data Base (Management) System when you 
want to work both under a low budget and absolutely 
need a fast search. 

I might mention an extra benefit with the sys
tem. We would keep the data on the radio long after 
it had been returned to our customer. This started a 
service history of all units which had gone through 
our shop. This allowed us to identity lost radios by 
serial number and, also, to give the customer a 
printed list of his units which had gone through the 
service department. Since the invoice number is part 
of the record, we can easily pull together a file to 
cross check for any units whic." are failing' otten. • 



ADVANTAGE AND WICO 
PRESENTS 

New Grip Handle Joystick 

NOW! Professional Quality At A low Price 
NOW! Arcade Action, Arcade Durability In 

A Compact Joystick 
NOW! The Only Control With A Dependable 

PC Board/leaf Switch Design 

THE BOSS is here and it isn't just fun ... il's fantastic. Irs 
THE BOSS. The only Joystick that belongs in a cockpit .. 
but works best at home. THE BOSS takes over fast. And 
sodoyoul 

PRODUCT FfATURES: 

1. A high quality PC Board with 5 bUilt-In leaf sWitches 

2, SpeCially designed grip handle With thumb action 
fire button 

3, Durable. high Impact plastiC construction 

4, Four non-skid rubber feet for table top action 

5, Convenient flve-foof cord 

6, Direct plu~-In compa.tibility With Atan 2600." 
Atafl ' 400 v and 800.' Sears Video Game. and 
Commodore VIC-20 and VIC-64 Home Computers 

Write today for our latest catalogue 
LUlV~l'"\t~ue Computer Accessories 

1020 Meyerside Dr., Units 7 & 8 
Mississauga, Ontario LST 1 K7 (416) 676·1200 
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GradeCalc 
by 

Tamarack Software 
Grade and Attendance Management 

System 

C-64, 4032 or 8032 Specify 
Computer & Drive 

$32.95 ($29.95 US) 

~flfo5y51~m5 Hd. 
PO BOX 2001 
SACKVILLE. NEW BRUNSWICK 
CANADA EOA 3eo 

TELSTAR 64 
Sophisticated Terminal Commu~ications Cartridge for the 64. 

·PFO· 10D ODD CP D1 D2 BELL 12:30:00 
(TELSTAR's Status Line) 

Don't settle for less than the best l 

• Upload/Download to/from disk or tape. 
• Automatic File Translation. 
• Communicates in Industry Standard ASCII. 
• Real-Time Clock plus Alarm Clock. 

10:14:36 

• Line editing capability allows correcting and resending long command lines. 
• 9 Quick Read functions. 
• Menu-driven. 
• Similar to our famous STCP Terminal package. 
• Works with Commodore Modems and supports auto-dialing. 

The best feature is the price - only $49.95 (Cartridge and Manual) 

Machine Language Monitor Cartridge 
for the CBM 64 

More than 20 commands allow you to access the CBM 64's Microprocessors 
Registers and Memory Contents. Commands include assemble, disassemble, 
reg isters. memory, transfer. compare, plus many more. 

Someday every CBM 64 owner will need a monitor such as this. 

Cartridge and Manual- $24.95 
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Compu ter Software Associates, 
an established software house, supplies 
software for COMMODORE, APPLE, 
and IBM home computers. CSA is 
currently looking to expand its product 
base of serious programs in the areas 
of home, education, and office. 

Computer Software Associates 
offers over 30 years of market experi
ence, worldwide distribution, innova
tive packaging, generous royalties, 
and prograrruner support. 

Interested prograrruners should 
contact Mike Mahan, Product De
velopment Department, Computer 
Software Associates, 50 Teed Drive, 
Randolph, Massachusetts 02368. Tel. 
(617) 961-5700 . 

•• ~COMPUTER "SOFTWARE 
~. ASSOCIATES 

8K in 30 Seconds 
for your VIC 20 or CBM 64 
If you own a VIC 20 or a CBM 64 and have been concerned 

~~~I:~~r~~~~;?~~~e~ ~~~~h~7~~ r~~~~BBW~~: ~2B8IT 
comes in a cartridge. and at a much. much lower price 
Ihan Ihe all9rage disk And speed . Ihls rs one fasl RABBIT 
Wilh Ihe RABBIT you can load and slore on your CBM 
dataseMe on 8K program in almosl 30 seconds. compared 
to the curren! 3 minutes of a VIC 20 or C8M 64. olmosl as 
fast as the 1541 disk drive 
The RABBIT IS easy 10 Inslall. allows one 10 Append 
Basic Programs, works With or Without ExpanSion 
Memory, and orovldes two doto file modes The 
RABBIT is nol only losl but reliable 
(The Rabbil for the VIC 20 contolns on expanSion con· 
nector SO you con simultaneously use your memory bOard. elc ) $39. 9S 

MAE NOW $59.95 
THE BEST 
FOR LESS! 

For CBM 64, PET, APPLE, and ATARI 
Now. you con have the some professionally designed Macro 
Assembler IEditor as used on Space ShuMle proJects. 

• DeSigned to Improve Programmer Product iVity 
• Similar synlax and commands - No need 10 relearn pecullor 

synlOKes and commands when you go Irom PET 10 APPLE to 
AlARI 

• Coresident Assembler {Editor - No need 10 load the EdiTor. tnen 
the Assembler. Ihen Ihe Edllor. etc 

• Also Includes Word Processor. Relocating loader. ond mUCh 
more 

• Fbwerful Editor. Macros. Conditional and Interactive 
Assembly. and Auto - zero page addreSSing 

Sti ll no! convinced. send for our free spec sheet1 

c ) 



COMMODORE COMPUTER 
PRINTER ADAPTERS ~ COMPUTER INTERFACES 

\RS- 232} 

- addressable-switch selectable upper/ 
lower, lower/upper case. 

ANALOG AND DIGITAL INPUT/OUTPUT MODULES 

-works with BASIC, WORDPRO, 
VISICALC and other software. 

- I EEE card edge connector for con
necting disks and other peripherals 
to the PET. 

-power from printer unless otherwise 
noted. 

RS-232 SERIAL ADAPTER
baud rates to 9600 - power supply 
included. 
MODEL ADA 7450a ...... $ 749.00 

CENTRONICS/NEC PARALLEL 
ADAPTE R - Centronics 36 pin 
ribbon connector - handles graphics. 
MODEL ADA 7800 .. .... $729.00 

COMMUNICATIONS ADAPTER
serial & parallel ports - true ASCII 
conversion - baud rates to 9600 -
half or full duplex - X-ON, X-OFF
selectable carriage return delay - 32 
character buffer - centronics com
patible. 
MODEL SADI .......... $295.00 

COMMODORE 64 to RS-232 
CABLE ADAPTER 
MODEL ADA 6470 ........ $79.00 

The BUSSter lil)e of analog and digital 
products was designed to collect data and 
to output signals to laboratory and industri
al equipment in conjunction with a 
microcomputer system. These powerful 
self-contained modules reduce a comput
er's workload by providing read or write 
operations to external devices. They are 
controlled as slave interfaces to real-world 
physical applications. Control is over 
an IEEE-488 (CPIB) bus or RS-232 port. 
BUSSter modules are available in several digital and analog configurations. The internal 
buffer and timer provide flexibility by allowing the BUSSter to collect data while the host 
computer is busy with other tasks. 

BUSSler A64-64 channel digital input module 
to read 64 digital signals. Built-in 
buffer $495.00 

BUSSler B64-64 channel digital output 
module to send 64 digital signals $495.00 

BUSSler C64-64 channel digital input/output 
module to read 32 and write 32 digital signals. 
Built-in buffer $495.00 

BUSSler 016-16 channel anal09 input 
module to read up to 16 analog signals with 8 
bit resolution (V.%) Built-in buffer $495.00 

BUSSler 032-32 channel version of the 
D16 $595.00 

BUSSler E4-4 channel analog output module 
to send 4 analog signals with 12 bit resolution 
(.06%) $495.00 

BUSSler ES-8 channel version of the 
E4 $595.00 

BUSSler E16-16 channel version of the 
E4 $695.00 

Add the suffix -G for IEEE-488 (GPIB) or -R for 
RS-232. 
All prices are USA only. Prices and specifica· 
tions subject to change without ~otice. 
30 DAY TRIAL-
Purchase a BUSSter product, use it, and if you 
are not cornpletely satisfied, return it within 30 
days ,and receive a full refund. 

US Dollars Quoted 
$10.00 Shipping & Handling 

~_~ MASTERCARDIVISA 

I~I 
Connecticut microComputer, Inc. 
INSTRUMENT DIVISION 
36 Del Mar Drive 
Brookfield. Ct. 06804 
(203) 775-4595 TWX: 710·456-0052 

r..;CO'" .......................... ...o"' ......................... ..cc:l""..r ...... ..;::.cr ...... ..r ...... ..r..r...o"' .................................... ..r ....... ..r~ 

I TYCOR® AC I I POWER LINE I 
I FILTERS · I 

C-64 VIC 20 ATARI 

~ 1. Decreased service calls ~ 
. ~ 2. Decreased board repair ~ 
~ 3., Decreased memory error § 
§ 4. Decreased memory loss § 
§ 5. Decreased re-run time § 
~ 6. Decreased supply cost ~ 
§ a. discs § 
§ b.paper ~ 
8 c. tapes ti S 0 8 7. Information reliability R 
8 8. Improved employee moral ~ 
~ 9. Lightning protection § 
i See us at Wo'rld of Commodorei 
~ TORONTO: (416)496-0406 CALGARY: (403)259-3200 I 
B Dealer Inquiries Invited . S 
tr..r ....... ...o"' .......................... ~ ....... ..r..r ....... ./."--~..r ....... ...,....,....,.~...,....,...r...,...r .............. ..r..r....o.q 

CHILD 
DEVELOPMENT 

SERIES 
(for the 3.5K VIC and 

16K ATARI) 

ADD/SUB-$16.95 
Displays Single or multiple 
digits with or w/o pictures. 
borrows. carries, scoring. 

and audio/video feedback. 

NUM ER-BECi-$16.95 
Number recognition. object 
counting. object grouping. 

and number/size/shape 
discrimination. 

ALPHA-BECi-$16.95 
. Twenty-six screens with let

ters/picturesllabels 'built' 
on the 

.5. 
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ARE YOU A 
SM.YI BUYER! 

MINI JINln~ for $89.95 is a smart buy! 
Record Keeper 

• Keep records for home. school, club, or office 
better and more quickly than by hand 

• Hold 50-500 records on tape or disk 
• Have the plug in ease of a cartridge 
• Put addresses. books. and more in order 
• Track appointments. meetings, valuables 
• Print any number of reports and labels 
• Do checkbook class or sports statistics 
• Make lists for letter writing software ------------------------, 

Available NOW in Spanish (Mini-Jini Archive Instante) 
Available now. in plain. simple English. 

French and German versions available soon 

"A winner ... Learn Mini-Jin; Record Keeper in 20 minutes" -- Commander Magazine 

"Super duper data base for VIC-20 and Commodore 64/1 
-- Software International 

Application Templates for ... 

I. General Demo (69 pre-defined files) 
amateur radio 
paper route disk only 
etc. 

2. Organize the HAMS HACK (12 tiles) 

3. Classroom Planning (10 tiles) 
plan lessons 
analyze tests 
keep attendance 
library records 

4. Party Plan (10 tiles) 
birthdays 
christenings 

TEMPLATE 514.95 
DISK OR TAPE 
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proms 
graduations 
weddings 
anniVersaries 
etc. 

NEW! 

BRAND NEW 
Mini-Jini Forms Writer: 
Fill in the blanks 
on checks, and other 
forms - in easy to 
use cartridge. $69.95 

• Visa - Mastercharge - C.O.D. 
• Dealer inquiry welcome 
Immediate shipment if In stock If P':!rSoona\ check IS senl allow dddl[lonal 2 weeks 
Pnces subject to change. Shipment subject to av,,"dabllit~, Ships UPS 1rt Colli!C1 
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Anyone who keeps records can use 
the Mini-Jini Record Keeper 

For the UNEXPANDED VIC 
& COMMODORE 64 

Administrators 

Agencies 

Bond Clippers 

Check Writers 

Collectors 

Educators 

Families 

Greeting card writers 

Hobbyists 

Libraries 

Medical persons 

Organizations 

Party Planners 

Postal services 

Salespersons 

Schools 

Store owners 

Teams 

Writers 

JINI MICRO· 
SYSTEMS, INC . 

P.o. Box 274 • Riverdale, N.Y. 10463 
PHONE: (212) 796-6200 

Prices in U.S. dollars 



MACHINE -LANGUAGE 
SA Y GOODNIGHT LANCE LEVENTHAL 

Review by Terry Taller Kanata, ON. 

A BOOK REVIEW of 6502 ASSEMBLY 
LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING 

By Ashley. Fernandez. Taber 
John Wiley and Sons <Canda) ltd. 

Self-Teaching Guide Series $12.95 (US) 

After one has learned to program in 
BASIC several things happen. First you sit 
down and try to write all those neat 
programs you knew you could--if only you 
understood BASIC. Having achieved all of 
that knowledge you realize that all of the 
best programs have been written and are 
available commercially or can be obtained 
from TPUG: what's more if you add up all 
of the hours and aggravation it is much 
less expensive to purchase the program or 
get it from TPUG. 

Next you begin to read articles by Far
quason, Williams, Strasrl1a, Butterfield. 
Mansfield --and they speak in hieroglyphics 
like STA. LOA. ROR. ASL. CPX, lOX. You 
decide you are going to write the ultimate 
computer game (if it follows current trends 
you will be able to. on your screen. simul
taneously destroy New York. Miami. and 
Toronto with an option to devour dots) and 
somebody tells you that no game is worth 
its weight unless written in machine lan
guage. (It doesn't take long before you find 
out that for all intents and purposes 
machine language = assembly language.> 

Once you've spoken to all of those in
credibly knowledgeable people (they've 
owned computers at least one year more 
than you have) you find you have to buy 
an assembler (and you thought you were 
going to get away cheap!) Now what? Well. 
face the fact that when getting into as
sembly language you might as well make it 
easy on yourself and buy a good product 
(either Moser's MAE or Templeton's PAL 
will do). To put it bluntly. and as I learned 
the hard way. there is no point in getting 
into assembly language without a top-quality 
assembler. 

As you discovered when learning BASiC 
there is no way to learn assembly language 
except by jumping In with both feet. That 
m~ans it Is time to start shopping around 
for a book. As you venture into your 
favourite computer bookstore you will find 
the pickings pretty slim compared to books 
on BASIC: in a previous article I advised 
that you stick with Margaret McRitchie's 
book on BASIC programming. The only 
problem with assembly language is that you 
bump up against your first jargon-
microprocessor; you'li see books called 
l80. 8080. 68000. Z8000. 6809. 6502. 
65C02 all followed by the words Assembly 
Language Programming or words to that ef
fect. You want 6502 books and. as you'll 
see in a moment. you'll only want one 
bock to start. 

In the 6502 section you'll find books by 
two of the big guns in assembly language 
writing--Lance Leventhal and Rodney Zaks. 
Both of their books on 6502 assembly lan
guage programming are BIG anrj expensive 
and neither one is terribly useful for the 
novice entering beginning assembly lan
guage programming. You'll find that Levent
hal's book looks the most Impressive--at 
least it did to me. When you start into it 
he refers to the fact that he assumes you 
understand Book 1 In the series; so out 
you go and buy Book 1; when you start 
that you find that it assumes that you un
derstand Book 0 (honest!> so you buy Book 
O. Don't do it! You are wasting your time 
and your money (at this pOint>. Believe me. 
nobody packages a book more attractively 
for sale than McGraw-HilI. the publisher of 
Leventhal's books: I know because they 
package and sell the two textbooks I wrote 
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MACHINE LANGUAGE' 
for secondary school Marketlng--I.. course 
you should buy them. 

To get started there is only one book 
you will need--6502 Assembly Language 
Programming by Donna Taber. Ruth Ashley 
and Judi Fernandez. It is published by John 
Wiley and Sons Ltd. in the Self-Teaching 
Guide series. It costs $12.95 (US)and about 
$15.95 (Cdn). It is available at any 
bookstore (I got my copy at Arkon 
Electronics In Toronto). If not available I 
know they can get it for you. Quite simply 
these three people have discovered how to 
make novices feel like experienced 
programmers both quickly and easily. (lawn 
three other books they have written and the 
same holds true for all of them!) 

The book is written as a disposable 
product; ie.. you have to write In It and 
that may not make it useful to anybody to 
whom you might wish to give/sell the book. 
As long as you know the Commodore ker
nal routines (easily found out) you can 
work your way through this boOk and be 
thorouQhly com~etent with the basics of 
6502 assembly language programming by 
the end of the book. 

Some points about any of the series 
written by these people are included in this 
book. Don't write the answers in the book
-and not to save money be reselling the 
book. They tend to put the answers to the 
problems on the same page as the 
problems making it too tempting to look at 
the answer: they should have put the 
answers at the back. Cover up the answers 
with a piece of paper and work out the 
problems on a separate pad. and then look 
at the answers. After that put the exercise 
into the computer. assemble It. and then 
run it. You will feel very rewarded very quickly. 

If there is any fault with the text it is 
that the authors rushed through binary 
coded decimal. BCD will. after you have 
worked your way through this book (which 
took me about a month). become very Im
portant if you want to do some really raz
zle dazzle stuff. You will have to go to 
another source to get a handle on BCD. 

The authors wrote a general text for 
the 6502 book. That means that th~y had to 
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work around the fact that 6502's are found 
In CBM. PET. APPLE. ATARI. VIC. They"" 
don't go Into I/O programming as well they 
couldn't because of the various roms 
among the different machines. After you 
have finished this book the only other text 
you will need (at least in the case of 
those among us who own CBM's) Is CBM 
Professional Computer Guide by Jim and 
Ellen Strasma (McGraw-Hili) and the ubiqui
tous Adam Osborne: make sure that you 
get the book by these authors. At the end 
of the book you will find the Information 
you need on Commodore's rom routines 
and the kerna!. If you own a C-64 or a 
VIC or a PET get Mansfield's Machine 
Language For Beginners (COMPUTEI Books) 
for the same Information. 

As you progress. and fOU will. you will 
only need back caples of COMPUTEt. 
TORPET.and The Transactor. Any article on 
assembly/machine language will now make 
absolute sense. And you wondered why you 
were keeping all of those back copies that 
the wife thinks could make vast sums of 
money In a garage sale! 

In summary stay away from the large 
and expensive when going Into assembly 
language (except for the assembler>' Get 
the book highly recommended in this article 
and follow the accumulator-loaded brick road •• 
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-I'm glad we've found something that 
keeps him off the streets.· 
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GENERAL 

READING BETWEEN THE LINES 

by David Williams 
The BASIC words DATA and READ 

provide a powerful tool for programmers of 
Commodore computers. Information which 
the program will need as it runs can be 
conveniently written Into the program itself. 
instead of having to be stored in separate 
fiies. For example. suppose the program is 
going to need the names of the months of 
the year in the course of its operation. The 
simplest way to store these names is in 
the form of a string array. If there were no 
DATA or READ statements in BASIC. two 
methods whould be available to the 
programmer to set up this array. One would 
be to specify each array element 
separately. something like this: 

DIM M$(l2} 
M$(l}="JANUARY" 
M$(2)="FEBRUARY' 
M$(3)="MARCH" 
and so on. 

The other method would be to make a 
separate file on disk or tape and to ac
cess it during the program run with coding 
such as: 

DiM M$<l2} 
OPEN 1.8.S."MONTHS· 
FOR N=l TO 12 
INPUT# 1.M$(N) 
NEXT 
CLOSE 1 

This method uses six lines of code. which 
is obviously more economical than the thir
teen lines which the first method needs. 
However. the need to have a separate disk 
file is a definite drawback. 

The DATA and READ words in BASIC 
allow the task to be carried out like this: 

DIM M$<l2) 
For N=l TO 12 
READ M$(N) 
NEXT 
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Toronto ON 
DATA JANUARY. FEBRUARY. MARCH. APRIL 
DATA MAY.JUNE.JULY.AUGUST 
DATA SEPTEMBER.OCTOBER.NOVEMBER. 

DECEMBER 

That's all there is to it. No separate disk 
file is needed. yet the similarity to the 
coding for the separate-file method is clear. 

The READ command causes the com
puter to take the next item of DATA and to 
place it into a variable in much the same 
way as an INPUT or INPUT# command. The 
first READ statement in a program reads 
the first DATA statement in the program. 
and this is true even if they are widely 
separated. For example. some programmers 
like to put all their DATA at the end of the 
program. but the READ commands are 
usually near the beginning. It is also per
fectly acceptable for the DATA to be ear
lier in the program than the READ commands. 

After the first READ command. the next 
one takes the next item of DATA. and so 
on. Thus the DATA is read strictly in the 
order in which it appears In the program. 

For many purposes this arrangement is 
perfectly satisfactory. However. there are 
other situations in which a programmer may 
want the DATA to be read in some dif
ferent order. This is likely to be true if the 
program contains several subroutines which 
make use of READ and DATA statements. 
The order in which the subroutines are ex
ecuted may be different from the order in 
which they appear in the program. Indeed 
the execution order may not be fixed. It 
may depend on what the program's user 
decides to do with it. In situations like 
this. a method has to be devised to allow 
the DATA to be in a different order than 
that in which it is to be read. 

There is one more command which is 
associated with DATA. This is RESTORE. 
When this command is executed in Comm-
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odore BASIC (the versions which are used 
by other computer manufacturers sometimes 
differ fromlhis) the effect Is to set the 
READ command to start from the beginning 
of the program again. No matter how many 
READs have already been carried out. if 
the program says RESTORE, the next READ 
will take the first item of DATA in the program. 

The RESTORE command can be used 
with a little bit of cunning to make the 
computer start READing DATA from 
anywhere in the program. For example, look 
at the following piece of coding: 

1000 DIM N$(3) 
1010 RESTORE 
1020 READ X$: IF X$<>"NAMES· THEN 1020 
1030 FOR N=l TO 3 
1040 READ N$(N) 
1050 NEXT 
1060 DATA NAMES.JOHN,SUE,MARY 

Lines 1010 and 1020 have the effect of 
finding an item of DATA consisting of the 
word "NAMES", and they will find this item 
no matter where in the program it occurs 

and however many READ statements have 
already been executed. Line 1010 re-starts 
the READing process from the beginning of 
the program. then line 1020 goes through 
the items of DATA until it finds one con
sisting of the word "NAMES". It doesn't 
matter if there are a lot of Items of DATA 
in- the program before line 1000, or If a 
previous READ statement was looking at 
DATA in line 5000. Providing there Is only 
one "NAMES· in the program, the above 
piece of coding will put ~JOHN", ·SUE" and 
"MARY" into the string array. 

if a programmer uses this technique. 
he can have his DATA in any order which 
is convenient for himself, and he can ar
range for It to be read in some totally dif
ferent order. Modular programs in which 
the different routines each contain their 
own DATA and READ statements are thus 
perfectly possible. All that is necessary is 
for each module to have a recognizable 
keyword at the start of Its DATA, and for 
it to execute a couple of lines of code 
such as Ii nes 1010 and 1020 in the routine 
above .• 
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READING THE ERROR CHANNEL IN DIRECT MODE 

it can be done 

by ELIZABETH DEAL 

Commodore-64 and Upgrade PET com
puters normally can't look at the disk error 
channel the same way as Basic 4 systems 
since we cannot use GET or INPUT in 
direct mode. So we patch what we can 
with the DOS-wedge or POWER. POWAID. 
MOREPOWER. whatever we got. But some
times those utilities get clobbered, espe
cially the wedge since a lot of people put 
their code in fixed places. The alternative 
is to enter program lines, but that clobbers 
the program all too often. So it's one 
trouble chasing another. 

We are in luck now. Howard Harrison 
of Philadelphia passed this gem to me: If 
we enter the GET# routine several instruc
tions past it's beginning to avoid the check 
for direct modp we can, in fact. use GET 

MALVERN PA 

to read the error channel. It will not work 
with INPUT#, as the direct mode check Is 
burrled inside the routine. So we type. all 
on one line. if you wish: 

CLOSE 15:0PEN 15,8,15 
FORI=OT030:SYS(51844)#15,A$:PRINTA$;: 
IFST=OTHENNEXTI 

This is for the PET. For Commodore-64 
use SYS(43906). 

It's not exactly as easy as Baslc4 
PRINT DS;DS$, but It does the Job. 

The parenthesis around the address are 
not needed. You can even stick In spaces 
between the address and the number sign. 
And if you keep one and the same file 
open to channel 15, you can skip the 
open/close typing .• 
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Using The 1541 BACKUP 
By David Bradley Toronto, ON 

First of all. if you don't have the 1541 is the disk that you are COPYING TO and 
BACKUP program and you want to copy the SOURCE disk is the disk that you are 
disks using your 1541. get it. (It is cur- COPYING FROM. So put the disk that you 
rently on 3 TPUG disks. 02. 03 and (cns.> are COPYING TO in the drive and press 

Once you have the program loaded into RETURN. If all is well the program should 
your Commodore 64. type in RUN and display FORMATTING DESTINATION DISK 
press RETURN. There will be a slight and the disk drive should be working. 
pause before anything appears to be hap- Once the DESTINATION disk has been 
pening so don't worry if it doesn't jump FORMATTED the program will tell you to 
into action immediately. When the program INSERT SOURCE DISK INTO DRIVE. Before 
is finished setting up there should be trying to do this be sure that you have 
several "boxes" displayed on the screen. removed the DESTINATION disk. Once the 

The first thing the program will instruct SOURCE disk is in the drive press 
you to do is to ENTER THE PROGRAM RETURN. This tells the computer that you 
OPERATION CODE. Wrlat the program is have done your part and it is time for it 
asking you is to decide is wllether you to proceed with its duties. 
want to do a BAM SELECT BACKUP or a There should once again be disk ac
DIRECT BACKUP. You choose this by tivity and the program will display READING 
typing in either a B or a 0 and press- BAM FROM SOURCE DISK. After about 5 
ing RETURN. If you are not sure which to seconds the computer will request that you 
choose. I will try and explain what the dif- VERIFY SOURCE DISK FOR BACKUP. All 
ference between the two are. you have to do is press RETURN and the 

The BAM SELECT BACKUP will only computer will check the BAM It has stored 
copy the areas of the disk that have in- in memory against the BAM on the disk. 
formation on them while the DIRECT This is done to ensure that no errors have 
BACKUP will copy every track and sector occurred. 
whether it be empty of full. The DIRECT Then the program will inform you that 
BACKUP should always take the same it is READING DATA INTO BUFFER. Notice 
amount of time whereas the BAM SELECT the -BAR- near the top of the screen. If 
BACKUP will vary dependinl1 on how full all is well that -BAR- should be getting longer. 
or empty: .... '" disk is. When the BUFFER is full the program 

Now it is time to get your will tell you to INSERT DESTINATION DISK 
DESTINATION disk formatted. The program INTO DRIVE. Put the DESTINATION disk 
will ask you to ENTER DISK NAME. The into the drive and press RETURN. The 
name of the disk is what you see displayed program should teil you that it is WRITING 
in reverse field characters when you list DATA FROM BUFFER. Now the -BAR-
the directory of a disk. should progressively get smaller. 

After you have named the disk. the When the BUFFER has been drained 
program will tell you to ENTER 10 the program will tell you to INSERT 
NUMBER. The 10 is a two character code SOURCE DISK INTO DRIVE. Once again put 
that is also displayed in reverse field the SOURCE disk into the drive and press 
characters when you list the directory. You RETURN. 
have to be careful. when using this From here on all you have to do is 
program. to make the 10 of the continue switching the disks when the 
DESTINATION DISK different from the 10 program prompts you to until the program 
of the SOURCE disk. says BACKUP FINISHED. When that hap-

Now you will be instructed to ENTER pens if you did everything correctly you 
DESTINATION DISK INTO DRIVE. Before you should find that all of the programs from 
go on. get it very straight in your mind the SOURCE disk are now on your 
which disk is which. The DESINATION disk DESTINATION disk as well. 
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VIC PACK 
Home Office Package 

by A. C. Pendleton Saint John, N.B 
Vic Pack is a cassette based system numbered and can be advanced with the 

for the VIC 20. As the name indicates. it space bar. 
is designed for the home or small office. 

Vicpro. the word processor. is on one 
side of the cassette with Vlcdata. a data 
base program on side two. 

Both programs are written in BASIC and 
require a minimum of 8K expansion. 

The total package comes nicely boxed. 
and the documentation while brief. is very 
understandable. 

With the low price one would not ex
pect all the sophisticated features of a 
higher priced professional package. This 
expectation is true to a degree. but both 
programs h':lve some very attractive features 
that would be especially appealing to an 
experienced or low volume user. 

Both systems are menu driven and are 
extremely easy to use. even as noted. for 
an inexperienced user. 

Vicpro has some standard and desirable 
features such as variable line length. tabs 
(3 maximum). append. automatic line end 
and start. and automatic hyphen if a word 
is broken at the end of a line. 

In the input mode the normal cursor 
controls are disabled with the exception of 
the delete key. which can be used in the 
normal fashion. but only on the line being 
typed. 

The documentation does not mention a 
text buffer, but it does note that you can 
type as fast as you like and the system 
will remember and follow. At my typing 
speed. this did not present a problem. 

The edit mode provides for insert. 
delete or change on any line. All lines are 

The edit controls are also easy to use. 
but no cursor controls are available. and 
the only method of changing a line is to 
re-type the entire line. 

Line editing becomes a bit of a pain If 
you have a lot of errors. so you tend to 
watch the original much closer. Lines can 
be inserted. but they must be typed in 
anew and a block move feature is not available. 

The program also provides for printing 
to screen or printer and right margin jus
tification is available. The print program is 
designed specifically for the Vic printer and 
options are not provided for other printers. 

. Since the program is written in BASIC. en
terprising programmers should be able to 
modify the print routine to accommodate 
other types of printers. 

Save and load features are available 
for both tape and disk and provide for 
saving all or specified lines of the text. 

A clear memory function allows for 
clearing all text in memory but requires a 
system reset to re-start. An audible signal 
serves as a reminder to save text b'Jfore 
clearing memory. 

Although the program would be more 
desirable with features such as block 
move, headers. page numbering, pagination 
and printer options, it is good value for the 
price and very easy and relatively foolproof 
to use. 

The Vicdata database program is basi
cally a computerized filing system to 
provide storage and fast information 
retrieval for the home or small office. 

According to the manual. Vicdata with a 
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16K memory expansion will store 150 
entries of 100 characters each. With a 
smaller number of characters per entry. the 
number of possible entries increases 
several times. 

As with Vicpro. Vicdata is menu driven 
and is also very easy to use. It is so easy 
in fact that by using the menu it is hardly 
necessary to use the manual. even to begin. 

In addition to the input option. an al
phabetical sort routine is also provided. 

The search update option uses key let
ter or key word search and allows almost 
instantaneous retrieval of infonTlation. since 
all data is stored directly in core memory. 

This option also provides for a hard 
copy printout of the requested data. while 
another option provides for a printout of 
the entire file. 

Save and load options are provided for 
both disk and tape but as noted. the entire 
file is saved or loaded and all searches 
are done directly in memory . 

A test option is provided to verify that 
data is in memory. Pressing this option will 
scrOll all information up the screen. The 
CTRL key will slow down the scroll and al
low easier reading. The hard copy options 
are similar tll Vicpro and are designed 
specifically for the Vic printer. 

Both Vicpro and Vicdata. while admit
tedly having limitations in terms of high 
volume professional programs. are extremely 
user friendly. produce good results and are 
very reasonably priced. 

Vicpro was used to prepare this article 
and saved many hours of revisions that 
would have been required on a typewriter .• 

Navajo Software 
Manufactured by Audiogenic 
P.O. Box 88 
Reading. Berks. ENGLAND 

Available from: 
Advantage 
Computer Accessories 
3120 Glen Erin Drive. Unit 5. 
MISSISSAUGA.Ont. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Farquharson Features.... by AI Farquharson 

GIVE ME THE T AS, PLEASE 
Restaurant fare always includes the TAB 

and sometimes there is SPACE to enjoy. 
lwo items on the computer screen which 
are useiul Involve both TAB and SPACE. 

always used great gabs of cursor 
controls to set up a menu on the screen. 
This gets tedious and a substitute is to use 
tho TAB function. If you want to start your 
menu or other screen at the eighth 
position. try a line like this: 

PRINT TAB(7)"MESSAGE HERE" 

What does the SPACE . command is 
SPC (>. do? Unlike the TAB () command. 
SPC() counts from where the cursor is now 
to the number of spaces chosen ahead in 
the brackets. The count does not begin 
from the left border but from where you 
are now.: 

PRINT "HELLO DOLLY"SPC (1 Q)"HOW 
ARE YOU?" 

This places ten spaces between the 
fhe print begins at the next position text. Sometimes this saves a pile of cursor 

~t.!.§!. the 1 AB () chosen. always counting rights! 
from the beginning of the screen on the One final comment. This works great on 
lett. Remember how typewriters move Trom the screen but will leave you {;ut to lunch 
left to write as the carriage jogs across? on your computer's printer! I remember my 
Each tab set may be chosen by pressing a dismay when I had a beautiful screen 
TAB key as the carriage moves across. layout and. the printer mangled it com-
Don't try to TAB backwards! It won't work pletely. Keep SPACED out! More next time 
on .he computer or the typewriter. on printer layouts .• 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Skyles Electric Works Presents 

••• Leaves your new Commodore 64 (or Vic 20) with 42 additional commands. 
••• Branches out to most BASIC 4.0 programs • 
• • • Roots into most printers. 
New from SkyLes: the VicTree, a coordinated hardware and software cartridge that allows your 
Commodore 64 to branch out in unbelievable directions and makes it easier than ever to do BASIC 
programming, debugging and to access your disk. And the new VicTree provides routines to interface 
the Commodore 64 to all Centronics Parallel printers with an inexpensive cable. 8kb of ROM-4kb 
for the BASIC commands, 4kb for disk commands. Perfect not only for the new Commodore 64 but 
also for the Vic 20. Unbelievably simple to use with a 100 + page manual with many many program 
examples. Easy to install, plugs into cartridge port, the VicTree gives you all the additional BASIC 4.0 
commands to allow most BASIC 4.0 programs to work on your new Commodore 64 and Vic 20. 

And now with the BASIC command Commodore forgot/ 
Now only $89.95 or $109.95 complete with Centronics standard printer cable. (Cable alone $29.95.) 
Available now from your local dealer or order through your Visa or MasterCard toll free: i (800) 227·9998 (California, Canada, Alaska, Hawaii: (415) 965-1735) or send check 

or money order directly to: 
231 E South Whisman Road 

Sk 1 E 'I t· ,.7. k Mountain View, CA 94041 yes lec ric YVO~ s (415) 965-1735 

Prices in U.s. funda TORPET NoYemberlDecember 83 page 47 



Commodore sells ~~lta~~~1~re 
more personal Canada, some 25 years ago. 

te · And although we're an in-compu . rs In temational company today, we 

canada than anu continue t? make more 
I I and more Jobs for other compan~ Ca~adians as we prepare 

I II to ship computers made 
here to 25 different countries around the world. 

We got big by being good: take a ,iiIl,iill1lliii' iiiii!i ... i&~~~.~f&--. . 

look at the successes pictured here.' 
And we're going to get bigger C:· -· -:;~~-:--;--- .... - ..... _ ._ .. 

b -c .c' The Commodore VIC-20. The only personal computer in ecause pel I oImance lor pn ce the world to sell a million. Judged "Home computer of the 
, , year" by an international panel of leading computer magazines. 

~ .. -~ Commodore Computers are better than 
anyone else's. 

There will be computers in every 
The Commodore 64: Less than half our competition's h hId b . h 
b~~~~:.n~~~gb~~~~:eC~~~~~!uldn'tdoit orne, sc 00 an USlness muc 

sooner than anyone ever dreamed. 
That will be mostly because a company 

born in Canada 25 years ago, was totally I \ 
dedico:ted to producing state-of-the-art ~;i! F _iiiiiiml 

Soon to be the new pricel 
performance leaders in microcomputers 
for business. 

technology at prices 
anyone. could afford. 

That's us. 

. . . -- -, , - ~. - -. . . II 
The Commodore PET and SUPERPET The 
computers most widely used in Canadian schools. 

(:: cal nl nadare 
COMPUTER 

Commodore Business Machines Ltd., 3370 Pharmacy Ave. 
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RICHVALE $79315 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

10610 BAYVIEW (Bayview Plaza) RICHMOND HILL, ONTARIO, CANADA L4C 3N8 (416) 884-4165 

BLUE SKY SOFTWARE 



* 

EPYX 
TOP 10 GAME SALE 

BUY TWO - GET ONE FREE 
SPECIAL FREE GAME 

Buy Two Epyx Games From Protecto And Get A Free Game 

The Thinking Man's Paradise 
( Disk / Cassette) 

• Award Winning Games • Fantastic Graphics 
• Skill (not luck) Needed • Already in top 10 charts 

COMMODORE · 64 I VIC·20 
Buy Any Two Epyx Games From Protecto And Send The Proof Of Purchase Seals To Epyx 

And Epyx Will Send You A Free Game. 

JUMPMAN 

* 

If you like Donkey Kong, you'll love Jumpman. Over 30 different screens with 8 speeds and 5 skill levels 
make this the fastest action game in the country. You must leap girders, climb ropes, and scale ladders to 
reach and diffuse bombs while avoiding robots, birds, bullets, explosives, crumbling walls, vanishing 
escape routes, and many other obstacles. (Truly a fantastic game!) 
List $39.95 Sale $27.95 (DISK ONLy) 

TEMPLE OF APSHAI (computer game of the year) 
This is the standard by which other adventure games are judged. Full color graphics portray the ~emple 
and all its contents - magic, monsters, doomed cities and damsels in distress. Do battle in real time with 
over 20 monsters, expansion modules will keep your adventure alive in the future. 
List $39.95 Sale $29.95 

SWORD OF FARGOAL 
Search for the wondrous sword in the depths of an ever changing dungeon. Make yourself invisible, 
teleport to a new location, drink a healing potion or use enchanted treasures, but watch out for traps and 
hideous creatures who will try to stop you. (FantastiC dungeon adventure) 
List $29.95 Sale $21.95 

CRUSH CRUMBLE & CHOMP (Computer game of the year nominee) 
O)oose one of six monsters or create your own, and use your monster to destroy one of four unsuspec
ting cities. The cities aren't totally defenseless, they call on police, national guard, and even a rr.ad scien
tist, complete with helicopter, to save humanity from the relentless threat. 
List $29.95 Sale $21.95 

::-Q :: 
.. _lL:!t ... 
, ........ 

'W 

JUMPMAN JUNIOR 
The devilish ALIENATORS are back! And they have overrun the Jupiter Command Substation. In 
this cartridge format sequel to the best·selling Jumpman, players must leap through 12 all new 
screens featuring electrocution traps, moving walls, hellstones, and dangers much too bizarre to 
be believed. How many screens can you master? Twelve different screens, 8 speeds. 
List $39.95 Sale $27.95 

PROTECTO 
We have aI/ Epyx games EN TE R P R IZ E s,., LOV' ""'CuSTO¥lIl$j 

lOX 550. IARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 10010 
Phone 3121312·5244 10 order 

Prices quoted in U.S. dollars 
TORPeT NoYemberlDecember 83 page 49 



Happy Holiday Savings 

Commodore 64 
$219 

Avalon Hili Game Company 
11-1 Nuclear Bomber(C). . ..$ 12 
MldwayCampalgn(C). . .. $ 12 
NorthAtianticConvoyAalder(C) ..... $ 12 
Nuka.ar(C)...... ..$ 12 
Planet Miners (C) . . . . . . . . .. $ 12 
CompulerSlocks&Bond.(C) ....... $ 15 
Andromeda Conquest (C) . . . . .. . ... $ 14 
CompulerFoolbaIiStrategy(C) ...... $ 12 
Talengard(C). . S1S 

Automated Simulations 
Crunch, Crumble, Chomp. . . . . .. $ 20 
TernpleolApshal .. . ...... $ 27 
Jumpman . . . $ 27 

Broderbund 
David'. Midnight Magic . . . . . . . . $ 23 
Chopllfter (CT) .................... $ 34 
Serpanllne(CT] . . .. $ 27 
Sea Fox (eT) . . .. $ 27 
Bank Street Writer. . ... $ 45 

Creative Software 
Home Inventory ...... . 
Crisis Mountain ..... . 

Datamost 

.. $ 12 
. .. $ 20 

S.ashbuckler (D) . . . . . . . . $ 23 
Aztec (D) .. . . . . . .. ... . $ 27 
Paint Wizard .. . . . . . . . . .. $ 34 

Human engineered Software 
(HES) 

1I502ProtasslonaIDev.Sys1em(C) .... $ 23 
Retro Ball (CRT). . . .$ 27 
HMmon(CAT).... ..$ 27 
Turtl.Graphlcs II (CRT]. . $ 45 
Has.illerS. (CAT) .... . .. $ 35 
TurtIeTutor...... . ...... $ 27 
Palnl Brush ... $ 20 

In'ocom 
Zorkl,II,III .. 
Deadllna(D) ......... . 
Slarcro .. (D) ........ . 
WltnM ....... . 
Planellall .. . 

. . Ea.$ 27 
...... $ 34 

....... $ 27 
... $ 34 
.. $ 34 

Sierra On·Llne 
Frogger(D) ...... . ...... $ 25 
Crossfire . . . . . $ 15 
Jaw Breaka' ............. $ 20 
Threshold (CAT) . . . . . . . . .. $ 27 
Sammy light Foo1ICRT) ... . . $ 25 

1525 Printer. . . . 
15JO Datasette. • • • • • • 
1541 Disk Drive 

.$229 
• $ 64 
.$249 
. $ 89 
. $289 
.$ 8 
.$ 16 

1600 Modem ••• 
1701 Commodore Monitor 
VIC 1J11 Jogstick ••••••. 
VIC 1J12 Game Paddles • ••••• 

VIC 12103K Memory Expander 
VIC 11108K Memory eJl:pander 
VIC 1111 16K Memory Expander 
VIC 1011 AS 232 Termonalln1eriaco 
VIC 1211 Super Expander 

$34 
$52 
$S9 
$43 
$59 

VT 106A Aecreation Pack .......... $ 45 
VT 107A Home Calculation Pack ..... S 45 
VIC 1600 Vicmodem ...... $ 89 
VM Programmer's Aeference Guide .. $ 14 
Commodore Programmer's Aef. Guide $ 18 

* * Stocking Stu(fers * * 
Koala Touch Tablet (Apple, IBM, Commodore, Atari) ....... $85 
Wico "BOSS" Joystick ................... , ......... $15 
Elephant Disk SIS . . . . . . . .............. $18 
Flip & File Disket1e Box ............................. $21 

lducational 
Books 

Kids and the VIC . . . . $ 18 
Programmer's Aeference Guide·VIC .. $ 14 
Programmer's ReferenceGUlde-04 ... $ 18 

Reading" Language Arts 
SuperHangman(C)... .$ 14 
SlmonlHess (C) . . . $ 13 
Concentration IC) . $ 13 
Home Babysitter. . . $ 23 
Word Search . . $ 15 
Facemaker .......... 64·$ 23 VIC·S 27 
Kindercompl64 ..... $ 20 
Snooper Troops 1164 . . . .. $ 27 

Mathematics 

...... $ 17 N umber Chaser . 
NumberGulper .. ............. $ 17 

MUSic 
Fun with Music 
VIC Music Composer ICT). 
HESSynthesound(CT] ..... . 

... $ 27 
.$ 42 

.. $ 49 

Programming Techniques 
In1r01o Basic Prog. I . ..$ 22 
In1rotoBasicProg.II ............... $ 22 
Programmer's Aid Cart. . . .. $ 22 
TurtleGraphics/Hess(CT) ... $ 29 
Gorteck & The Microchip ... $ 23 
Kids on Keys/64 . . $ 23 

VIC 20 
$99 

TankArcade . 
NukeWar 

Avalon Hili 
. ..... $ 12 

.... $ 12 

Automated Simulations 
Aescue at Algel (C) . . ... $ 20 
Alcochet(C). . . . . ... $ 15 
Monster Maze (CT) . $ 27 
Sword of Fargoa!. . . . . . . .. $ 27 

Broderbund 
Martian Aaider .. 
MultiSoundSyntheslzer. 
Sky Blar(CT) . 
Sea Fox(CT] .. 
A.E.(CT). 

..... $ 15 
... $ 15 
... $ 27 
... $ 27 
... $ 27 

Creative Software 
Black Hole(CAT). . . . . . ... $ 36 
Astroblltz (CAT). . . .. $ 36 
Apple Panic (CAT) . . .... $ 36 
Serpentine (CAT]. . . . . . . .. $ 36 
Choplifter(CAT] ...... . . $ 36 
Terraguard(CAT). . ...... $ 36 
Household Finance .... $ 20 

HES Software 
HESMon(CT] ... $ 29 
HESWrlter(CT). . . ........ $ 29 
SynthesoundMusicSynthesizer(CT) .$ 49 
TurtleGraphicslCT) . . . . . $ 29 
VIC Forth (CT] .... $ 45 

Sierra On-Line 
AppleCiderSplder(CT). . .. $ 27 
Sammy lightfoot (CT]. . . ... $ 27 
Frogger . . . . . . ............. $ 27 

SIrius 
SkyMathlc) . . ...... $ 12 
Space DiviSion .. $ 12 

Social StudleS/Sclenee TypeAtlack. 
VisibleSolarSystem... . .. $ 23 SnakeBYle 

.$ 27 
... $ 27 

BingoSpeed Math ICT) . $ 23 
NumberCrunch(CT]. . ..... $ 23 

Reagonomics (CT) ........ $ 27 Thorn EMI 

Commodore Software Aiver Rescue (CT) . . ........ $ 27 
Submarine Commander ............ $ 27 

Avenger .... 
Super Alien 
Jupiter Lander .... 
Draw Poker 
Midnight Drive. 
Aadar Aat Aace .. 
Aaid on Fort Knox 
Sargon II Chess. 
Cosmic Cruncher 
Gorf ...... 
Omega Aace ..... 
SeaWoil. 

$ 23 
... $ 23 
... $ 23 
.. $ 23 

$ 23 
.$ 23 

... $ 23 

... $ 29 

... $ 23 

... $ 29 

. .. $ 29 

... $ 23 

Prices subject to change. 

Adventureland ...... . 
Pirate Cove .......... . 
Mission Impossible . 
The Count 
VoodooCastfe ...... . 
TheSkyisFalling . 
MoleAttack. 
BlngoSpeed Math 
Home Babysitter .... 
Visible Solar System . 
Personal Finance . 
Quick Brown Fox 

... $ 29 
.$ 29 
.$ 29 

... $ 29 
.... $ 29 
.... $ 23 
.... $ 23 

Tronlx 
Galactic Blitz (C) .................. $ 17 
Swarm(C) .............. $ 20 
Sidewinder (C) .................... S 20 
Gold Fever (CT) ................... $ 27 
DeadlySkles(CT) ................. $ 27 

. ... $ 23 United Mlcroware 
. .. $ 23 SpidersofMars(CT).. . ... $ 34 
. .. : ~ MeleorAun(CT) .................. $ 34 

.. ... $ 56 Amok... . ........ (C)$ 15 (eT)S 23 
. . . . Allen Biltz ........... (C)$ 17 (CT)$ 27 

prices in U.S. doliars SuperHangman(C)... ..$ 14 

• •• SubChase(C) .................... $ 15 
Aenalssance . . .. .. . . .... S 20 

" 

The AII.n (C) ... $ 17 1 800 6~ 6'66 KosmicKamlkazelC) .............. $ 17 

SIrius Softwa.., Call Toll Free - Order Line Only _ Aak for Operator COM Cloud Burst(CT) .................. $ 27 
Blade of Btackpoole (0) .. . . . . . $ 27 Salelilles & Meleorltes (CT) ......... $ 34 

Type Atlack (CRT]. . . ....... ~ i~ Information & Order Inquiries ~~~~~~~C::CT).:::::'::::::::::::::: :: 
~='~~~iDi.....:.$ 27 (702) 389·5523 ORDERING INFORMATION AND TERMS: 
SnakaBYla(D) ...... $ 23 WAS For Fast Delivery send cashier checks, 
Bandit. ...... . .. $ 27 e ccept VI A & MasterCard moneYOrdersordirectbankwlrerransfers. 
Squish 'ern (CAT) ................. S 23 Personal and company checks allow 3 
Final Orbit (CAT). . .. $ 23 weeks to clear. Charges lor C.O.D. ora.rs 

Spinnaker 
Snooper Troops.1 (D) .. $ 30 
Facameker(D)... . .. S 23 
Klndercomp (D) . . . . . . . . $ 20 
Har Diddle Diddle . . . . .... S 20 
In Search ollhe Most Amazing Thing. $ 27 
Fraction Fa"r(CAT) .. . . $ 20 
Alphabel Zoo (CAT] ........ . ... $ 20 
Delta Drawing (CAT]. ............ 20 

Synapse Software 
Ft. Apocalyp.. . . .. (0) S 23, (C)' 23 
DreIbe . . . .. (D) $ 23, (C) S 23 
Survl_ . . . . . ....... (D) $ 23, (C) S 23 
I'!Iaroah·'Cur .......... (0)$ 23,(C)$ 23 1095 E. Twain, Las Vegas, Nevada 

(702) 796-0296 
TORPET November/December 83 page 50 

are $3.00 minimum or 1 % for orders over 
$300. School purchase orders welcomed. 
Prices reflect a cash discount only and are 
subject to change without notice. Pi .... 
enclose your phone number with any 
orders. SHIPPING -. Softw.,., $2.50 
minimum. SHIPPING - He"'.,,: (PI ... e 
call) SHIPPING - Fo,..n 0,.,.,.: APO & 
FPO orders: $10 minimum and 15% 01 all 
orders over $100. Nevada resident. add 5 
314% sales ta •. All goods are new and in· 
clude lactory warrenty. Due to our low 
prices, all salas are final. All return. must 
be accompanied by a return authorization 
number. Call 702·359-5523 to obtain one 
before relurnlng goOds for replacement. 



VIC j 

TAKE A LOAD OFF YOUR VIC 
by Tony Davidson Gananoque, ON 

Ti1e address and data bus buffers on buffer will drive any TTL or CMOS I.Co's on 
the 6502 microprocessor are capable of your expansion board. 
driving at least 130 picofarad of 
capacitance and 1 standard TTL Load. 
What does this mean? It means you can 
only have 1 TTL device input connected to 
each of these bus lines. otherwise you will 
overload the outputs. Overloading causes 
the internal buffers to sink too much cur
rent; this causes output voltage level 
problems such as the low logic level volt
age being too high. If the internal bus buf
fers are forced to drive too much 
capacitance. due to long lines. external off 
board connections. etc.. the rise and fall 
times of the output signals become too 
long. So exceeding the drive of the inter
nal bus buffers generally means things will 
not work too well. 

The address and data bus lines on the 
VIC 20 computer's expansion port connector 
come directly from the 6502 microproces
sor. and are therefore subject to the above 
drive limitations. To overcome these drive 
limitations external bus buffers. usually TTL 
devices should be added to any expansion 
board that requires increased drive. 

Low power Schottky (LS) TTL devices 
are preferable for 2 main reasons. First. LS 
devices require less drive than standard 
TTL devices. typically 50 per cent less. 
and. second. they consume less power. As 
the address and data lines on the 6502 
microprocessor are already connected to 
I.C.'s inside the VIC. their drive capability 
is lower than 1 standard TTL load. 
Therefore. the use of a buffer which re
quires low drive on an expansion board 
prevents overloading. As the VIC 20 has a 
limited amount of C'urrent available (500 mA 
MAX) to use on the expansion port. the low 
power consumpstion of LS devices makes 
them even more desirable. CMOS buffers 
could also be used as they require even 
less drive. and consume far less power 
than LS devices. However. CMOS devices 
do have problems driving capacitive loads. 
so whenever long lines must be driven it 
often pays to use an LS buffer. The LS 

The type of buffers to use depenl 'i'1. 

upon the application. Buffers are avail at 
in many different forms; the most comml 
are the simple inverting and non-invertiLl:I 
1 Input Gates (Fig. 1.). The non-inverting 
buffer would normally be used for most ap
plications. as the output signal's logic state 
is the same as the input's. The drive 
capability of a digital logic I.C.. such as a 
buffer. is called its fan out. The fan out of 
a typical TTL buffer is 30. This means It 
can drive 30 standard TTL inputs. It should 
be noted that some TTL inputs require 
more drive than others. The amount of 
drive required is called the fan in of a 
device. A typicai TTL input has a fan in of 
1. Therefore if your buffer gate has a ftm 
out of 30. and the devices connected to 
the output of the buffer gate all have a fan 
in of 1. You can connect up to 30 devices 
without overloading the buffer gate's output. 

A. FIG. 1 

SL~Lr 
IN OUT 

INVERTING 

8. 

SL~ 
NON -INVERTING 

These simple non-inverting buffers work 
well for the address bus. however. the data 
bus is slightly more complicated. The data 
bus is bidirectional. which means it Is both 
an input and an output to the microproces
sor. and all other devices connected to the 
data bus. Therefore. to buffer a data line 
you require 2 buffer gates. one to allow 
data to be inputed from your expansion 
board to the microprocessor (Read). and 
one to allow data to be outputed from the 
microprocessor to your expansion board 
(Write)' Special I.C.'s have been designed 
for this purpose; they are called bus 

TORPET November/December83 page . 



VIC . 
transceivers. Most bus transceivers use TrI
State logic. The third state in Trl-State 
logic Is a high Impedance state. The other 
2 states are the usually high and low logic 
conditions. All Tri-State devices have an 
enable control. When the enable control is 
active the Trl-State device behaves like an 
ordinary gate. When the enable control Is 
Inactive the output goes to a high im
',dance state which essentially disconnects 

e output from the bus. In this state there 
virtually no loading on the bus from the 

1 ri-State device. 

On bus transceivers. the enable control 
Is called the direction control. This Is used 
to tell the transceiver which set of buffers 
will be active. Figure 2 shows one pair of 
buffers connected as they would be In a 
bus transceiver. If a low level signal Is ap
plied to the Direction Control. Buffer A is 
enabled allowing data to be sent from the 
microprocessor to the data bus. This low 
level signal Is Inverted to a high level sig
nal before being applied to Buffer B. 
therefore. Buffer B Is inactive and in a 
high Impedance state. If a high level sig
nal Is applied to the Direction Control then 
Buffer B Is active and Buffer A is in a 
high impedance state. In this mode data Is 
transferred from the data bus to the 
microprocessor. 

TO 
M,. CROPROCESSOR 

DIRECTION CONTROLL 

TO 
EXPANSION BUS 

Internally in the VIC 20. Commodore 
:Jses a 74LS245 OCTAL TTL bus transceiver 
(Flg.3) to buffer the data lines going to the 
Internal 2114 RAM memory devices. This 
Jartlcular transceiver has both a Direction 
~ontrol (Pin 1) and an Enable Control (Pin 
19). The Enable Control Is active low. 
which means a low logic level signal must 
be applied to the device In order to turn 
It on. Once enabled a low logic level Sig
nal applied to the Direction Control allows 
data to travel from bus B to bus A. A· hlg h 
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74LS245 

~R 1 20 vee 
AO 2 19 E 
Al 18 BO 
A2 17 B1 

A3 16 82 
A4 15 

AS 14 
A6 13 
A7 12 

GNO. 11 -87 

FI G. 3 

level logic signal applied to the direction 
control allows data to travel from bus A to 
bus B. !f the Enable ContrOl is held high 
the device goes into a high impedance 
state. 

To use this device on an A Expansion 
Board connect bus B to the data lines on 
the expansion port connector of the VIC. 
DO TO BO. 01 To B1 etc. Join bus A to 
the Data bus on your expansion board. DO 
To AO. 01 To A 1 etc. Then connect the 
VR/W line (Read/Write) to the Direction 
Control. When the VR/W line Is high the 
microprocessor Is reading data. b'.;s A TO 
bus B. when low the microprocessor is 
writing data. bus B TO bus A. 

The Enable Line could be grounded if 
you wished. This would mean the 
transceiver would always be active. To 
overcome this you could use a select line 
to turn the transceiver on and off. The ex
pansion port connector on the ViC 20 has 
4 fully decoded select lines. one for each 
unused biock of VIC memory. All of these 
select lines are active low (Table 1>, 

PIN* f;IGNAL ADDRESS 

10 BLK. 1 2000 - 3FFF 

1 1 BLK. 2 4000 - SFFF 
-. 

12 ~LK3 6000 - 7FFF 
f--

1 3 ~LK.5 AOOO- BFFF 

TABLE 1 



, . VIC 
Suppose that you are building a PROM 

programmer and you have decided to lo
cate it a ADDRESS AOOO hex. If you con
nect Select Line BLK 5 to the Enable 
Control. tre transceiver will only be enabled 
during a Read or Write to an Address con
tained Block 5. Therefore. thA transceiver 
will be in a high Impedance state at any 
other time. 

The 74LS245 can also be used to buff
er the address lines by connecting bus B 
to the address lines on the VIC expansion 
connector. and bus A to the address lines 
on your expansion board. If you then 
ground the direction control the transceiver 
would operate as a buffer transmitter only. 
This may seem to be a waste of half of 
the device. however. the 74LS245 is rela
tively inexpensive and it also has the ad
vantage of keeping all the buffer I.Co's on 
your expansion board the same. This allows 
to, easier construction and trouble-shooting 
of the board. 

As there are 14 Address Lines on the 
expansion port connector. you will need 2 
74LS245's to buffer them all. This will leave 
2 buffer gates unused, I suggest they 
should be used for buffering any contrOl 
lines you may require on your expansion 
board. such as the S02 Clock. The Enable 
Control can be connected in the same 
manner as the data bus transceivers enable 
control. 

You may note that Commodore does 
not buffer the expansion bus on their 8K 
and 16K RAM expansion cartridges. This Is 
because they use CMOS memory devices 
which require far less drive than TTL devices. 

If you are planning on building some 
kind ot expansion board for your VIC. 
check to see if it will overload the 
microprocessor. If so. install bus buffers 
and take a load off your VIC. • 
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CAD/CAM SOFTWARE FOR CBM 
TAPEPREP: This program runs on Commodore microcomputers and 

allows preparation editing and punching of N/C program 
tapes. With this program, users can prepare a new N/C 
program; edit or add to an existing propm; store a 
program on disk; recall a program; punch a program onto 
paper tape (ISO or EIA); recall a program from paper tape; 
print a program for checking; verify a paper tape and 
more. Options are chosen from a screen menu, selectable 
by single keystroke. 

TOOLPAm: This program is the safe way to verify CNC lathe 
programs. Students see on a high-resolution CRT exactly 
how tools move and shape metal as their programs step 
through. At any point in the program, a section through 
the billet can be printed in high resolution for further 
study. Any errors can be observed quickly and corrected, 
without risking machine damage. 

MlLLPAm: This program provides a near three-dimensional simula
tion on an X-Y plotter of how a milling machine will 
execute CNC programs. Different-colored pens indicate 
varying depths of cut, working at high speed to any scale. 
The program asks for the number and diameter of tools to 
be used, the drawing scale and other parameters. It then 
reads the part program from paper tape or direct from 
disk, and steps through the program block by block. 
Instructions are interpreted just as an actual machine 
would on the shop floor. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON MILLPATH, 
TOOLPATH, TAPEPRET, PLEASE CONTACT: 

ADG Distributors, Inc. 
214 Derby Street 
Salem, MA 01970 

[617] 741-1724 
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AUTOPLAN: 
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This program is a versatile and powerful computer-aided 
drafting system designed to run on the Commodore 8032. 
It provides intelligent drafting eliminating repetitive work. 
Details, plan overlays, title blocks, logos and dimensions 
are stored on file. Drawings or parts of drawings can be 
stretched, sheared or rotated about a point or axis. They 
can be edited by the addition or deletion of lines or 
dimensions. The text can be at any size, automatically 
centred or italicized. 
It can automatically produce drawings combining up to 10 
colours and nine line types. It provides fast new drawings 
because standard parts can be repeated into new 
configurations. The hatching feature includes hatching of 
separate or nested shapes. Smooth curves can be fitted 
through any point and joined tangentially to lines. 
Automatic scale changing makes it possible to combine 
metric scales with English equivalents. 
No previous knowledge of CAD is necessary. The manual 
is thorough and provides easy-to-follow tutorials which 
make computer-aided drafting understandable and easy to 
use. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON AUTOPLAN, 
PLEASE CONTACT: 

AUTOMATED DESIGN 
P.O. Box 507 

Valley Forge, PA 19481 
[215] 935-2420 



PET 

40/80 COLUMN All Canadian PET 
-A REVIEW OF COMSPEC'S CONVERSION-

by Ian Wright Toronto, ON. 
A hardware conversion from a "Fat 40· to 
a 4032 or S032 PET by COMSPEC Ltd .. S65 
Wilson Avenue. Downsview Ontario <phone 
416-633-5605>' This under $200.00 (Cdn) 
conversion uses a single external switch to 
change the machine from 40 to 80 
columns and back to 40 again. 

It was interesting to read the review of 
the EXECOM-SO conversion board for the 
PET 2001 that was presented in the August 
issue of The TORPET by T. Tremmel be
cause I have just had a similar conversion 
done to my machine. I have known for 
some time that there were operating sys
tems that used switches and boards to 
change an 40-column PET Into an SO
column machine. The change would be 
permanent. I assumed. but was told that by 
opening the PET and moving leads and 
jumpers. inside I could return the system to 
its original state. Early this summer AI 
Teliatnik showed me a single switch 
mounted on the PET that changed it to a 
40/S0 system that he had used for some 
time in his work with The Toronto Board 
of Education. I immediately saw the many 
uses of such a machine and was deter
mined to find someone to convert mine to 
a 40/S0. The answer was COMSPEC's 40/S0 
V2.0. 

Before going into details of the board 
and its acquisition. I should explain why 

there is a need for a machine that will 
provide an S032 and a 4032 in one box. If 
you are designing programs. then SO
column lines are much easier to read. If 
you are using word processing programs. the 
video output on SO-columns allows much 
easier screen editing and proof reading. 
Visiclone programs and data-bases like The 
Manager are best run (or only run) on SO
column machines. Most local school 
boards. however. have bought 40-column 
machines and there is also a great deal 
of useful software that is designed for the 

4032 PETs. A friend of mine who develops 
commercial software for use in Ontario 
schools has to have 3 PETs plus a VIC 
and a Commodore 64 - his study is a 
wiring nightmare! I have almost 2500 
programs for the 4032 PET, yet I like using 
SO-columns for preparing written material. 
This new conversion board means that my 
Fat 4032 will continue to earn its keep. 

The COM SPEC conversion is a PC
board that is attached vertically inside the 
PET between the rows of RAM and ROM 
chips. Five I-C's. some capacitors and 
resistors are carefully wired into the main 
PET board and some of the existing traces 
are cut. this can usually be done within 
two days in the shop. This is not a job 
for an amateur - even with all the parts. 
If you live far from Toronto you will need 
to make special arrangements with 
COMSPEC because the installation is tricky 
and when it's in place the entire PET is 
tested using special equipment. The board 
was designed by Domenic DeFrancesco 
(hardware) and Rico Mariani (software) who 
are proud of their work. and rightfully so. 
The system is totally transparent to the user 
once the 40 or SO decision has been 
made and this means that ALL programs 
run without fault. I am using PaperClip in 
aO-column mode right now. and this file 
originated using 40-column formatting com
mands. Vislcalc works in either 40 or SO
column versions. as does Flexfile 11. I 
have further tested the aO-column version 
using Scopy S which is 7S blocks of 
machine language instruction which works 
fine. The 40-column version will still run 
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'. PET . . 
Dragon's Eye, Cosmic Fighter, and even 
Multi-Invaders just like before! You cannot 
change screen formats after a program is 
running because part of the changeover 
process is a cold start routine but it is 
really nice to just flick a switch to change 
formats before you start. There are at 
least 50 COMSPEC converted PETs around, 
many of which are owned by the East York 
Board of Education. The switching system 
has had LOTS of use by students who 
repeatedly wiggle the switch with no ill ef
fects! The board comes with a 90-day 
guarentee and if there are upgrades made 
to the system, COMSPEC will trade ROMs 
for no charge within one month of your 
notification. 

Because there was extra room on the 
40/BO ROM the designers added some extra 
screen editing commands that are effective 
In both formats. I now have an escape for 
those annoying times when I'm trapped in
side quotes, along with other commands 

whiCh are in ... oked by pressing both shift 
keys together then the selection key. 

1. ESCAPE - '(' 
2. TAB - 'i' 
3. SHIF=TED TAB - 'shifted I' 
4. ERASE TO END - 'v' 
5, ERASE TO CURSOR - 'shifted V' 
6. SCROLL DOWN - 'y' 
7. SCROLL Up' - 'shifted Y' 
8. DELETE LINE - 'u' 
9. INSERT LINE - 'shifted U' 

10. TOP LEFT WINDOW - '0' 
11. BOTTOM RIGHT WINDOW - '0' 
12. LOWER CASE/EXPANDED - 'n' 
13. GRAPHICS/COMPACT - shifted N' 
14. RING BELL - 'g' 

This board is a very useful addition to any 
Fat 4032 since it now gives the equivalent 
of two machines for less than the price of 
one 8032. _ 

"More BASIC Computer Games" 
by Kit Snyder Revenna, Ohio 

More BASIC Computer Games, published 
by Workman Publishing of New York or 
Saunders of Toronto. 

This is a book of program listings of 
computer games in BASIC. There are 84 
games altogether, for less than one game 
on a cassette would cost. If you are willing 
to spend the time punching in the 
programs and making your own tapes, you 
can save quite a lot of money. However, it 
does take time. This is a universal book 
for all BASIC computers. 

A big disadvantage with it is that It 
doesn't say how much memory is required 
for each program. I spent 3 evenings 
punching in the Candot program only to 
discover when I tried to run it on my VIC 
20 that the computer did not have enough 
memory for it. The second time on the 
Chuck-A-Luck program I was more suc-
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cessful: it worked fine. The print in the 
book is very small. It is hard when you're 
copying line after line to read it. 

This book is good for anyone interested 
in programming and for children. It 
familiarizes you with the keyboard on the 
computer, computer programming terms and 
lets you see how programs are construc
ted. not just how to play them. I am a to
tal novice with computers and I was easily 
able to punch In the programs. You don't 
need to know how to program to do It. 

For the person willing to spend some 
time to save some money, this book could 
be a good investment. _ 
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Buying Through The Mail : 
MY DEALER, MAIL ORDER, & ME 

by Nell Salkind & John Seitz Lawrence, Ka. 

Customer: I really like some of the features 
of that Ilew computer. What did you say 
the cost was? 

Dealer: $695.00 

Customer: Hmm. That's not a bad price. 
Let me see how I do this month. and I'll 
get back to you. 

A few weeks later: 

Customer: Listen. how do I program my 
word proce5sor so that I can get cor
respondence quality output on that printer 
you're selling? I just couldn't resist the 
mail order price of $499.00. 

Dealer: Hmm ...... 

This kind of Interaction between com
puter dealers and customers represents a 
dilemma that more and more dealers are 
facing. What do I do about customers who 
seek advice about equipment that they pur
chased from someone else? Do I charge 
them for assistance by the hour? By the 
question? Can I afford to Ignore them at 
the cost of losing further business? Should 
I spend time with them rather than devote 
It to the retail end of my business and 
other customers? 

The question we would like to explore 
here is what buying through the mail can 
mean to you. your dealer. and the quality 
of your experience with your computer sys
tem after your purchases have arrived. 

While mail order firms sell computers. 
printers. disk drives. software and practi
cally anything else at a great savings to 
the buyer. the local dealer usually has 
available a smaller selection piuS (we 
hope) knowledge. experience. and main
tenance service. 

This knowledge and experience doesn't 
come as a "software package". but needs 
to be developed. 

When a dealer sells a line of com
puters or peripherals. a great deal more 
time and money goes into the retailing of 
those products than just inventory and 
overhead costs. 

They usually have the following kinds 
of costs and time commitments associated 
with any line of hardware or software. 

First. most dealers attend national con
ventions such as COMDEX incurring various 
types of expenses. to maintain a level of 
expertise their customers should expect. 

A second major "hidden" cost. Is the 
payment of consultants to help modify new 
hardware or software to fit a particular 
system that is already established and run
ning and has a large consumer following. 
People like to have new things modified to 
existing systems rather than have to relearn 
a new system. 

When local people cannot be of assis
tance long distance ('alls to the service 
department of the manufacturer or their 

suppliers become necessary for answers to 
technical questions about the operation and 
capabilities of equipment. One dealer we 
know regularly has phone costs of over 
$200.lmonth just to cover inquiries on 'one 
system. 

Fourth. usually there Is sales training 
required by the vendor or manufacturer of 
the line before the dealer can sell the 
product. Although this training Is not at the 
cost of the Individual dealer. the time away 
from the store and travel expenses 
represent additional cost. 
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Fifth. maintenance training is often re

quired by the vendor before the dealer can 
be certified to repair the particular 
hardwar:e product. For example. one large 
printer manufacurer requires 10 full days 
of training before a dealer can become a 
repair center. Until the tralnil1g is com
pleted. they will not ship parts or repair 
manuals. 

All the costs associated with these ac
tivities are besides the regular overhead in
volved in operating any retail business such 
as rent. utilities. advertising. salaries. and 
so forth. 

These points are not plugs for why you 
should buy from your local dealer. rather 
than from the mall order firms that adver
tise in all the popular magazines. Rather. 
it is an explanation of some of the hidden 
costs associated with bringing equipment 
·on line". so that the dealer can make the 
system available and reliable. 

What are the alternatives for the 
dealer. when faced with a situation like the 
one which opened this article? 

One alternative is to answer ail ques
tions that any customer might have about 
equipment. regardless of whether they pur
chased It from the dealer. A clear plus to 
this strategy Is that people keep coming 
back for help. and perhaps new business. 
It's Important to remember however. that 
most people will buy big items through the 
mail so that the $20. software package 
purchased from the dealer might not be 
worth his or her time and commitment In 
answering hours of questions and providing 
"free" instructions (for you -- not the dealer). 

A second alternative Is to help only 
those people who purchased from you. 
Needless to say. this can become sticky. 
To begin with. many of the retail sales in 
any business operate as a result of refer
rals. If a dealer choses not to help some
one. that person might very well not men
tion that this or that dealer was helpful 
(es,;ecially when the consumer ~ 
needed ItI> 

Worse yet. the message about the 

dealer might be derogatory In nature. In 
addition. what if a consumer buys a com
puter. disk drive. modem. and monitor from 
the same dealer. but not the printer? Does 
the dealer answer questions about the disk 
drive. but not about the interface between 
the drive and the printer? 

There really is no clear solution. What 
the consumer needs to remember. is that 
with the introduction of any line Into a 
retail establishment there are costs as
sociated with the provision of full service. 
If local stores are not supported. it Is often 
questionable whether needed services will 
continue to be available. 

What the dealer needs to keep In mind 
is that even If people do buy through the 
mall. they may very well depend upon you 
for future service. purchases. and that all 
important referral at the cost of some 
dealer time now .• 

~ 

Neil J. Salkind is an occasional mall 
order buyer. and John K. Seltz is an oc
casional giver of free advice and a com
puter dealer. Both live in Lawrence. Kansas. 

? 
• 
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GOSUB 
INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED 

$69.95 

VISA & MASTERCARD WELCOME 

Prices subject to change 

Features: 

19 Keys. each of which may have 3 sep
erate definitions' 

Complete doc~mf!ntatlOn including pro
gram listingsl 

Works on the VIC20 (Expanded) and C-64 
computers' 

Compatible with most eXisting software' 

Great for use with business programs and 
electronic spread sheets' 

Ideal for machine language programmer! 

Prices quoted in U.S. dollars 
Dealer InqUires Invited· (316) 265-9858 

GOSUB International - 501 E. Pawnee - Suite 430 
Wichita. Kansas 67211 

'C-64 and VIC 20 are registered trademarks of Commodore InternatIOnal. Circle No. 84 

MACCOM SYSTEMS 
SOFTWARE HARDWARE COMMUNICATIONS 

Lowest prices in CANADA 
SPECIAL PURCHASE 

Sugg. MACCOM 
Retail PRICE 

products for COMMODORE 64 ™ 
Proline 

MACCOM 
'Our own 

popular 
f arnily-games 

Batteries 

Handic 
Continental 
Bronderbund 

WordPro 64-D $130.00 $ 79.99 
MailPro 64-D $130.00 $ 79.99 
PAL64-D $100.00 $ 69.99 
POWER64-D $100.00 $ 69.99 
Fishing-D or T $ 29~~ 
La Peche-D ou T-Fran~ais 

(Canadian fish & maze) 

Spider-Spell-D or T $ 29.99 $ 19.99 
Le pendu-D ou T(Fran~ais) 

(Educational Hangman) 
PaperClip-D $150.00 $150.00 
Delphi's Oracle-D $150.00 $150.00 
Calc Result-D $125.00 $125.00 
Home Accountant-D $ 99.95 $ 74.99 
David's Midnite Magic-D $ 43.95 $ 34.99 
Ch~plifter-Cart $ 50.95 $ 38.99 

Counterpoint Early Games for Young-D $ 37.95 $ 29.99 
HES Gridrunner-Cart $ 52.50 $ 27.99 

HesWriter-Cart $ 58.95 $ 41.99 
Turtle GraphicsII-Cart $ 78.50 $ 55.99 

Spinnaker Hey Diddle Diddle-D $ 39.95 $ 29.99 
Facemaker-D $ 45.95 $ 35.99 

Sierra On-Line Frogger-D or T $ 45.95 $ 34.99 
JawbreakerII-D or T $ 39.95 $ 29.99 

Epyx Jumpman-D $ 54.95 $ 41.99 
Jumpman Junior-Cart $ 52.50 $ 41.99 

Timeworks -Your Choice- $ Call or Write 
5~ Diskettes SSDD Xidex (box 10) $ 37.99 $ 28.99 

Dysan (box 10) $ 39.99 $ 33.99 
Memorex (box 10) $ 49.50 $ 34.99 

Commodore64 is a trademark of Commodore Business Machines 

Ontario residents 
add 7% sales tax. 

MACCOM SYSTEMS Company 
POB 2623 Station"D" 
Ottawa, Ont. KIP 5W7 

(613)-746-0086 

Please add $2 
for shipping. 

VIC-20 & Commodore 64 

Tapes or 

Commodore 64 

lllLEFUN 
9 exciting learning games for home, 

school, church, campi Includes OT JOBS, 
NT JOBS, BOOKS OF BIBLE, BIBLE MATES, OT 
GUESS WHO, GOSPELS GUESS WHO, ACTS GUESS 

WHO, HIDDEN WORDS, and BIBLE TRIP. Priced 
separately at $19.95 each. Allan one 

disk. Easy Menu selection. 
Regular Price, $95.00 

Special Holiday Price, $75 
(Offer expires January 31, 1984) 

Money Order, VISA, MasterCard (US Funds). 
Personal checks allow 3 weeks. 

Add $3 for shipping. 

SMOKY MOUNTAIN SOFTWARE 
54 West Main Street, Brevard NC 28712 
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The UnKeyboard 
a friendly alternative 

"THE HELPING HAND" 
DIGITIZER AND DRAWING BOARD 

FOR ANY COMPUTER THAT ACCEPTS ATARI PADDLES 

ADD $4 FOR S&H 

Prices in U.S. dollars 
PERSIMMON PERIPHERALS 

RTF.. ;> BOX 230M 

C64 
PROVINCIAL 

PAYROLL 
A complete Canadian Payroll System for Small 
Business. 

.50 Employees per disk (1541) • 
Calculate and Print Journals. Print 
Cheques • Calculate submissions 
summary for Revenue Canada. 
Accumulates data and prints T -4s • Also 
available for 4032 and 8032 Commodore 
Computers. 

Available from your Commodore Dealer. 

Distributed by: 

page 

ICROCOMPUTER 
SOLUTIONS 

1262 DON MILLS RD. STE. 4 
DON MILLS. ONTARIO M3B 2W7 
TEL: (416) 447-4811 

TORPET November/December 
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~ SuperPet USERS! ~ 
% I %1%&%':. %1 %S%~='%. % IIU&%'%. %1 U%&%'%. %1 %U&%'%. % 1%1%&%'%. %1%$%&%'% 

HAVE YOU EVER WONDERED WHAT THE /%'%$%& IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 'e·' %*'/' AND I·e/ X*//'? TIRED OF FLIPPING THAT SWITCH JUST TO DO A 

'COLLECT'? THE SUPERPET TUTORIAL DISK REVEALS THE MYSTERIES OF THE DATA 

EDITING COMMANDS AND 'META-CHARACTER' STRINGS. USING CLEAR AND USEFUL 

EXAMPLES. I T ALSO CONTA I NS: ' 

A GENERAL NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE MICROEDITOR. 

SYNTAX AND EXAMPLES FOR ALL MICROEDITOR SEARCH STRINGS. 

EXAMPLES AND EXPLANATIONS OF ALL MICROEDITOR COMMANDS. 

EXAMPLES AND E XPLANAT IONS OF ALL M I CRoMON ITOR COMMANDS. 

EXPLANATIONS OF ALL SETUP MENU OPTIONS. 

COMP'_ETE INFORMATION OF THE PROGRAMMED FUNCTION KEYS. 

INFORMPION ON ALL FILE TYPES AND FORMATS. 

EXAMPLES OF ALL VARIATIONS OF THE DISK ACCESS COMMANDS. 

INSTRUCTIONS ON ISSUING ALL DOS COMMANDS FROM THE EDITOR. 

EXPLANAT IONS OF ALL DOS ERROR MESSAGE S. 

INSTRUCTIONS ON AUTOMATING DISK MAINTENANCE TASKS, 

INFORMATION ON RS-232C AND THE TERMINAL FACILITIES. 

A TABLE OF IMPORTANT SYSTEM ADDRESSES AND SOFTWARE SWITCHES. 

DECIMAL & HEX VECTOR ADDRESSES OF WATLIB AND FPPLIR ROUTINES. 

6809 ASSEMBLER INSTRUCTION OPCODES. MODES AND LENGTHS. 

HEXADECIMAL-DECIMAL CONvERSION TABLE. 

HEXADECIMAL AND DECIMAL ASCII CHARACTER TRANSLATION TABLES. 

THIS PROD~CT COSTS ONLY $39.95. POSTAGE AND HANDLING INCLUDED. THE ITEMS 

MARKED WITH I •• ARE ALSO AVAILABLE ON A REFERENCE CARD WHICH IS INCLUDED 

WITH EACH TUTORIAL DISK ORDERED. THE REFERENCE CARD ALONE COSTS ONLY $10. 

IF YOU ORDER ANY DISK-BASED PRODUCT. THE DISK YOU RECEIVE will ALSO CONTAIN 

A SELECTION OF THE BEST PUBLIC-DOMAIN SUPERPET SOFTWARE FROM VARLOUS 

SOURCES, ALSO AVAILABLE IS THE APL-MlcRoEDITOR INTERFACE. WHICH ALLOWS USE 

OF THE MICROEDITOR FOR EDITING APL FUNCTIONS AND VARIABLES. VOLUME 

DISCOUNTS ARE AVAILABLE 00% OFF FOR 2-10.40% OFF FOR 11-100). 

SEND A CHECK NOW. (AND SPEC I FY 4040 OR 8050 FORMAT): OR WR I TE FOR MORE 

INFORMATION TO: 

DYADIC RESOURCES CORPORATION 

2405 WEST 15TH AVENUE 

VANCOUVER. B.C. CANADA V6K 2Zl 

--------~--------------- -

COMSOFT 
Programming 

NEW \ 
RABBIT LOADER 

For C-64 and 3 PET upgrade and 4.0 
Programs load 8 times faster than normal, making it the 
fastest cassette loader on the market. Compare: the 1541 
disk drive loads an 8K program 20 sec.; Rabbit Loader 
will take 21 sec, Comes on a ROM chip, ready to install in 
your computer's ROM sockel 

$35.00 U.s. 843.00 Cdn. 

SPEED DEMON 
Integer Basic Complier. Compiled Subset of BASIC. Runs 
up to 50 times faster. For ALL 32K PETS and C-64s with 
tape drive. 

$30.00 U.s. $37.00 Cdn. 

Send cheque or money order to: 

COMSOFT PROGRAMMING 
P.O.Box 51 

ARVA. ONT. CAN. 
NOM lCO 

add $2.00 shipping and handling 
Onl Residents add 7% sales tax. 
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COMMODORE 64 
COMpu·THINGS son PLUS 
Dome Business System (0) $44.95 Meteor Madness (T) 1895 
CONTINENTAL SOFlWARE Meteor Madness (0) 21 95 
Home Accountant (D) 5695 SIERRA·ON·LlNE 
CREATIVE SOFlWARE Mr Cool (C) 31 95 
Household Fmance (D) 2995 Frogger (D) 2795 
Household Fmance (T) 2595 Frogger (T) 2795 
Loan Anatyzer (D) 1695 New Jawbreaker (D) 2395 
Loan Analyzer (T) 12.95 New Jawbreaker (C) 2795 
Car Cost (D) 16.95 SIRIUS 
Car Cost (T) 1295 Fast Eddie (D) 2625 
Home Inventory (D) 16.95 TurmOil (D) 26.25 
Home Inventory (T) 1295 SqUISh Um (D) 26.25 
Moon Dust \ C) 2995 Snake Byte (0) 26.25 
Trashman (C) 2995 Type Mack iD) 2995 
EPYX Way Out (D) 26 25 
Temple of Apshal (D) 2995 Cntlcal Mass (D) 26.25 
Upper Reaches of Apshal Blade 01 Blackpoole 2625 

(D) 1495 Repton (D) 31.95 
Curse 01 Ra (D) 1495 SYNAPSE 
Jumpman (D) 29.95 Fan Apocalypse (D) 2625 
Sword of Fargoal (D) 2395 Fan Apocalypse (T) 26 25 
Sword of Fargoal (T) 2395 Survivor (D) 2695 
HES Survivor (T) 2695 
Gndrunner (C) 2995 TAYLOR MADE 
HES Writer 64 (C) 3795 T ouch Typing Tutor (T) 14.95 
Turtle Graphics II (C) 4495 Touch TypIOg Tutor (D) 18.95 
Retro Ball (C) 2995 TlMEWORKS 
HES Man (C) 29.95 Robbers of the Lost Tomb (T) 18.95 
Coco (D) 3795 Robbers of the Lost Tomb (D) 1895 
BenW s Space Rescue (D) 3595 Wall Street (T) 18.95 
INFOCOM Wall Street (D) 18.95 
Zork 1 (D) 29.95 Money Manager (T) 1895 
Starcross (0) 2995 Money Manager (D) 1895 
Witness (D) 39.95 Data Manager (T) 1895 
MAGIC CARPET Data Manager (D) 1895 
Weather War II (T) 14.95 I nventory Management (D) 6395 
Medicine Man (T) 16.95 Sales AnalySIS Management 
Tombs (T) 21.95 (D) 63.95 
Forced Encounter (D) 21.95 AIR Management & 
Forced Encounter (T) 18.95 In'JOicIOg (D) 6395 
COMPUTER SOFlWARE AlP Management & 
PractiCalc 64 (D) 43.95 Checkwnhng (D) 6395 
PracliCalc 64 (T) 39.95 TOTL 
NUFEKOP Totl Text 2.6 (T) 34.95 
3·0 64 Man (T) 14.95 Totl. Text 2.6 (D) 38.95 
PRO SOFlWARE Totl. Label (T) 18.95 
Word Pro 3 Plus (D) 71.95 Totl Label (D) 2195 
RAINBOW COMPUTER Time Manager (T) 2995 
Writer's Ass!. (D) 106.25 Time Manager (D) 3395 
Filing Ass!. (D) 106.25 Research Assistant (T) 29.95 
Spread Sheet Ass!. (D) 106.25 Research ASSistant (D) 33.95 
Personal Finance Asst. (D) 50.95 VICTORY .-
SIMS Adventure 'Pack 1 (T) 14.95 
Color Craft (T) 2295 Adventure Pack 2 (T) 14.95 
Color Craft (D) 26.95 Grave Robbers (T) 14.95 
SPINNAKER (Educational. Children) Trek (T) 1295 
Facemaker (C) 27.95 Annihilator (T) 16.95 
Fraction Fever (C) 27.95 Kongo Kong (T) 1895 
Delta MUSiC (C) 31.95 PROFESSIONAL SOFlWARE 
Kinder Comp (D) 25.95 Word Pro 3 Plus (D) 71.95 
Facemaker (D) 29.95 • HARDWARE· 
Hey Diddle Diddle (D) 25.95 Cardboard/6 89.95 

COMMODORE 64 
Cardram/16 67!l5 
Cardpllntla 67.95 
Cardboard/3 .3395 
Cardette/l 33.95 
Cardnter /1 33.95 
• BOOKS· 
Elementary 64 11 25 
Computer Playground 795 
NEW ARRIVALS!I" 
Programer Kit 1 (D) 19% 
Electllc Check Book (D) 19.95 
Pin Ball Math (D) 1995 
PreSidential Campagne (D) 19.95 
Presidential Campagne (T) 19.95 
General Ledger (D) 6395 
Educational 
SPINNAKER 
Alphabet Zoo (e) 2795 
Kids on Keys (C) 27.95 
Kinder Camp (0) 2495 
Up For Grabs (C) 31 95 
Cosmic Life (C) 2795 
Games 
Prolector II (T) 2795 
Protector II (D) 2795 
Neutral Zone (T) 2795 
Neutral Zone (D) 2795 
Dungeons of the Algebra 

Dragons (T) 19.95 
BUSiness 
PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE 
Word Pro 3 Plus Spell 

Right (D) 7995 

TO ORDER Send cenlfled checks. 
money orders. or use your Master or 
Visa Cards and call 1-800-343-8019. 
From inSide New Hampshire call 
(603) 542·6175. Personal or com
pany checks reqUire two to three 
weeks to clear. All p"ces are subJect 
to change without nohce. Please In-

Spell Right (D) 47.95 
QUick Brown Fox (C) 51.95 
GAME 
Pro Spans Stats 71.95 

NEW" JUST ARRIVED!'!' 
• HARDWARE • 
Cardboard 5 Slot $69.95 
Pnnter Utility Pkg. 1595 
Key Pad 3195 
Kraft Joy Stick 15.95 
T G. Joy Stick 23.95 
• GAMES • 
Chopllfter (C) 35.95 
Planet Fall (D) 39.95 
Snakman (D) 23.95 
Snakman (T) 1995 
Astroblitz (C) 31.95 
Shamus (D) 27.95 
CrOSSfire (TorD) 23.95 
Moon Shuttle (D) 23.95 
• BUSINESS· 
Master Type (D) 3195 
Koala Pad w/Mlcro IIlus 
Comm.64 79.95 

Calc Result (D&C) 127.50 
Paper Clip (D) 9995 

0= Disk T = Tape (or cassette) 
C = Cartridge 

clude $2 00 for complete order. For 
C.OD add additional $1.70, 2-day 
all (UPS) add $4.00 FOREIGN 
ORDERS INCL. CANADA Please add 
$5.00 (US). Service fee and 10% 
ground and 15% by air 
Hours Monday thru Saturday 800 
to 1000 Eastern Time 

Prices in U.S. dollars. 

UNIVERSAL 
SOFTWARE 
The Best Software for Less 
P. O. Box 955 
Claremont. N.H. 03743 .-

CALL NOW • 1-800-343-8019 • TOLL FREE 
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SOLVE YOUR 
PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS 

Stop playing games and start programming your 
Commodore® with PC-DocuMaten .. , the keyboard 
template designed with the new programmer in 
mind. PC-DocuMate™ surrounds the keyboard 
with logically formatted, comprehensive reference 
data. The e~sential information you need is at your 
fingertips. Programming your VIC-20® or Commo
dore 64® has never been easier. Order your PC
DocuMate™ today for only $ 1 8 . 9 5 

BASIC statements and 
options are documented 

nATURES 
• Control keys defined 

• BASIC language reference 
(Commands/Statements/ 
Functions) 

• Music programming guide 

• Screen memory map 
• Color graphics reference 

• VIC-20® and CBM-64® 
versions 

Golor and character 
SCREEN map defined 
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MW·302: VIC·20/S4 --
Parallel Printer Interface. 

Works with all centronics type parallel matrix & 
letter printers and plotters-Epson, C.ltoh, 
Okidata, Nee, Gemini 10, TP-I Smith Corona, and 
most others. Hardware driven; works off the serial 
port. Quality construction: Steel DIN connectors 
& Shielded cables. Has these switch selectable 
options: Device 4,5,6 or 7; ASCII or PET ASCII; 
7-bit or 8-bit output; upper & lower case or upper 
only. Recommended by PROFESSIONAL 
SOFTWARE for WordPro 3 Plus for the 64, and 
by City Software for PaperClip. 

MW.3D2, , " Canadian $189,9B 

Micro World Electronix. Inc, 
3333 S. Wadsworth Blvd. #C105. Lakewoou, CO 80227 
(303) 9B7-2671 

CANADIAN DEALERS 

ALBERTA 
Computer Shop of Calgary 
3515 18th SI. SW. 
Calgary, T2T 4T9 
(403) 243-4356 

Hindson Computer Systems, Ltd. 
7144 Fisher SI. S.E. 
Calgary, T2H OW5 
(403) 252-9576 

T JB Micro Systems, Ltd. 
10991 124th SI. 
Edmonton, T5M OH9 
(403) 433-3161 

BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Conti Electronics 
7204 Main Street 
Vancouver, V5X 3Y4 
(604) 324-0505 

ONTARIO 
MGI Computer Corp. 
1501 Carling Ave. 
Ottawa, T1Z 7M1 
(613) 722-1000 

Richvale Telecommunications 
10610 Bayview (Bayview Plaza) 
Richmond Hill, L4C 3N8 
(416)884-4165 

SASKATCHEWAN 
Micro Shack of West Canada 
607 45th SI. West 
Saskatoon, S7L 5W5 
(306) 244-6909 
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COMMODORE-64 

Wedge-64 
by Darcy Mason & Alan Wunsche Oshawa, ON. 

History of Wedge-64 

The Wedge-64 was developed in the 
summer of 1983 during the Summer 
Canada '83 project sponsored by the Dur
ham Board of Education. The 'Wedge' ac
tually started out as a machine language 
merge utility for Commodore 64 users. After 
the merge was completed. we realized that 
the C-64 was lacking in good catalog 
routines. At about the time that the catalog 
and disk status routine was done. we 
decided to add a few more commands. 
Hex. look. and hunt followed and we 
soon began thinking that our program could 
evolve into an aid that would help the 
C-64 programmer create BASIC programs 
more easily and efficiently. Below is the 
result of our efforts. As with most 
programs. there may' be some bugs that 
weren·t spotted in the debugging process, 
We would be interested in hearing about 
any questions, problems, or comments 
about the Wedge. as we would like to 
make this program as good as posssible. 

> adjust 

>auto 

>cold 
>colour 

>del 
>ds 
>help 

>hex 

> hurlt 

>Iook 

>mem 

Summary of Commands 

displays all colours for adjustment 
of monitor, 
prints out next line number in 
given increment. 
resets computer, 
sets border, screen, and cursor 
colours. 
deletes a given range of lines. 
displays disk status. 
lists all commands of the 
Wedge summarized here. 
gives decimal of hex number or 
vice versa. 
searches through program for 
given string. 
displays values in variables cur
rently in use. 
memory dump in hex with Ascii 
on right hand side. 

>merge 

>n 
> off 
>renum 
> save 
> start 

>send 

>$ 

>/ 

>adjust 

merges program from disk with 
one in memory. 
displays last filename used in Wedge. 
disables Wedge. 
renumbers program or line range. 
saves program to disk. 
displays load address of file on 
disk in hex and decimal. 
sends command string to disk via 
command channel. 
displays directory of programs on 
disk. 
loads program from disk. 

Individual Descriptions 

This command takes no parameters. Bars 
of each of the sixteen colours are dis
played, allowing for easy colour adjustment 
of the video monitor being used. 

>auto (inc) 
If AUTO is called with no increment. then 
AUTO mode is cancelled. When AUTO mode 
is in effect and the user has just typed in 
a BASIC program line. the Wedge will 
automatically print the next line number to 
be entered. The next line number is given 
by the line just entered plus the in
crement. The increment must range from 
one to 255. 
Example: 
>auto 10 - sets auto mode with incre
ment of ten. 
>cold 
This command takes no parameters. The 
computer is reset. similar to when it is 
first turned on. Any BASIC program will be 
erased. If the Wedge is in memory at 
$COOO. then it may be re-enabled with SYS 
12*4096. A Wedge located at $9000 is 
re-enabled with SYS 9'"4096. 

>colour (border), (background). (cursor) 
The colour command sets the colour of the 
screen border, background, and cursor, as 
shown above. The colour numbers may 
range from zero to 255. anything not within 
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this range will result In an 
QUANTITY error. 
Example: 

ILLEGAL take place througn the entire program. Note 
that hunt changes the string displayed by 

> colour 0,2.1 sets black border. red 
background. and white cursor. 

>del (line range) 
This function will erase all BASIC program 
lines within the given line range. Line 
ranges are the same as that of the LIST 
command In BASIC. If no line range Is 
given. then no lines will be deleted. 

Examples: 
>del 10- - deletes from line 10 on. 
>deI 10-100 - deletes lines 10 to 100 Inclusive. 
> del -100 - deletes lines up to and In
cluding line 100. 

>ds 
This command will display the disk status. 
This routine Is called by all other dlsk
based routines to report the status after 
every disk access. 

>help 
Upon calling this routine. a command sum
mary will be printed as a help screen to 
remind the user of all the commands of 
the Wedge. 

> hex ($) number 
This function will give the decimal equiv
alent of a hex number and vice versa. A 
hex symbol ($) mustpreceed the hex num
ber to be converted. The hex number must 
have four digits (e.g. $003e). The decimal 
number may be an expression (e.g. 
9-4096) but must be less than 65535. 
Examples: 
>hex $fd16 - gives decimal 
equivalent (64790). 
>hex 59468 - gives hex equlvalent($E84C). 

>hunt 'search string'. (line range) 
This function will search through a BAS~C 
program for a string and list all lines 
which contain the string. The delimiter may 
be any character although It should no 
noted that any deli meters other than quotes 
(") will tokenize the string. e.g. > hunt 
"end" will find the lines with the word 
end within quotation marks. To find lines 
with the tokenized END use >hunt 'end'. 
The line range (same format as usn is 
optional and. if not found. the search will 

>n. 
Examples: 
>hunt 'print' - searches entire program 
for token PRINT. 
>hunt -the-,10- - displays all occurrences 
of "the" from line 10 on. 

>lOOk 
This command will display all variables cur
rently In use and their values. Dimensioned 
variables are not displayed. The program 
must already have been RUN for this 
command to work. 

>mem start hex address, end hex address 
This function will display the hex value of 
the specified memory locations in groups 
of eight bytes. The ASCII equivalent of the 
bytes displayed is also given in reverse 
field at the right hand side of the screen. 
Example: 
>mem 1000.2000 - displays the contents 
of memory locations $1000-$2000. 
>mem 0300 displays memory from 
$0300 on. until stop key pressed. 

> merge -filename-
This command will merge the specified 
BASIC program from the disk with the one 
in memory. Any lines in memory that coin
cide with ones from the disk will be 
replaced by the lines from disk. 
Example: 
> merge "flle2merge" merges program 
called Iflle2merge" from disk with program 
in memory. 

> n ("fllename-) 
When no filename is specified. the last 
Wedge filename or hunt string used will 
be displayed. If a filename Is given then 
the filename is set. In the first case. the 
cursor will be kept on the line of the last 
file displayed. 
Example: 
> n - displays IdSt filename used. 
>n ·newflle - sets filename to "newflle". 
Note that this command may be used when 
a file on disk is accessed repeatedly. This 
command eliminates the need to retype the 
filename. Also note that >hunt changes 
the string displayed by this command. 
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> off 
This command disables 
re-enable the Wedge at 
12"'4096. 

the Wedge. To 
$COOO. type SYS 

>renum (start line #. inc. <line range» 
This function will renumber a BASIC 
program beginning with the start line #. 
increasing the line numbers by the in
crement. If a line range is given then the 
renumber takes place only within the line 
range. If no parameters are entered then 
the whole program is renumbered starting 
from line 100. in increments of 10. The in
crement must range from one to 255. 
Examples: 
>renum - renumbers entire program 100.10. 
>renum 200.5 - renumbers entire program 
200.5. 
>renum 100.10.100-
100 on. by 100.10. 

renumbers lines 

>save -filename- (.start hex address. end 
hex address+ 1) 

This save command will default to disk. If 
no parameters are given the BASIC program 
in memory is saved. If parameters are sup
plied then memory is saved within the 
given range. This command is useful in 
saving machine code to disk. 
Examples: 

>sa'l8 -filename- - saves BASIC program 
to disk. 

>save -filename-.2000.3001 - saves memory 
from $2000-$3000. 

>send -disk command-
This function sends a disk command to the 
disk drive through the command channel. 
The disk command is in BASIC 2.0 form. 
Example: 
>send -10- - sends an initialize command 
to drive O. 

> start -filename-
This function will fetch the load address of 
a program on disk and display it in hex 
and decimal. 

>$ 

This command will display a directory of 
programs on the disk. Pattern matching Is 
supported. The program In memory Is not 
destroyed by a dl:-ectory. 

Examples: 
>$0 - displays directory of drive O. 
>$:st- displays Oirectory of all files 
beginning with the letters "st". 
>$:a=seq - displays all sequential files. 

>rfilename" 
This command will load the specified file 
from disk without relocating it. This is 
identical to the format : load "filename" .8.1. 

Additional Information 

None of the Wedge commands have 
abbreviations as BASIC commands do. (I.e. 
the whole word must be entered) 
- Any disk commands will cause the com
puter to 'hang up' if the disk drive is not 
connected. If any problem with disk access 
occurs. then press RUN/STOP and RESTORE 
simultaneously to regain control. 

All disk commands operate on disk 
device 8. 

The commands >hunt. >Iook. and 
>mem. command:; may be froz.en by press
ing the shift or shift lock keys. Release the 
shift key to continue. 
- The Wedge is CHRGET-driven and may 
therefore co-exist with an interrupt-driven 
machine language routine at another location. _ 

"Expandable Memory· 
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PROGRAMMABLE CHARACTERS 

by STEVEN DARNOLD 

The Commodore 64 has a wide variety 
of graphics modes. You can use PET 
graphics. sprites. multi-colour sprites. a bit 
map. a multi-colour bit map. programmable 
characters. multi-colour programmable 
characters or extended ba9kground colours. 
You can also use combinations of these 
modes. This rich selection of modes per
mits the 64 to produce extremely sophisti
cated graphics. However. there is a lot to 
learn before you can fully utilize the 64's 
capabilities. Programmable character defini
tion is a good place to start. 

When am writing a program. I often 
find that need a character which does 
not appear on the keyboard. For example. 
I was once working on an educational 
program to teach angles and I needed a 
degree sign. However. since I was using a 
PET. I had no way of producing one. The 
Commodore 64. on the other hand. is quite 
capable of producing a degree sign. or 
any other character which can be defined 
in an 8 X 8 block of dots. 

The key to programmable characters on 
the Commodore 64 lies in the fact that any 
of its 256 characters can be redesigned. 
This means that you can change the spade 
sign (for example) Into a degree sign. Then 
every time you hit shifted-A. you get a de
gree sign on the screen. PRINTs and 
POKEs will also produce the degree sign. 
However. before you can redesign charac
ters. you have to put your 64 Into the 
right frame of mind. 

First reset your 64 and remove any 
cartridges. Then PRINT CHR$ (142); CHR$ (8). 
This locks the computer Into the upper
case/graphics character set. The lower
case/upper-case character set can also be 
redesigned. but it makes this discussion 
easier if we avoid switching character sets. 
Push the shift key and the Commodore key 
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simultaneously. and you'll see that no 
switching occurs. 

Now POKE 792.116 POKE 793.164. 
This alters the RESTORE routine to keep it 
from destroying the new characters we are 
going to build. Press RUN-STOP/RESTORE a 
few times. You should get a READY without 
the screen being cleared. 

Now POKE 56.127 : CLR. This lowers 
the top of memory to give us some RAM 
to use. Enter PRINT FRE(Q) and the result 
should be 30461. If it isn't. then you 
probably forgot to enter CLR. 

The next bit is the most difficult. so be 
careful. At present the character set is 
stored in ROM. In order to redesign the 
characters. we have to shift them to RAM. 
There are five steps: disable the interrupt. 
connect the ROM. transfer the characters. 
disconnect the ROM. and re-enable the In-

. terrupt. This must be done as one 
operation. Enter all of the following before 
pressing RETURN. In order to squeeze It 
it will be necessary to leave out the 
spaces and abbreviate POKE by P shift-O. 
POKE 56334,0 : POKE 1.51 : FOR 1=0 TO 
2047 : POKE 40960+1, PEEK(53248+i) : NEXT 
: POKE 1.55 : POKE 56334.1. This will take 
about 30 seconds to execute. 

You now have a copy of the character 
set in RAM. but the computer is stili using 
the set in ROM. The final step is to tell 
the computer to use the new character 
set. POKE 56576.149 POKE 53272.8 
POKE 648. 128. Since the screen must be 
in the same block of memory as the 
character set. It shifts at the same time. 
The screen now starts at 32768 (just like 
the PET> and the character set starts at 40960. 

Clear the screen and type ABC. The 
characters should look normal (If not. you 
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have a problem). Now enter POKE 40971.0. 
Look at the A in ABC. look at the A in 
READY. The zero you put in 40971 wiped 
out the fourth line of the A. Try putting 
zeros in 40972 and 40973. What happens? 
See if you can make all of the A disap
pear. Now POKE 40976.0. Can you make 
all of the B disappear? Can you make the 
C disappear. too? 

Each character is made up of eight 
lines Each line Is stored in a separate 
memory location. If the contents of a 
memory location is zero. then the cor
responding line is blank. If the contents is 
255. then the line is solid (try putting 255 
into 40968). Different numbers between 0 
and 255 give different types of lines. This 
is based on the binary representation of 
the number. A value of 255 gives a solid 
line because in binary it is 11111111. 
Similarly. a value of 0 is represented as 
00000000. Each binary digit corresponds to 
a dot on the line. If the digit is 1. the 
dot Is lit; if the digit is O. the dot is off. 
Thus. if you want the left half ofa line 
to be lit. the number to poke is 240 
(= 1111 0000), Experiment with different num
bers. See pages 77-78 in the 64 User 
Manual for details. 

figure 

The character images are arranged In 
order. with each character taking 8 bytes. 
If you want to know where a particular 
character starts. use this formula: screen 
display code times 8 plus 40960. The 
screen display codes are listed on pages 
132-134 of the User Manual. Codes for the 
reverse field letters run from 128 to 255. 
Thus. although we have mangled A. S, C 
(codes 1, 2. 3). we have not touched their 
reverse field representations (codes 129. 
130. 13U. Check this by pressing 
CTRURVS-ON and typing ABC. 

Now we are ready to turn the spade 
sign into a degree sign. Look up the code 
for spade (=65>' multiply it by 8 (=520); 
add 40960 (=41480>. This gives us the first 
line of the spade. POKE 120 (=01111000> 
into 41480 and 41483. POKE 204 
(=11001100> into 41481 and 41482. POKE 0 
into the bottom three lines (41484-41486). 
Now press shifted-A for a lovely degree 
sign -- (see figure). 

That's all there is to it. Now you can 
design your own characters. You'll have to 
spend a bit of time with an 8 X 8 grid 
working out the numbers. but once you get 
used to it. it isn't too difficult .• 

41480=120 

41481=204 

41482=204 

41483=120 

41484=0 

41485=0 
~--+---t-----+-----1------l-- - _._.-:-._-

i 
! 41486=0 

41487=0 
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"p AINTING" 
CIRCLES IN HIGH RESOLUTION MULTI COLOR BIT MAPPING MODE 

by Elfrairn Halfron Burlington Ont 
<An algorithm for the Commodore 64 computer) 

High resolution graphiCs in the Com- in any of the chosen colors. The algorithm 
mod ore 64 have a resolution of 320 pixels can then be extended to any closeti two
horizontally and 200 pixels vertically. This dimensional geometrical figure. The prin
graphics mode however only allows two ciples in the algorithm are to draw the 
COlors. a foreground and a background. Up perimenter of the Circle and then paint in
to four colors can be obtained by losing side horizontally right to left. Since this al
some horizontal resolution. from 320 to 160 gorithm in BASIC is fairly slow I suggest 
pixels. and using the multlcolor bit mapping saving \.1e high resolution screen on disk 
graphics. In this graphic mode the colors or tape for quick retrieval when necessary. 
are determined by the bit pattern in each 
byte. For example a 11 will produce the The equation of a circle centered on 
foreground color. 01. a second color. 10 a the origin of a cartesian graph Is 
third and 00 the screen color. 

The C-64 BASIC at present does not 
support any extended graphics commands to 
draw lines and circies: all drawings in high 
resolution must be programmed using 
mathematical equation!:). In this article I 
present a method to draw circles and fill 
them with color. i.e. "paint" them. This 
method Is then extended to "paint" circles 
within circles. This example is part of the 
more general problem to be able to draw 
a geometrical figure anywhere In the 
screen and painting it by turning on the 
bits in the bytes in the appropriate se
quence. i.e. 01010101. as required by the 
multi color bit mapping graphics mode. In 
fact. If for example the bits in all rows are 
not aligned. i.e. 

010101010101010101010101 
010101010101010101010101 
101010101010101010101010 
010101010101010101010101 

then. instead of a uniform painting. we 
have lines of different colors. in the above 
example row three has a different color 
from the others. depending on the bit pat
tern on that line. 

The Algorithm <Table 1> allows this 
alignment to take place and to draw circles 
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= 

where x and yare the Cartesian r.t"or
dinates and r Is the radius ler~~i1.'q" 
the allowable resolution. x IV; ra',,,,e of 
o to 319 and y a domair. f;: to 199. 

The equation of a circle anywhere on 
the screen is 

2 2 (x - x) + (y - y. ) c c = 

where x c and y c are the coordinates of 
the center. The circle circumference can 
be drawn with the algorithm starting at line 
170. I.e. 

2 2 x + SQR (r - (y - y ) ) 
C - C 

for y= y. -r to y +r . c c 

I make y the Independent variable. Instead 
of x. because the bit color mapping align
ment needed for the mUlti color mode is 
horizontal rather than vertical. Thus we draw 
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the circumference line by line. X 1 is the 
coordinate of the left semicircle and x r the 
coordinate Of the right semicirlce. 

Painting of the circle is obtained by 
drawing a line from X to x (line 230>. 
Le. right to left. As mentioned before. the 
important point is that all 0 and 1 bits be 
aligned vertlcal:y to obtain a uniform color. 
Thus if chosen so. x has to be 01 for 
all y's. Algorithmically this is fairly simple. 
the x r coordinate must always be even. 
odd for 10. Then a line is drawn between 
x r and xl with STEP -2. I.e" we turn on 
the screen bits 1 separated by the default 
bit O. or the desired 010101 combination. 
Lines 190-210 provide this alignment. The 
test of oddness. or eveness. is made by 
dividing the integer portion of xr by 2 and 
then multiplying the integer quotient x A by 
2. If x r and x A are the same. then the 
number is even. else it is odd. If x r is 
not even. or odd as we wish. we subtract 
1 to make the coordinate odd. or even. 
then we draw the line between x r and xl' 
I.e. we ·paint" each line. 

The circle is then uniformly painted in 
the chosen color (line 450 sets the colors 
to blue and red in this example) and at 
a~y chos~n coordinate x c and y c for any 
given radius r. 

To draw a circle within a circle of a 
different color. the extension is straightfor
ward. The center coordinates are the same 
x c and y c but the radius is smaller. A 
different color is chosen. here red. and the 
bit pattern is not 0101010101. but 
1010101010. The rest of the procedure Is 
the same. 

To draw a circle within a circle with 
screen color. bits 00. a test must be per
formed <line 220> to see which colors to 
paint where. The outside and Inside circles 
are drawn together. so as not to turn on 
the bits In the inside circle. Thus. the in
side circle remains in the screen. back
ground color. 

Once the algorithm presented here In 
BASIC is executed. the result is three con
centric circles. the outside is blue.. the 
middle white and the Internal red. The 

circles location and radius are determined 
in line 400. For faster execution smaller 
radius may be chosen. The high resolution 
screen is located in memory starting at 
location 8192 decimal (line 410), As men
tioned before execution in BASIC is slow 
and if redrawing during a program execu
tion is necessary the easiest solution is to 
save the screen on disk. alternatively the 
algorithm can be reprogrammed in machine 
language. A circle plotted in high resolution 
muiti color bit mapping mode does not look 
as round and smooth as one plotted with 
standard two colors high resolution 
graphics. but this compromise was chosen 
by the designers of the C-64 to have four 
available colors. 

Table 1: Description of the BASIC program 
line by line. 

Une 100: Go to line 400 to initialize 
parameters and then start plotting from lina 
160. 
Unes 130-150: Subroutine to tu .. 
in high resolution mode. ~ .e 
programmers reference manual. 
resolution section. 

cn bits 
C-64 
high 

Line 160: Main program. set background 
color to white. 
Line 170: Set outside Iimil:) of circle. 
Lined 180 - 190: Set x coordinates and 
prepare to test for oddness by dividing 
right circle limit x r by 2 and then multiply
ing the integer quotient by 2. 
Une 200: Test for oddness 
Line 210: If even subtract 1 from x r . 
Une 220: Test whether to plot an Inside 
circle with screen color. if yes go to 250. 
else go to 230. 
Line 230 - 240: Paint circle blue. 
Lines 250 - 320: Do not paint Inside circle 
but leave It in background color. white. 
This is done by painting only the area. be
tween XX and XS and X to XQ. Test for 
oddness Is performed on X. 
Lines 330 - 380: Paint third Inside circle red. 
Line 390: End of program 
Line 400: Set location of circle center and 
length of the three radius. R1 inside 
circle. R2 middle circle. R3 outside circle. 
Lines 410 - 430: Set high resolution multi 
color bit mapping. 
Line 440: Clear high resolution area 
Line 450: Set high resolution color models 
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COMMODORE-64 
to blue and red. 98 = 01100010. The high 260 XT%=Cl-SC:XS=Cl+SQ 

byte is blue. color 6 = 0110. and the low 270 FORXR=XXTOXSSTEP-2GOSUBl30:NEXTXR 
byte is 0010. color 2 or red. 280 XD%=INT(XT%/2):XA%=XD%*2 

100 GOSUB400:GOTOl60 
110 REM THIS PRGRAM PLOTS 3 CONCENTRIC 
120 CIRCLES IN MULTI-COLOR HI-RES MODE 
130 CH=INT(XR/8):RO=INT(Y 18):LN=YAND7 
140 BY=BASE+RO*320+8*CH+LN:BI=7-(XRAND7) 
150 POKEBY.PEEK(BY)OR(21'BI):RETURN 
160 V=53280:POKEV,1:POKEV+l,1:REM SET WHITE 

BACKGROUND 
170 FOR Y=C2-R3TOC2+RSSTEP1:REM OUTSIDE BLUE 

CIRCLE 
180 SQ SQR«R3*R3)-(Y-C2)*(Y-C2» 
190 XQ=C1-SQ:XP%=C1+SQ:XD=INT(XP%/2)'.xAV.=XD*2 
200 XX=XPOA:IFXA%< > XP% THEN 220 
210 XX=XP%-l 
220 IFY>=C2-R2ANDY<=C2+R2THEN250 
230 FORXR=XXTOXQSTEP-2GOSUBl30:NEXTXR 
240 GOT0320 
250 SQ=SQR«R2*R2)-(Y-C2)*(Y-C2» 

290 IFXA%<>XT%THEN310 
300 X=XT%-l 
310 FORXR=XTOXQSTEP-2GOSUB130:NEXTXR 
320 NEXT Y 
330 FOR Y=C2-R1TOC2+R1STEP1:REM INTERNAL RED CIRCLE 
340 SQ=SQR«Rl*Rl)-(Y-C2)*(Y-C2» 
350 X=Cl-Sa:xQ=X:X=C1+Sa:xP"lo=X:XD=INT(X.-%/2>'.xA%=XD*2 
360 X=XP%:IFXA%=XP% THEN380 
370 X=XP%-l 
380 FORXR=XTOXQSTEP-2GOSUBl30:NEXTXR,Y 
390 POKE 1024,16:GOT0390 
400 Cl=16O:C2=100:R1=3O:R2=60:R3=80 
410 BASE=8192POKE53272PEEK(53272)OR8 
420 POKE53265,PEEK(53265)OR32REM ENTER BIT MAP MODE 
430 POKE53270,PEEK(53270)OR16 
440 fORI=BASETOBASE+7999:POKEI,O:NEXT 
450 FORI=1024T02023:POKEI,98:NEXT:RETURN:REM SET COLOR 

TO RED AND BLUE .. 

Protect Your Micro 
~~!===:::!!!!:==;::;I with a sturdy, portable case 

~~~~~~ 

• Protective interior featuring shock 
absorbing foam padding. 

• High Impact, scratch resistant, 
embossed aluminum. 

• Attractive attache styling. 

~~~ $'" 79 95 (Regular $195.(0) 
Special I I • 

I 0 Yes send me a protective carrying case. I Accommodates keyboard, disk drive, cables 
and manuals plus a modem (Vic 20/64) . 
or second disk drive (Apple II) or two 
diskette packs (IBM pC). 
Approximately 27" x 20" x 7". I Name 

I for my 0 Vic 20 0 C 64 0 Apple II 0 IBM PC I 
Enclosed is my cheque or money order for $179.95 plus $5.00 I shipping. Ont. residents add 7% P.ST (Allow 3 -4 weeks for delivery.) I 

Matching monitor and printer cases also 
I Address available. 

City - - .- . Micros Unlimited Inc. I 3311 Bloor Street, West 
Provo - • . .. - .; • Postal Code Toronto, Ontario M8X 1 E7 

I Send to: Micros Unlimited Inc.,3311.Bloor St. West, I Telephone (416) 233-3414 
__ Dept. TP11, Toronto, Ontano MaX lE7_ _ _~ 
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Fast, Fast 
Relief From Expensive 

Software Blahs. 
COMMODORE 64 
HESWARE Ust Price But lor You! 
Attack Mutant CarTlfl (CT) .... $45 $29 
Coco (CT) ................. $45 $29 
Maze Master (CT) .......... $35 $23 
Turtle Tutor (CT) ....... . ... $40 $26 
Turtle Trainer (CT) ........ . $40 $26 
Paintbrush (CT) . . $30 $19 
Home Manager (D) .......... $50 $33 
Time & Money Manager (D) .. $70 $45 
Hesman 64 (CT) ............ $40 $26 
Gridrunner (CT) ...... $40 $26 
64 Forth (CT) .... . ...... $60 $39 
Turtle Graphics II (CT) ...... $60 $40 
Multiplan (D) .............. $100 $79 
Omnica1c (C&D) . . . . $50 $37 
Bengi(C&D) . ... . ...... . . . . $45 $28 
Sword Point (C&D) $35 $22 
Attack Mutant Camel (CT) .. $30 $19 
SEGA 
Congo Bongo (CT) ......... . 
Buck Rogers (CT) ... . ... $40 $25 
Star Trek (CT) 
EPYX 
Jumpman D&C ............. $40 $25 
Temple of Apshai (C) .. $40 $25 
Upper Reaches Apshai (C) ... $20 $13 
Curse of Ra (C) ....... . . . . $20 $13 
Starfire & Fire One (D&C) ... $40 $29 
Jumpman Junior (CT) $40 $29 
Lunar Outpost (D&C) . $40 $25 
Dragonriders of Pern (D) ... . . 
Gateway to Apshai (C&D) .. $40 $25 
Pitstop (C&D) .. . ......... . 
Crush,Crumble, Chomp (C&D)$30 $19 
SPINNAKER 
Alphabet Zoo (CT) .. $35 $23 
Cosmic Life (CT) ..... . .... $35 $23 
Delta Drawing (CT) ........ $40 $26 
Delta Music (CT) $40 $26 
Facemaker (CT) 
Fraction Fever (CT) ... .. : : $35 $23 
Kids on Keys (CT) ... . 
Kindercomp (CT) $30 $19 
Story Machine (CT) $40 $26 
Up For Grabs (CT) $40 $26 
SYNAPSE 
Protector (D&C) .... 
Shamus (D&C) 
Sentinel (D&C) ...... . . .. . . . 
Morgol (D&C) ............. $35 $23 
Drelbs (D&C) . . . . . . 
Fort Apocalypse (C&D) 
Pharoah's Curse (C&D) . . ... 
CREATIVE 
Ast roblit z (CT) .. . 
Trashman (CT) .... . 
Moondust (CT) ............ . 
Save New York (CT) . .. .... $35 $22 
Pipes (CT) ..... .. 
Spitball (CT) ..... . 
INFOCOM 
Planet Fall (D) ............. . 
Witness (D) .............. . $50 $35 
Enchanter (D) .. . ... . ... . 
BRODERBUND 
Choplifter (CT) ...... .. ..... $45 $29 
Seafox (CT) ......... $40 $26 
Serpentine (CT) ............ $40 $26 
David Midnight Magic (D) .... $35 $25 
Bank St. Writer (D) ......... $70 $44 
Lode Runner (D) ........... . 
Spare Change (D) ....... . .. $35 $23 
Drol(D) ................. .. 

And Incredible Savings On: 
Data 20 Word Manager (C) .......... Just $27 
Data 20 Business Manager (D) $89 
Timeworks Data Manager (D&C) $17 
Timeworks Money Manager (D&C) $17 
Timeworks Programmer Kit (D&C) $17 
Continental Home Accountant (D) $49 
Lightning Mastertype (D) . $27 
Sirius Wayout (D) $27 
Sirius Gruds in Space (D) $23 
Sublogic Pinball (C) .......... .. . . .. $20 
Acess Neutral Zone (D&C ) . $23 
Practica1c (D&C) ... . . $35 
Programmable Spreadsheet $55 
Datamost Kids & The 64 (book) $14 
Commodore 64 Ref. GUide (book) . $17 

(C) ~ Tape (D) ~ Disk (CT) ~ Carhdge 

"$u¢h-A-Deal! 
$oftware." 

903 S Rural Rd. #102 
Tempe, AZ 85281 

TO ORDER FAST, FAST 
CALL TOLL FREE: 

1-800-431-8697 
For Information Only Call (602) 968·9128 

Star Blasting Savings 
on the Latest Technology 
HesModem . . ... . . . .. $49 
Unitronics Wafter Drive Vic or C64 .. $119 

COMMODORE VIC 20 
WIZWARE List Price But For You! 
Electronic Party (T) ........ . 
Square Pegs (T) . ... . . . .... . 
Turtle Tracks (T) .......... $30 $19 
Your Vic 20 (T) .. . 
HESWARE 
Robot Panic (CT) 
Slime (CT) ....... .. :. $20 $13 
Predator (CT) .. 
Torg (C) ......... ... ....... $10 $ 9 
Raid Israhm (CT) ....... . ... $10 $ 9 
Coco II (C&D) .. ........... $20 $14 
Fort Apocalypse (CT) 
Lazer Zone (CT) ........... . 
Necromancer (CT) ......... $30 $19 
Pharoah's Curse (CT) ...... . 
Attack Mutant Camel (CT) .. . 
Kindercomp (CT) .......... . 
Facemaker (CT) . .. . ....... $40 $26 
Story Machine (CT) ..... . 
SEGA 
Congo Bongo (CT) . .... . ... . 
BUCK Rogers (CT) .... . ..... $40 $25 
Star Trek (CT) ............ . 
BRODERBUND 
A.E . (CT) ............... . 
Seafox (CT) ............... . 
Mastertype (CT) ...... . .. . . $40 $24 
Lode Runner (CT) . ........ . 
EPYX 
Temple of Apshai (C&D) ... . . $40 $24 
Sword of Fargoal (C) ..... . .. $30 $19 
SIERRA ON LINE 
Lunar Leeper (CT) . ........ . 
Crossfire (CT) .. 
Threshhold (CT) .... :::::: : $30 $18 
Cannonball Blitz (CT) 
CREATIVE 
Choplifter (CT) ............. $30 $19 
Home Office (C) ............ $30 $19 
Home Office (D) ... .. .... . .. $35 $22 

Rock Bottom Prices 
on Peripherals! 

But For You! 
MONITORS 
BMC 12" Green ... Just $79 
BMC 12" HiRes Green ..... . . .. ... .. $125 
BMC 12" Amber ... . .... . . . .. . ........ $89 
BMC 12" HiRes Amber ... . .... .. ...... $129 
BMC 13" Composite Color .... $259 
DATA 20 
Vic 40·80 Display Mgr . ........... .. ... . . $79 
C64 Video Pak 80 ............. , . • ..... $149 

includes Word MgT. Free 
Parallel Printer Interface ....... .. . ...... $45 
CARDCO 
Vic 3 Slot Motherboard .... . . . . , . • .... . . 
Vic 6 Slot Motherboard ....... . . 
Vic 5 Slot C64 Motherboard .... . .... . .. . 
Printer Utility Software . .. . .. . . . .. . 
WI CO JOYSTICKS 
The Boss ..... 
Bat Stick 
Red Ball 
Track Ball ........ .. . , .... . ... . . ...... . 
KOALAPAD 
VIC, C64, Atari ... . ....... . . .. . . ....... . 
PRINTERS 

$2q 
$65 
$45 
$17 

$14 
$19 
$21 
$30 

$79 

Alphacom 40 Column... . .......... $119 
Alphacom 80 Column .... . ........ .. ... $179 

includes Vic, C64, Atari cable 

ORDERING & TERMS: Send cash • .lr check, money order; personal/company checks allow 3 weeks bank clea rance . VISA,rMasterCard accepted. PrOVide phone number with order. SHIPPING: 
Software add $3.00; Hardware add $10.00. Arizona residents add 6" sales tax. Returns must have authorization number k al1602·968·9128) for authorization number) . All returned merchandise 
subject to restocking fee and must come with all original packaging. No returns allowed after 30 days from shipping dale . Prices are for cash; VISA and MasterCard add 3<t. Prices subject tochange 
'Without notice . All products subject to availability from manufacturers and/or suppliers 
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SOFTWARE FOR 

VIC * COMMODORE 64 * PET 

FROM KING MICROWARE 

- S D COpy FAST EFFICIENT SINGLE DISC COPIER FOR THE 1541 .$19.95 

- WORDS & CALCS SPREAD SHEET FOR THE C-64 ALLOWS TEXT $42.95 

- CHART PAC 64 FINEST CHART MAKER AROUND $42.95 

.$22.95 

$38.95 

- SMARTEES ACTION PACKED MAZE GAME 

..... \ THE BANKER THE FINEST CHECK BOOK RECONCILIATION 
,,~~,. PROGRAM ON THE MARKET 

- DAIS Y -Data Adaptable Information SYstem $39.95 
-THE DATA BASE WITH A DIFFERENCE 
-·ALLOWS YOU TO CALCULATE BETWEEN FIELDS 

LOOK AT THE LANGUAGES WE HAVE 

UL TRABASIC WITH TURTLE GRAPHICS AND SOUND .$42.95 

$22.95 

$22.95 

TINY BASIC COMPILER 

TINY FORTH 

64-BUDGETEER 
64-CRIBBAGE 
SKIER-64 
64 QUICK-CHART 
SYNTHY-64 

FIG FORTH IMPLEMENTATION 

VIC TINY PILOT 
VIC BUDGETEER 
VIC VIGIL 
VIC CRIBBAGE 
GRAPHVICS 

We are actively seeking SOFTWARE AUTHORS. 

WHY NOT SEND US YOUR PROGRAM FOR EVALUATION. 

Dealer Inquiries Invited 

Write for our FREE CataloQue 
for VIC and C-64 

Canadian manufacturer and distributor for ABACUS Software Products 
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SCREEN DUMP 
SPRITE-AID 
VIC HIRES 
VIC JOYSTICK PAINTER 
VIC I-CHING 

Suite 210, 
5950 Cote des Neiges 
Montreal, Quebec H3S 1 Z6 
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Telecommuni tions L-____________ ~ __ I 

with a difference. 
Unexcelled communications power and 
compatibility, especially for professionals and 

• serious computer users. Look us over; SuperTerm 
isn't just "another"' terminal program. Like our 
famous Terminal-40, it's the one others will be 
judged by. 

EMULATION - Most popular terminal protocols : 
cursor addressing, clear, home, etc. 

, EDITING - Full-screen editing of Receive Buffer 
, UP/DOWNLOAD FORMATS - CBM. Xon-Xoff, 

ACK-NAK, CompuServe, etc. 
FLEXIBILITY -- Select baud, duplex, parity, stopbits, 
etc. Even work off- line, then upload to system I 

, DISPLAY MODES - 40 column; 80/132 with 
side-scrolling 
FUNCTION KEYS - 8 standard, 52 user-defined 
BUFFERS- Receive, Transmit. Program, and Screen 
PRINTING - Continuous printing w ith Smart ASCII 
interface and parallel printer; buffered printing 
otherwise 
DISK SUPPORT - Directory, Copy, Rename, Scratch 

Program options are selected by menus and function 
keys. For maximum conven ience, an EXEC file sets all 
options on start-up. SuperTerm may be backed-up for 
safety. Software on disk w ith special cartridge module. 

Write for the full story on SuperTerm; or, if you 
already want that difference, order todayl 
Requires : Commodore 64 or VIC·20, disk drive or D~tasette, and 
compatible modem. VIC verSion requires 16K memory expansion. Please 
specify VIC or 64 when ordering. 

Smart ASCII Plus ... S59'!? 
The only interface which supports streaming - sending 
characters simultaneously to the screen and printer - with 
SuperTerm. 

Also great for use with your own programs or most 
application programs, I.e .. word processors. Print modes : 
CBM Graphics, TRANSLATE, DaisyTRANSLATE, CBM/True 
ASCII , and PIPELINE. 

Complete with printer cab le and manual. On disk or cassette. 

VIC 20 and Commooore 64 are trademarks 01 Commodore Electronics, Ltd. 

(816) 333·7200 
c-::::J1 MIDWEST 

:I~I MICRO mc. 

Send for a Iree brocbure; ' 

MAIL ORDER: Add $1.50 Shipping alld 
haodting lS3.50 for C.O,DJ: VlSAlt,4astercatd 
accepted (card' aod Gl\P. date), MO I8tIideI1UI 
add 5,62W~ sales taJ(. Foreign «dels ~abIe 
US.$. U.S. Bank ONLY; add s5 s/>p4mdlg,' . 

C-64 SOFTWARE & 
ACCESSORIES 

More than 50 Top Ouality programs and accessories in 
stock, by Continental, Comm-Data, Pacific Coast, Oxford, 
Atari, Boone, Syntax. Data-20. 

BUSINESS 
Inquire-Pac (Data Base) . ", .. . ... . .. , .... $99.95 
Business-Pac (G/L,A/P,AlR) .. , ...... . .. each $99.95 
Account-Pac (Mini Accounting) . , . . , .. . , . , , , . $99.95 
Continental "Home Accountant" . .. , .... .. , . , $94.95 
DATA BASE (Relational). "" """""" .$129.95 
"The Home Finder", a Real Estate pkg. for the C-64, 
more Info upon request. only. • , • , , , , , , ,$149.00 

EDUCATION GAMES 
64 BASIC Tutorial . , $39.95 
Happy Tutor , .,' . $29.95 
Primary Math Tutor. $39,95 
Laser Percent, , , . $29.95 
Math /.0. . . . . . , , , $29,95 
Munchword , " . . $29,95 
Nations , , . . , . . , . $29.95 
Gotcha Math . , , , , $39.95 
Match Tutor, .,' $39.95 
Multilanche . . .. , . $29.95 
Roman Numerals , . $29.95 
Toddler Tutor . ". $39.95 
Geographic Smash . $29.95 
State Capital . , , , . $29.95 
Definder , , , , , . , , $29.95 
English Invaders . . $39.95 
Animal Zap , , , , , . $29.95 
Calendar . , , , , . , , $29.95 
Camera Views , , .. $29.95 

Ape Craze . . $29.95/39.95 
Escape MCP . $29,95/39.95 
Maelstrom , , , , ... $39,95 
Cyclons , , $34.95/39.95 
Supercuda , $39.95 
Centrepod , $29,95 
Logger, . , $29.95 
Pakakuda , $29,95 
Enniaxx , , , $39,95 
Polyps From Pluto $39.95 
Bubbles , .,', " $34.95 
Scribbler , , . , . " $44,95 
Pacman (ROM) , " $59.95 
Centipede (ROM), $59.95 
Defender (ROM) ., $59,95 
Donkey Kong (ROM). $59.95 
Dig Dug (ROM) , $59.95 
Stargate (ROM) . $59.95 
Robotron (ROM) . $59.95 

ACCESSORIES 
Data- 2Q SO-Column Board With free software .. $279,00 
Includes: word manager. Mall list, Spreadsheet. 
Data-20 BO-Column Board With Z-SO & Software $399.00 
Includes Word process., Data base, Spreadsheet 
Data-20 SO-Column For VIC 20 WI Wd, Proc, , . $179.00 
Data-20 RS- 232 Interfaces, For Printer, Modem " $99.95 
Interpod IEEE/RS-2321Serlal, Interface , " . . , ' $245.00 
Is transparent and will not Interfere With software. 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Acoustic Coupled Modem for C--641V1C 20, ,." $99,95 
Includes software, 
New - Light Pen With Educational Software . . , , $69.95 

All prices In Canadian funds, send self-addressed en" 
valope for catalogue mall order Information, 
Send: check Visa Mast. charge ;;;X Charge-card informa
tion must Include number and expirY date of card. Pay
rnent mlist Include $3.50 for shipping, plus 7% sales tax 
(If On~ario reSident), Send to: 

MARKETRON 
465 King St.. E .. Unit#9 
TOIlONTO, ON, M5A 1 L6 
(416)366'-6192/366-0757 
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eMI your order in .nd NE W eMI your order in .nd 
get • FREE prOlJr8m get • FREE P'OIJr8m 

VIC SOFTWARE CBM 64 

Software 
from 

ComputerMat 
will turn 

your 
VIC or 64 

into a 
home 

arcade. 

We have 
more 

games 
and 

PROGRAMMERS 

CONTEST 

Send Us 
Your 

Best 
VIC or 64 

Program 

Winners will 
receive royalties 

plus $1,000 
in prizes 

-

MUSIC MAKER 
64 

CHRISTMAS 
SPECIALS 

Buy 2 
Programs and 

Get 1 Free! 

~ _ programs For every 2 
~ _ ~ -: VIC or 64 

.,~. ' ~&'_~". ), ~ y;~ac:n programs you . buy, we will 
-.~ shake a send you a 

/~~.~\ t-__ j07y~s~tl~'c::-k_a_t_! _-T-=-j~~~;.;;~:;;;;;;;;;:--rL...=c=ou=p=o;:;;;;n for a r~ third program free! 

ALIEN 
INVASION 
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MACHINE LANGUAGE i 

NEVER TALK TO STRANGERS: 
GETTING TO KNOW THE MACHINE 

THA T WEILL BE CONVERSING WITH. 
by Larry Goldstein 

In our last installment we saw that 
machine language is a series of numbers 
representing switching patterns that are in
structions for the computer. By giving in
structions in this form instead of in BASIC. 
which must then be translated while the 
programme is running. we can speed up a 
programme and reduce the amount of 
memory needed to store it. Before we start 
writing machine ianguage routines. it will be 
useful to take a look at "The Machine" and 
some of the things it can (and cannot) do. 

The Brains in the Box 

The machine that our machine language 
is directed at is not the computer as such 
but just one of the chips in it. The essen
tial chip that made microcomputers possible 
is something called a microprocessor. It is 
the part that controls everything else in the 

. ~ . 

Bolton, ON. 
·computer. and so Is callea the Centra 
Processing Unit (or CPU) and must be ou. 
first interest in machine language program
ming. The microprocessors in the PET and 
VIC are the same (the 6502. also found in 
some of the competition) while the C-64 
has an only slightly different 6510. Let's 
see what's inside. 

Don't panic; it's not as bad as It 
tooks--in fact it's worse. but let's tackle 
things calmly and try to make some sense 
out of it. The various rectangles mostly 
represent registers. usually one byte (i.e. 
eight digit> memory units which can holo 
one unit of information for a particular pur
pose. The A.L.U. is the Arithmetic/Logic 
Unit which allows the Machine to add and 
subtract as well as make comparisons and 
perform logical functions. The instruction 
register and decoaer receives the switching 

6502/6510 

INSTRUCTION REGISTER I I STATUS 
AND DECODER I I REGISTER 

, I 

I D A T A BUS 

~L. U. 

~AClJ1- I- ~ r--"-x ""-y PROGRAMME STACK 
REGISTER REGISTER LATOR COUNTER POINTER 

I I s j L-, I ADD R E S S B U 

j L 
~DDRESS BUFFER 

llllWUJUU 
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MACHINE LANGUAGE 
patterns we have put so much emphasis on 
and controls the functioning of the 
microprocessor based on these. The 
decoder is connected to all the other 
registers. but I've omitted these connections 
from the diagram for clarity. The long nar
row pathways carry data from one register 
to another one byte at a time. The address 
buffer holds routing Information about where 
nformation is going to or coming from un
I it is needed. There's more. lots more, 
ut I don't think It's essential at this point. 

so let's concentrate on what we can see 
so far. 

The X and Y register~ can each hold 
one byte of information and Increase it or 
decrease it by one. Their most important 
purpose is as counters. The accumulator is 
much more versatile. Since it is connected 
to the ALU. the byte it holds can be sub
jected to various arithmetic and logical 
manipulations. The Status Register (SR) 
holds information based on the last opera
tion performed, and each bit is individually 
important. telling whether the result of the 
operation was negative or positive. zero or 
non-zero, whether it is necessary to perform 
a carry to the next operation etc. 

The Programme Counter (or PC If 
you'll forgive those initials) holds the ad
dress In memory of the next programme 
step to be brought into the CPU, and the 
Instruction Register (IR) and decoder deter
mines what happens to the data that 
comes In. 

Let's consider a bit of a programme 
that begins at location 830 (as our 
demonstrations did In the last installment>. 
When we enter "SYS 830", we set the PC 
to 830. and the byte (or switching pattern) 
stored at memory location 828 is sent for 
(via the address buffer) and the PC value 
Increases by one. The byte from 830 goes 
to the IR and is passed on to the decoder 
which determines what happens next. The 
switching pattern may say. In effect. "get 
the byte from the next memory location and 
put it Into the accumulator". This Instruction 
Is represented by the pattern "on off on 
off on off off on" or the binary number 
10101001 or dQcimal 169. This then causes 
the byte to be fetched from the address 
now in the PC and fed Into the' ac-
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cumulator. while the PC value is increasea 
by one. and the SR value is changed to 
indicate if the byte was positive. negative 
or zero. The next byte of data in memory 
(at 832) is now fetched to the IR. the PC 
value is increased. and the instruction is 
decoded. Perhaps the instruction byte Is 
10001101 or decimal 141. This instruction 
tells the CPU to store the contents of the 
accumulator at the address to be found in 
the next memory locations. a useful in
struction when you want to put values onto 
the screen or into colour memory. 

The Machine continues going through 
your machine language programme step by 
step. with the PC keeping track of the 
progress and the IR receiving the instruc
tional bytes and the decoder controlling the 
rest of the processes based on the switch
ing patterns it receives. This can go on 
indefinitely until the decoder receives a 
value of O. in which case the machine lan
guage stops. or a 01100000 (decimal 96) 
which can return you to the BASIC 
programme that you started from. 

This introduction to the microprocessor 
is obviously too brief to do It justice. but I 
hope it gives you a bit of an Idea of what 
goes on inside. Now we should be able to 
consider programming with a better under
standing of what we are doing. I also hope 
that the connection between the decimal 
value of machine language instructions. the 
binary value. and the machine-eye view of 
the switching or voltage patterns is now 
obvious enough that I can stop flogging 
that point. 

NEXT MONTH: Putting It All Together-
The Assembler. <Don't forget your Supermen 
etc'> 



, . DISK· DRIVES 
Disk Merge / Converter 

by Steve Snell Middle Sackvllle, MB. (Can.) 

Someone told me that It was possible 
to copy a ·prg" file on disk to a ·seq" 
file. but It was not possible to .,jo the 
other way. The former is accomplished by 
the command OPEN 2.8.2. "FILE.W" : CM02 

LIST and don't forget CLOSE 2. 

I find the latter very useful in merging 
two program files. It was a mite difficult to 
manage. but here's how I did it. 

I wrote 10 lines to repeatedly get from 
the disk eight lines of up to 80 characters 
per line number. to place these on the 
screen. and then to procede to copy these 
from the screen Into memory with the 
famous commodore screen editor. These 
lines must be entered from outisde of the 
program. and th,Jn the program must be 
re-entered. 

The key to doing this is to use the 
keyboard buffer. This allows up to 10 
preprogrammed keystrokes. the last of which 
must be a "return" on a "goto xxxxx· line 
to re-enter the program. 

When lines are entered into 1 ~rogram 

from the screen. the computer loses its 
memory of variables. However. two of these 
variables. being numeric. can be easily 
poked into some undisturbed portion of 
memory. and replaced by peeking them 
when back into the program. The title. on 
the other hand. cannot be so easily taken 
care at Where it is constant throughout the 
program. I chose to reassign it on the 
same line that re-enters the program (see 
line 63993>' 

The program reads eight lines from the 
disk. places them on the screen. and then 
positions the cursor at the top of these. 
and ends. Of course the program deposits 
eight "returns". a "home". and another 
"return" into the keyboard buffer first. The 
eight lines are entered. then the cursor 
goes home and enters the last return on 
the top line (1i$="1ile" : goto 63991), 

Unfortunately, when a line is entered 
into a program. open disk files are forgot
ten as well as variables. The way to get 
around this is to keep track of each set 
of .eight lines. When the program is re
entered. it reopens the "seq" file. reads 
and ignores X times eight lines. and then 
places the following eight on the screen 
for entry and closes the file. This Is the 
first method that came into my mind, and 
on files that are upwards of 40 blocks on 
the disk. the search towards the end of the 
file can take up to 30 seconds. Maybe 
someone can out-geniUS me and do it with 
relative 1iles. but I haven't had much luck 
with using "rei" files on the Commodore 64. 

In order to enter the program as writ
ten. it is necessary to remove most of the 
spaces. and to abbreviate the larger words 
such as "print", 

In order to use this program suc
cessfully. the object program cannot use 
lines from 63989 to 63999. For most 
programs this should not be a problem. 

This program was originally meant to 
work on sequential files produced by the 
command sequence in the first paragraph. 
but is easily expanded. To use it to merge 
two programs. first list the smaller program 
into a sequential 1ile using the command 
sequence above. Then copy these ten lines 
into the larger program. type RUN 63990 
and answer the question with the file name 
you chose. 

I also added an extra line. Line 63989 
will make it simpler to rid yourself of this 
sub program after it has done it's work for 
you. Just LIST 63989. space over the line 
number and the REM. and hit return. The 
same prinCiple is used as what's in the 
program itself. The ten line numbers are 
placed on the screen. and then entered to 
erase the ten lines of the program, 
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DISK DRIVES 
This program Is easily translated to 

work on the 8032 and other commodore 
machines. The main changes are to find 
the new keyboard buffer locations. the new 
bUffer size location. and a few other minor 
changes. Le. on the 8032. which puts all 
eighty characters on the same line. one of 
the cursor up's must be removed from line 
63995. 

I haven't noticed any problem with this 
program working on the Commodore 64. 
but on the 8032 the fifth program line (the 
last of the first set of eight lines) ."s 
to be mysteriously Ignored. I haven't .• fled 
It on others like the "fat fourty·, but It 
shouldn't take too much for someone to 
modify It the little bit required. 

63989 REM PRINT "clr/dn/dn/dn" : FOR 1=1 TO 10 : PRINT 63989+1 : POKE 630+ 1,13 : NEXT: PRINT "hm/dn" : 
POKE 198,10 

63990 POKE 2,0 : POKE 787,0 : INPUT"clr/dn/dn FILE NAME'~IS : IF FIS= .... THEN END 
63991 DNS="dn/dn/dn/dn/dn": as=cHR$(34) : CRS=CHR$(13) : LN=PEEK(2) : IF PEEK(787) THEN END 
63992 OPEN 2,8,2,Fi$ : IF LN THEN FOR I =1 TO LN*8-2 : INPUT#2,X$ : NEXT 
63993 PRINT"clr FIS=" as FIS as" : GOTO 63991" DNS : FOR 1=1 TO 8 : 0=0 
63994 GET1f:2,XS: IF Xs=CHR$(199) THEN 63999 
63995 ON -(XS=CRS) GOTO 63997 : PRINT XS; :C = C + 1 : ON -(C < 79) GOTO 63994 : GET#2,XS : PRINT XS : 

PAINT "up/up/uplup" 
63996 IF XS <> CRS THEN GET1f:2,XS : GOTD 63996 
63997 PAINT: NEXT: CLOSE 2: POKE 2,PEEK(2)+1 : PAINT"hm/dn/dn/dn" 
63998 FOA 1=1 TO 10 : POKE 630+1,13 : NEXT : POKE 639,19 : POKE 198,10 : END 
63~ 1=8: POKE 787,1 : GOTO 63987 

~= •• =.=COOOoC==CooC=co~OO==o~====CCCCOOOOCCC=o=cocoooocgoa~ 

review 
TYPING TUTOR and WORD INVADERS 

by G.R. Walter 

These are two educational programs 
which teach typing. TYPING TUTOR teachs 
you the various keys you use your fingers 
with and drills you on what you learn 
(basically a typing drill program). In WORD 
INVADERS you use what you have learned 
to ·shoot-up· words before they reach you. 
This Is good practice and beside being 
Just as educational as TYPING TUTOR Is. It 
Is a lot more fun. 

The programs are fairly user friendly 
and the graphics and sound effects (for the 
C64 version) are ok on the WORD 
INVADERS game. (For the VIC-20 version 
the graphics and sound could be better). 

The VIC-20 version only comes on 
tape. It will work only on the standard VIC-
20 (no memory expanders needed - if you 
have any plugged in you have to remove 
them all to use this program). 

The two programs are fairly well done 
and If you want to Improve your typing 
speed or learn how to type this Is a good 
packaQe to get. 

This program package was number one 
on the SKU Software Hit Parade for the 
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Proton Sta tion ON 
June. July and August of 1983 under the 
Educational catagory for the VIC-20. 

The tapes are tape-locked and the 
disks are disk-locked (which is ok because 
It means the programs cannot be Illegally 
copied) but it also means you cannot make 
backup copies very easily. 

give the C64 verlon a rating of 7.9. 

give the VIC-20 version a ration of 7.0. 

Available from : 

ACADEMY Software 
P. O. Box 9403 
San Rafael. CA 94912 
415/499-0850 

Cost Is $21.95 (U.S. dollars) for VIC-20 
cassette version. 

Cost Is $21.95 (U.S. dollars) for C64 
cassette version. 

Cost Is $24.95 (U.S. dollars) for C64 
disk version. 



. COMMODORE-64 

PLANETFALL far the Cammadare-64 
by William R. Frenchu 

Planetfall is the latest in the Infocom 
science fiction series of Prose adventures. 
For those of you who have never played an 
Infocom game. don't expect to find the 
graphics associated with some other adven
ture type games. Infocom believes that the 
best graphics are the ones you create in 
your mind's eye. They provide you only with 
a detailed textual description of your loca
tion and the problems facing you. The rest 
is left to your imagination. 

As the action opens. you are a lowly 
Ensign seventh class aboard the Stellar 
Patrol Ship Feinstein whose duties seem 
limited to Polishing Deck Nine with your 
Patrol Issue Scrub Brush and accumulating 
demerits from your superior (?) officer (and 
nemesis) Ensign Cadet First Class Blather. 
This is soon to change. however. as the 
Feinstein is rocked by explosions and you 
escape to the comparative safety of the 
Planet below. It is here you meet Floyd. a 
general purpose robot who Is to be a con
stant companion over the next few days 
while you explore your new home. Shelter 
must be procured before night falls and a 
supply of food must be found before the 
supplies in your emergency kit are exhaus
ted. Only then can you concentrate on 
repairing the malfunctioning equipment with 
the tools and spare parts you'll find. Not 
that everything is useful . . . this game 
certainly has It's share of distractions and 

Garbyte 

Princeton, N.J. 

false leads and you can spend quite a bit 
of time on something only to find out later 
that It's not necessary to finish the game. 

Planetfail is an interesting and enter
taining game with a good series of puzzles 
and problems. As with most Infocom 
games. documentation is superb. It's color
ful. easily understood and quite complete. 
Personally I feel the packaging is a· bit 
overdone and probably goes a long way 
toward explaining the price difference be
tween this and Starcross. Infocom's first 
science fiction game. The problem is that 
all of this paraphenalia is completely inde
pendent of the game. It doesn't seem to 
provide any clues (as did the transcripts In 
Deadline) although I suppose It could be 
argued that It gives the player a little in
sight into his computer alter ego. I would 
have much rather had a less expensive 
game in a plainer package. 

Planettall is also a less challenging 
game then the other Infocom games I have 
played. a serious drawback In a game that 
cost nearly fifty dollars. I was able to finish 
it in under eight hours of playing (and I 
know I'm not that seasoned an adventurer 
... I'm still trying to finish Zork 11>. For 
that price I had hoped it would last a little 
longer. Overall. I enjoyed Planetfall. but It's 
the first Infocom game I really felt was 
overpriced. Give It seven out of ten .• 

by Dan Sloan 
'tt.~. BUT \ ~'.J[ 
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Assoeiat.e Club Chapters 
The eighth group to join 15 or more members 
at one time is the Guelph Computer Club. You 
will find the time and place of their meeting, and 
the contact person listed with the other associate 
club chapter information elsewhere in this issue. 

other Computer Clubs 
TPUG does have a growing number of com
puter clubs which have joined as associate mem
bers of the group. We will try to include informa
tion submitted by any of these groups regarding 
their meetings on a one-time only basis. We have 
recently received the following: 
Hamitlon Commodore U.... Group meets the 
last Thursday of each month at 6:30 at Eaton's 
Downtown on the 6th floor. There will not be a 
December meeting. Call Tony 545-1649-
Commodore Buffalo User'" Group meets the 1st 
and 3rd Thursday of the month at 24 Montcalm 
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stamps Again 
As most of you know, we have a number of 
stamp collecters amongst the staff and board of 
directors. We take turns on having first choice of 
the stamps which come in each week. We want 
kindnesses in using unusual stamps on your mail 
and enclosing other stamps with your correspon
dence. Our latest windfall includes approximately 
50 stamps from Israel and Chile which one of our 
members from Israel sent in! 

Commodore Eclueational Software 
Recently we have received the new listings tor 
this software. Since there are so many changes, 
we are going to call it the "E" series. Those of 
you who have ordered disks from the "K" series 
over the past month will likely find that your or
ders have been held and that you are now being 
consulted as to which listings from the new E 
series you wish. When you investigate the new 
series, I think those of you who have disks or 
tapes from the "K" series will find that you 
might very well want some from the "E" series 
as welf. We do not plan to exchange the "E" 
series for the "K" series. 



CLUB ACTIVITIES 

thr IX> you ha~ anything for this co1UI1l? The 
ee heBd:4lgs are: 

~1~ Helfful Hints, 
2 lb> s Got the Anst.ier? am 
3 "PET" Pals Wanted. 

WHO'S GOT THE ANSWER? 

I ha~ an Adventures, Inc. Program entitled "Gypsum 
Ca~", a graphic adventure. I have trioo to 
figure a way to get the spike in one of the ember 
roans, rut can't. Can SCJDeOne give me a 
cheat-sheet so I can get into the cave? 

Da-,dd~ 
lor. w. Itdn St. 

N. M!Icbest:er, IIi 46962 

I ha~ a VIC 20 & 1541 disk drive and an 
attempti~ to write a program that WJUld. 
crossrefer 3lCe 3 catalogues. For example slnild I 
be$U.n with a Scott Ill.1IIber, the equivalent of Y~t ana S.G. wuld ba shown ana vice ~sa. Since I am 
rot a progranmer all I can offer for sane help is 
used stanps. 

J. C.~ .. 
l8J2-77 lbmd St. 

'lbrooto, (If _ 1J99 

I have need of a good 1Jll1tiple linear regression 
prograune for my Caimxfore CItf. Can anyone help? 

Ial Green 
317 Bristol Road 

TfWns, (If D 10) 

I ha~ fourrl "The Word Machine" is sufficient for 
my word processing needs. Hawe~, I ha~ a Gemini 
10 printer with Star interface am the printer 
often "hangs up". Can anyone help with progmn 
mdificaticils? 

Billlbrlsn 
b:4U13 

IAJ8 ".les, Q 9OOft1 

I ha~ a Camxxlore 64 and VIC 1525 printer. I 
booght this printer :in Japan am ~ I type upper 
case on my word ~!n8 programs (l£S wrIter Sod 
Mck Brown Fox) all I get is Japanese S}'IDbo1s. 
<h:Wi someone tell me 00w to get Latin alJhabet 
upper case? 

Lt. Br:uc:e I OW,d-o" 
3d lSB, 3rtDl PSSG9 

!R) San Pnnrfsro Q 96604 

Can I ~t salle advice on sane goo4 business 
software for my CaIm:xlore 64. I am l.ook:illg for a 
data base, general ledger BCCo.mts recei valile am 
payable. Has to be user-lrieOOl.y-my wife is rot a 
canputer fan. 

Ia! hessel 9 
169 c.tdyA-. 

Sadt: Ste. ItJrie (If l!6&. (jfI 

If someone has sane information as to the graphing 
of semilog plots I wuld be interested in hearing 
fran than. 

Dr. ~Bedard 
lhhendty City, 10 

I am interested in knowJ.ng 00w to daoodulate Rl'lY 
signals with a Coomodore 61+. 

S. N. Itaodel 
.548 Co1dst:maa AW!. 
'lbmoto (If IfiB 2K9 
pu:.e 416/787-1681 

I have a SuperPET ~ with a 4040 dual disk dri~ 
and am looking for hardwn'e and software to use to 
interface a Ih?ne lOOdem on the serial port. I 
purchased a tDodem (SWlalman) am sane software 
fran the local PET clealer and it did rot work. I 
called Coomodore in P~l vania and t:l)ey sent me 
sane literature that does rot mean a thing to m:!. 
It seens to me that it ought to be a straight 
fOneI'd problEm: (1) ~ch modem. - IImlllfacturer's 
JOOdel II, (2) wt software-(M:Term?) am (3) are 
there any changes r~red to run the urdem on the 
6502 processor. Isn t this the same unit as the 
8032? Can sanbody help? 

Geoe Ebmt:e 
Colchester, VeDIJOC 

I an l.ooking for a termina1 program for my 64 
canpatible wfth a Otristianson, X or S urdem.. 

DaWi ,,-.ler 
5OOSt1~~. 3 ...... 1 __ 

7n9 

On the KB!\ am K8B bJsiness disk progI'8!DS how may I 
~ the charts, ~ and text lnfonnation on 
the screen to my ~ 10 printer. '1hese disk 
~ans are ~ useful and I would like to to 
Obtain a''batd copy". 

Olus IHfattn-'!: Garland, 

I have an ur~ need to have a C9UP1e of written 
~ for 3f!le con~ted into CoCmrodore BASIC. 

anyone helP Ted A. MLtchell 
1JP.1aod, caIifomia 

Does there exist a simple o~rator's ~e for the 
1541 disk. dri~. In particUlar I can t figure out 
b:Jw to do sequential or randan files. 

Demis Parasa 
<W.cdl.le 0:Itari0 

4161a44=4133 
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HELPFUL HINTS 

1'rY using those 8-track tape storage boxes with 
lias ($32'.00) for storing S· diskettes. They fit 
perfectly in 13C.IOO. 

Alfred M. JdIl90n Jr. 
Cary, Ibrth Carolina 

(?) Where to get replacement fuse for the VIC-Bob 
Hart, I1.limis 

It appears that there is not an "exact" replacement 
locally for th:! type T3 15 amp 250 \Olt fuse used 
in the VIC. 

fkJwever a close replacement is a type Q1A (fonoorly 
grpe GJU) 10 amp 125 <'olt made by Bussmarm Mfg. 
division of the McGraw-Edison Canpany. 

The type GfA is the same size as type T3 (Smn x 
2()nn). The VIC's input \Oltage is at 9 VAC so the 
\Oltage rating of th:! fuse is not critical. The 
fuse supplied with the VIC is at 15 amps, ~ver 
the VIC will normally only consume about 5 amps, 
therefore the 10 amp rating shoudl be sufficient to 
allow the VIC to operate and still provide 
protection from faults. 

A box of five of th:!se Buss fuses can be bought 
fran Electrosonic or Saynor Electronics for about 
$3.00. 

s. F. C1aJ&htm 
Mlssi ssm39, <kltar.fD 

PEEK(s9271) will tE>n you ~t sort of c~ter 
your progran is runn:in,g on. 32 = 8032. 29 = fat 
ZtO. 170 = 4.0 RCM. 21T> = upgrade RCM. 232 = VIC. 
208 = 64. 

Ste~ C. D!Imold 
Otago, New 7.ealand 

(?) How to use the Sprite Editor--il:verett Qxxlwin, 
Virginia 

The Sprite Editor allows you to create one or IIlOre 
sprites on the screen, dot by dot, on a 21-1ine by 
24-co1unn grid. A sprite is a special type ot 
user-designed object Wrlch can be cliSPlayed 
anywhere on the screen. These sprites can be 
displayed in a fixed location or as roving objects. 
Hhen the sprites you have created are acceptable, 
the editor allows the option for storage to a disk 
file for future use with BASIC or ASSEMBIER 
prograus. 

Each sprite definition uses 64 bytes of 1IIeIOOIY, 
called a "J;l88e". GraPrlcally, amis set up as 
a 3 by 21 bYte grid with tne 64 not uSed. 
You can have UIl to 1.50 sprite-definit in meroory 
at a tine, as follows. 

Sprite Pages M3n0ry Locations II of Sprites 
32- 63 2047- 4059 32 

128-255 8132-16383 128 

When all of your sprite editing is done and stored 
on a disk file, at sane point you will l!lallt to 
recall the sprites into meroory for usage with a 
BASIC progran. 
The above oridna1ly appeared in a "Software 
Starter Kit" ard was smt in by: 

J.T.H::GIme 
WI]]f c'",''' Yolk 

(?) lbw to use 1541 BaclaJF-Alan Tan1.in, Ontario 

Elsa,here in this 'Ill:U'El' you will find an article 
by David BrOOley entitled "Using the 1541 Backup". 

This should help you get past the boxes. 

"PET" PALS WANTED 

I ~d like to hear fran anyone in North Carolina 
\\b:) has 'IPUG library disks for the PET, VIC or 64 
(especially the last ~) for th:! purpose of 
trading. 

My prime interest is Genealogy: and I ~d like to 
be in touch with tOOse of s:b:rillar interest. 
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Al.fredM.~ 
1247 D ()rlnc.y 751 CarY. R:" 2 1 

(91~) L!69-1758 

Just send your contrirutions (including 81lS\\ers to 
any qrestions which have appeared) to: 

"Toronto PET Users Group 
Dept. Help 
19l2AA\elUe Rd., Ste. 1 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
M5M 4Al 

Please let us know if you wish your full address 
published. 
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MAN~"'NT aV.-r.M .. 
The .,t.eg'8ced ~ pr'Og"'flIm goves you the computer power 
once ~ for Iorge corporetons . . Capeblktoes nclude onvoocong. 
Inventory control. and cuato,.,-,er" mailing hsts. Disk a'7ll.1H!1 

"INA~CALC" 
The IeedI!Ir" In h::::>rT1e S'ld b.JBlnesB flnenoal analysIs. Yau can have 
up to 1440 .ternzad expenses and pront 1085 d.fferent f"'ene.al 
repoM:.s ard bar graphs. In aCX:htton. It keeps and COrT'p8reS as 
many es 12 budgets et once. o.sk _ ••• a 

DATA ...... 
A perfect. record system for any businesS or hOrne. It can store 
up to 12CXJ records and haS up to 20 felda for eech one. A spec.al 

1_ and report deeogler oS .ncluded. It can also rrerge w.tn popular 
word processors. O.sk _ ••• a 

CIA". ~_" .. 
U_ to ~ 16 spntes and deso!;J1 colorful background screens. 

Severel game sutH"outone.a .ncluded. o.sk l13a .• a 

aTUDID _ •• "1 •• 
Anyone can row create rn..JSlC as beautiful as the most advanced 
programers could one year ago!! .Just play and the corrputer will 
,nstantly write the muSIC on the screen. Included are powerful 

featUf"es like blOCk rrove, sIngle note editing and scrolhrg. tt will seve 
and recall, add rruSIC to your own programs and pnnt 6eed sheets. 

D.sk 113 .... 

.. AMIL Y PAK (3 In 11 (ALL) _a .• a 
Three of tI"'le finest horne programs available: 

• CHECKIIOOK .. A ... 84 
HandleS over 13CXJ trarsacClOl'ls. Pnnts statements, and atl types 
of checks. end 40 expense catego"e5. 838.8& 

• "ECIPE KIiEPIi" 
Searches by Ingredient, categol"'Y or name. Calculates 
rneasurerrents for different ser .lIng amounts end prints COpies. 

• .PACE MATH 84 
Learn math, explore the universe, danc:e to the rruSIC and watch 

the show . 

• A .... DF THE D"'T 
An earthquake sucks you to the canter of the earth. To escape Prices in U.S. dollars 
you must battle the· BABIES OF THE DIRT. But. don't moSS or .ts 
dOON16dey! WatCh out for their mother. e38.SlI1 

NOTIII PFC.ICiI='Atv1S ARE COtv'IPATIBLE WITH ALL PRINTERS ANO uTILIZE FULL~SCREEN PROCESSiNG 

I P.O. ~ 

VIDEO INS 

PICTURES ARE WORTH 
THOUSANDS OF WORDS AND SAVE 

HOUR OF FRUSTRATION 

Programming BASIC V.I.S. tape includes: 
Shows basic language programming, using commands such 
as IF. READ, DATA. LET, GOTO, INPUT, etc. Instruction 
proceeds to intermediate level with commands such as LEN, 
MIDS, LEFTS. RIGHTS. CHR, etc. 
Also demonstrates advanced logical and mathematical 
functions. Includes example programs. 

VHS or BETA FORMAT 
Add $3.00 per order for shipping and handling. 

STEP BY STEP 
INSTRUCTIONS 

USE YOUR VCR SIDE BY SIDE WITH YOUR 
COMPUTER TO LEARN HOW TO PROGRAM 
IN BASIC AND HOWTO USE THE 1541 DISK 
DRIVE. WHY SPEND DAYS WITH A MANUAL 
WHEN YOU CAN LEARN MORE IN A FEW 
HOURS WITH YOUR VCR. REVIEW AND 
LEARN AT YOUR OWN PACE. 

TOPIC APPROX RUN TIME 

BP-3 LEARNING C-64 BASIC 2 HR 
BP-4 LEARNING VIC-20 BASIC 2 HR 
010-1 COMMODORE 64 DISK 110 1 HR 45 MIN 
010-2 VIC 20 DISK 110 1 HR 45 MIN 
Disk I/O Tapes include RANDOM, RELATIVE, SEQUENTIAL 
disk read and write. Also explains load, save, new, copy, scratch, 
Initialize, validate, error channel, command channel, and rename 
in both the standard and wedge syntax. Explains the verif:;, 
open print #, input #, get #, status BAM commands. Lesson 
includes several programs and a large checkbook program. 

ONLV$49.95 EACH TAPE 
~---~-~ 

LYNN COMPUTER SERVICE 
6831 West 157th Street Tinley Park, Illinois 60477 

(312) 429-1915 
VlC-20 AND COMMODORE 84 ARE TRADEMARKS OF COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES. INC. 
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VIC 20 

40-80 COLUMN BOARD 

• only $6900 • 

Now you can get 40 or 80 Columns on your T.V. or monitor at one time! No 
more running out of line space for programming and making columns. Just 
plug in this board and you immediately convert yur VIC·20 computer to 40 or 
80 columns! Comes in an attractive molded case with instructions! List 
$129.00. Sale $69.00 

FOR ONLY $24.95 you can get a 40·80 Column Board "WORD PROCESSOR" with mail merge 
and terminal emulator PLUS! AN ELECTRONIC SPREAD SHEET (like Visicalc) the word 
processor requires 8K-mail merge 16K! List $59.00. Sale $39.90. *If purchased with board 
only $24.95. (Tape or Disk.) 

WE LOVE OUR CUSTOMERS! 

COMMODORE 64 

80 COLUMN BOARD 
$11900 

Now you can program 80 columns on the screen 
at one time! Converts your Commodore 64 t9 80 
coilumns when you plug in the PROTECTO 80 
Expansion Board List $199. Sale $119.00 

FOR ONLY $24.95 you can get an 80 Column Board "WORD PROCESSOR" with mail merge and. 
terminal emulator PLUS! AN ELECTRONIC SPREAD SHEET (like Visicalc) List $59.00. Sale $39.90. 
*If purchased with board only $24.95. (Tape or Disk.) 

----~------------------------I Add $3.00 for postage . Add $6 .00 lor CANADA. PUERTO RICO. HAWAII I 
I orders WE DO NOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES I 
I Enclose Cashiers Check. Money Order or Personal Check Allow 14 " 
I days for delivery. 2 to 7 days for phone orders. I day express ma'" I 
I Cana~a orders must be in U.S . . dollars We accept V,sa and Master · ! 
, Card . We ship C.O.D. -----------------------------

PRDTECTD 
EN T E R P R I Z E S (WE LOVE OUR CUSTOWERSI 

BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 10010 
Phone 3121382·5244 to order 



SUPER DISK 
Floppy Disk Drive For 

VIC - 20 & Commodore 64 
Super Disk2 is a Commodore compatible disk drive design

ed to interface to the various Commodore computers such 
as the PET" VIC-20' and the Commodore 64'. The disk drive 
is compatible to the model 4040, 2031, 1540, and the 1541 
disk drives and recognizes programs generated on any of 
these disk drives. The capacities are comparable to those 
found on the Commodore drives, and Super Disk2 
recognizes the full instruction set of the Commodore drives. 
Super Disk2 offers RAM area within the disk unit, a serial and an 
IEEE bus interface. PRICE INCLUDES IEEE CARTRIDGE 

Introductory Offer ... $395.00 
Also Available: 

Prices in U.s. funds 

Gemini-10 w/lnterface $399. V3K RAM 25. 
CPI Parallel Interface 65. V8K RAM 45. 
Expandoport 3 VIC 25. V16K RAM 75. 
Expandoport 6 VIC 75. V24K RAM 105. 
Expandoport 4 C64 65. CIE (IEEE for C64) 95. 
CATALOG OF OTHER HARDWARE & SOFTWARE AVAILABLE ON 
REQUEST. We accept: VISA, Mastercharge, and A E 

Southwest Micro Systems, Inc 
2554 Southwell- Dallas, Texas 75229 

PHONE 1-800-527-7573 
In Texas call (214) 484-7836 

1 Trademark of Commodore Int. 2Trademark of MSD 
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N 
FOR 

COMMODORE 

Davka Corporation is pleased to offer its popular 
games and educational programs for Commodore 64 
computers-with one disk drive. Look for this software at 
your favorite computer store or order direct from us . 

. Write for a free catalog. Gift certificates, from $25, are 
also available. 

IN TIME 
FOR HOLIDAY 
GIFT·GIVING! 

From Davka's Entertainment Division, two new releases: 

I.a. BASEBALL The only baseball facts answer game! With 
realistic animetion, sounds and music, you'lI swing ClNay, get
ting hits if you know answers about baseball lore and legend. 
"Who hit the most homers in a 162-game season? " a ball 
hits the foul pole, it's a foul ball-True or False?" The perfect 
game for baseball buffs of all ages. $24.95 

FUZZ BALL 'Ibu scoot around cleaning up fuzz balls while 
avoiding obstacles. Be careful or you'll slam into the walls! 
Clean up for a high score before your time runs out. A fast
action arcade-style game. $24.95 

From Davka's Educational Division, 
some current releases: 

BIBLE BASEBALL An exciting way to see how much you 
know about the Old Testament-while you have fun learning 
even more! When your computer asks a question, your answer 
could get you a single, double, triple, or a home run-with your 
players racing around the bases! $24.95 (supplemental disks 
available with additional questions, as well as teachers disks to 
create your ONn questions) 

GAME OF THE MACCABEES This program provides useful 
and interesting information about the Festival of Chanukah, 
combined with an exciting arcade type combat game. At any 
stage in the batHe, the player may request new questions and 
win fresh troops for the "army" of Maccabees. Designed for 
high school students and aduhs. $24.95 

ALL ABOUT CHANUKAH This program is designed to teach 
and explain the laws and customs of Chanukah. There are six 
complete sections-with everything from visual instructions on 
blessing the candles to an animated dreidel game. $29.95 

B%:. 
Credit card holders may order toll-free: 

1-800-621-8227 
In ""nola call 1-312-944-4070 
(add $2 for shipping and handWng) 

Prices In U.S. dollars 

CORPORATION 
845 North Michigan Nenue • Suite 843 

Chicago, Illinois 60611 
AI 1011_ .. is l.-mar1<ed by Davka Cotporation. Commodore is a lrademarl< of Commodore Business Machines. Inc. 
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TORONTO PET USERS GROUP INC. 
presents the 

THIRD ANNUAL T PUG CONFERENCE 
Saturday and Sunday, May 26 and 27, 1984 

LOCATION: Constellation Hotel, 
900 Dixon Road (adjacent to airport) 
Toronto 

TIKE: 10:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. both days 

ACTIVITIES: Full two-day program of speakers covering 
topics of interest to beginners and experts. 

Club program library available on pre-copied 
disks at reasonable cost. 

Expanded dealer displays of hardware, 
peripherals and software. 

"Answer Room" - 10 minutes consultation with a 
Club expert. 

"Traders' Corner" - your "obsolete" equipment 
may be of value to someone else. 

And more ! 

AKENITIES: Ample free parking. 

Separate snack area for conference 
participants. 

Optional Club Banquet Saturday evening 
$25 per person. 

Special convention hotel rate for out-of-town 
registrants. 
$65 per night double occupancy, (save $12) 
$55 per night double occup., for each 
of 2 nights. 

REGISTRATION: You must be a Club member to register. 
Early-bird registration starts Feb. 1, 1984. 
Cost not yet finalized, but will be less 
than $30 per member. 
Spouses and children of members can register 
at a much lower cost. 
Registration after April 15, or at the door, 
will be at a higher cost. 

KAY 26 & 21 - RESERVE THESE DATES ON YOUR CALENDAR NOW! 
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CLUB ACTIVITIES 

TPue HAM OPERATORS 

NAME LOCATION CALL SIGN NAME LOCATION CALL SIGN 

Ron MacKay 

No_ Soot:Ia 

Ron Byers 
Peter Lawson 
J:lm Harris 

~ 

Ravuxnl Noel 
Gilbert Fontaine 
T.A. Action 

<Dtario 

Ralph Clifford 
Buster l))ubleday 
Vern Mason 
Geo~ Brunet 
Dermis M..mgham 
David Pratt 
D. Beaton 
Dave Krull 
T .R. Maunsell 
Bob Mitchell 
Dennis fUnby 
Alan Ross 

Cormall 

Truro 
Wolfville 
Yarmouth 

Lac Etchemin 
Sherbrooke 
Terrasse VauirarlJ. 

Elginburg 
Kingston 
Kitcrener 
L:>n:lon 
Nepean 
Nepean 
North Bay 
Oakville 
St. Catharine.., 
St. Catharines 
Waterloo 
Woodstock 

Metropolitan 'lbrmto 
Ray lfmter Toronto 
Art Jewell Toronto 
Earl Johnson Toronto 
Lear Warner Toronto 
Bill Evely Agincourt 
Will Steiinle rxx..ru;view 
Earl Harron Scarborough 
Dwight Brady West Hill 
Bruce Cowan Weston 
Paul Haires Wi1.1.oWal.e 
John MacRae Willowdale 
J~ M:Cullough Wil~e 
William ~huish WillMa1e 

Saskat:cbelal 

W. Wood 

Alberta 

Estevan 

Oz Blanchet Moonton 
Walter Loff Moonton 

British Col.gbia 

Robert Piggott North Vancouver 

VEl AlC 

VEl AMlJ 
VEl CJP 
VElRB 

VE2 EEN 
VE2 ax:; 
J7V SW8 

VE3JG 
VS3NF 
VE3 KPD 
VE3 BZI 
VE3 Mn 
VE3 MLP 
VE3 JHN 
VE3 DKQ 
VE3 LJR 
VE3 KYA 
VE3 NEU 
w...3 me 

VF3JR 
VE3 DVI 
VE3 GIJ 
VE3 CI}\ 
VE3 IGN 
VE3 III 
VE3 KCl 
VE3G> 
VE3 GBC 
VE3 ABU 
VE3 MRB 
VE3 CSO 
VE3 ADY 

VE6 BID 
VE6 ADJ 

VE7 cr4 
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Karl Thurber 

John Truenan 
R.C. Olson 
Bill Dean 

G~nn ... Clromh 
~l~ 

J.R. Proffitt 
Peggy Proffitt 

Fred Walter 
R.D. St:ar'kweather 

John Reasoner 
Edwin O1estnut 

Thea M:>rrison 
F. Brutsche 
Bruce Werner 
Lonnie Richardson 

S. fum 

Arnold Ross 

Hans .'\eostini 
Mel Granick 
Paul Klingermeier 

Thanas \\bite, Jr. 

~1 vin Ballard 

Frank Alexan:ler 
Robert Savoy 
Wilbert Hannes 

Bill Trice 
Tan Wren 

John Varner 

Jose Chisbert 
Mighel Noguera 

Lear Warner 

United States 

Millbrook, AlabaIlB 

T.anpx, California 
SacraJrento, CA. 
West Covina, C'A 

Savannah, Georgia 
Savannah, Georgia 

Pearl City, Hawaii 
Pearl City, Hawaii 

Arlington Heights, 11 
Wirmetka, Illinois 

W8FX 

K6LZF 
WA6 QW 
KD6GO 

WB4 ZTA 
WB4 ZBV 

I<H6C 
KH6 GJO 

W9JCD 
W90C 

Bowling Green, KY !'!1 ~ 
lDuisvIlle, Kentucky WD't QD2 

Grard Rapids, Michigan N7BqI 
St. Jose{il, Michigan ~ 
Big Rapids, Michigan WB8TVD 

HOUSe spnngs, MJ KAO CIA 

Jacksonville, OC 

BricJgewater, til 

WB4 ICF 

W2NXO 

lDckport, New York M2 PCQ 
Syosset, New York. KS2G 
Williamsville, NY W2FIY 

Manteo, North Carolina KA4 SZI 

Port Clinton, Ohio 

Swartlm>re Penn. 
PhiladelPhla, Pam. 
Pennsburg, Penn. 

Denver Cityt Texas 
~, exas 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Intematiooal 

Balearis Is. Spain 
Balearic Is. Spain 

Barbados 

woo SKU 

w:M3S 
KK3V 
W3Cm 

KAS IQr 
KB5IW 

KA9 OHI' 

FA6ER 
E'A6Jl.l 

8P6FH 

If you would like your name added to the 
TPUG HAM OPERATORS mailing list. please 
write to TPUG. 1912A Avenue Rd .. Ste. 1. 
Toronto. ON .. Canada. MSM 4A 1. 



(Access to library available to TPUG members only) 

With the advent of the 96-page TORPET, we now have room to print the 'Ust-Me' files for the new releases in 
the TPUG library. 'List-Me's are on all the disks which have been added to the library since March 1983. It is hoped 
that we will gradually provide 'List-Me' files for previous releases and that eventually we will produce a publication 
containing them for all the listings in the library. 

Ordering Information 
Disks 

To order club disks by mail, send $10 for each 4040 I 2031 I 1540 I 1541 disk and $12 for each 8050 I 8250 
disk (payable in advance). Do not send us diskettes. 

Tapes 

To order VIC 20 or Commodore 64 library tapes, send $6.00 for each tape. Do not send us tapes. 

To order PET/CBM or Commodore Educational Software tapes, check first in the library (see August library list
ing in August TOR PET). Each entry indicates the number of tapes required directly below the title of the listing. 
Send $6.00 per tape required. Do not send us tapes. 

Send all orders to: 
TORONTO PET USERS GROUP 
1912A Avenue Rd., Ste. 1 
Toronto, Ontario, canada 
M5M 4A1 

Include: 
1. Membership number 
2. Return address 
3. Computer (disk drive) 
4. Payment by cheque or money order 

NJIE: Each List-Me File inclooes the following rotation: 
"Copyright (C) 1983 by Toronto PET Users Group Ire." 

"a< to copy but is not to be sold or published tor profit" 

PET Monthly Release 

(P)Tl - SFPmtIBt 83 
(1 cliSr./2 ~) 

LIST-+£ (P )Tl 
CAlF..RPILLAR. p 
00P'l++ALL. P 

EXP~ION PRES.Z 
FREOO:l VEJ1BS.Z 
IlEAL BODY MASS. P 
LIFE...~.Z 
MI.lSIClliECRY • P 
NT.l1BFR RlJBIKUB.P 
PET LIZZARD.P 

List,'1e for this disk/ tape. 
Game of Caterpillar. 
Copy disk to aisk with alpha 
sort. 
PET external ports explaired. 
Fren!h verb declension exercise. 
Calculate your body \\!eight. 
Ufe expectancy calculations. 
Learn music t~ry. 
Rubie's Cube game & practice. 
Game for kids-good eye-hand 
ccrordination. 

PET STOCK MKT.P Game-~ay the stock market on 

Q,JEST3 & SCRCERY.P ~tur~ garre-dragons and 

SID.I' 
SNAKE-PIT.Z 

sorcerers etc. 
Game--M:lze 
Game--2 Qlayers chase each other 
and amid traps. 

{p)T2 - October 83 
(1 di$./2 tapeS) 

LIST-ME (P)T2 List~ for (P)T2 disk/tape. 
AIJDIalEACH PET. P Educational program-nm an a23ud9io 

cassette (article in TCRPET • 
&\NNER,. P Print a harmer on your printer. 
CALL PREFIXES.P fW1 radio-ca1l sign prefixes. 

CB2SOOND scml1.P Simple CB2 souOO schematic. 
<IN PROV.P Edtrational program-learn the 

ron. IFSIGN.Z 
CRIl)S-REF .P 

IlJPE.P 

Canadian provinces. 
Electronics-design coils. 
Utility-cross rereren!e BASIC 
progran \&iabl.es. 
lW1 radio-s!J!lpl.e prc:>8I'am sOOws 
duplicate call s~. 

EYE OF K'AJjA]}{. Z Game-BASIC progran(32K!)-
acl'venture-type gane. 

FAMILY Bl.lDCFI'.P Business-keep track of family 
budget. 

FCEMlJLAS. P 

lW-f UTILITY.P 

Electronics-calculate electronic 
formulas. 
HAM rad~simple utility for 
HAMs. 

MAFIA APPLIC.P Game-an aIlJSing job c:.pplication 
fonn. 

MULTI~.P 1-a self-teaching IIll1tiple an8\\1er 
test. 

Ml5IC 'mEXRY.P Educational music-Learn musie 

NAME NJlES! .P 

N5 .CITIES+.P 

N5.axJNI'IES.P 

theory. 
Educational music-leacn to read 
the music clef. 
Education-learn Nova Scotia 
cities. 
Education-learn Nova Scotia 
counties. 

N5.Em.Y SETL.P Education-learn Nova Scotia 
early settlaJelts. 

PET FU\SfrnIl)+.P Education-flaclx:ards. 
SOUND EFFECTS.P Make sound effects on your PET. 
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New Additions to the TPUG Library 

VIC Monthly Release 

LISf-ME (V)12 

nmI.VIC 
'.ll'»IINAL. VIC 

BABY OOS.V 

V1C LIST.V 

KXNHNST.V 
MXN INST 
M:X)N 

<Vft~~83 
Doc\.mm~~ for this disk/ 
tape. 
Upload/ download terminal pro
gran using Ptmter protocol for 
bJlletin noard systems 
Loads stamard progrCllL'3 on 8K 
VIC am autoloads fran disk. 
Requires 81.<, printer am disk. 
Lists a progran fran disk. 
'These next 3 progrCllL'3 are for 
HAM Radio operators. They allCM 
a HAM to plot the exact position 
of th! rooon in order to bounce 
radio wa'WS off it. 

}{EIC MACHINE.V Gi'WS a dE!ID of lIllSic capabili

KRMAT.V 

liFE SPAN 3K.V 

SPACE OOIXE.V 

ties of the VIC. 
Allows fonnatting on screen of 
special IllJDbers. 
Bet at Craps against the 
canputer. 
Takes statistics to see 00w loog 
you will li \e. 
Use a joystick to dodge space 
debris (ro soun:l.). 

(V)T3 - lbuBlber 83 
(1 disk/l tape) 

LIST-i£ (V)T3 LIST this file for descriptions of 
programs on (V)T3. 

MI~$<EOO3K TheSe 2 Mictaoon progrCllL'3 are 
machine ~e iixmItors for the 

MI~$3<XX>a< VIC. For c ete instructions 
see 1UU'ET ~ , pages 39-43. 

F1«JGWN.V Similar to arcade ~ Frogger but 
you use the keyboard to get your 
frog across tIE Wlter. 

1EPIH ClfARG: J. V Use a joy stick to lDO\e your ship, 

& the fire button to drop the 
depth charges to destroy th! subs. 
TIle lOlr.'& the subs the IOOre points 
you get. 

UFO PIUJr Use your jQystick to 1OO\e your 
ship. Don't run into your own 
trail or hit the warplane. 

<XMBAT. V You am the VIC fight a Wlr. Each 
side gets 72,(1YJ men to distribute 
between army, navy am air force. 
You can cooose oow many years the 
war goes on. 

KESE rolE KEY.V You select the speed (Wfl1l) & the 
VIC prints randan letters (words), 
& plays sounis (dots & dashes). 

1XMIl'U'.S S<.V You play dan.inoes against th! VIC. 
There are 3 levels of difficulty. 

FANrASYIANDlfi<.V An adventure gane for the VIC. It 
loads all the data into the VIC. 

FLIOO SIMIJIAT. V The controls in this gane respon:l 
similarly to a snall aircraft. You 
lIllSt take off, make at least a 360 
degree turn aid land safely. 

MXN lANIER. V You: controls ha\e faUed--)rou 
must land safely on the lOOOn by 
turning rocket thrusters on & off. 

DFM) 1. V Shows the Starship Enterprise fly
ing through space with sOurrl of 
engines ~. 

1»D 2. V Srows the different screen and 
border colours J am sOOws sounls 
available on tre VIC. 

mD 3.V Interest!ng dE!ID about the 2 men 
in the VIC. 

mD 4.V DEm>nstrates sourrl effects. 
JE{) S.V Deoonstrates graphics. 
DEM) 6.V DEm>nstrates IOOre sourrl. 
MARKET INST.V Instructions for the Market Prog. 
MARKET m:x; 81.<. V Simulates the stock market. 

C64 Monthly Release 

LISr-i£ (C)TI 
AIUESS Bal<..C 

AFO.C 

BlACK JAa<.C 

OJARACIF.R G:N.C 
CIRClES.C 
CXlPY FIIE.C 

CXlPY-AIL.C 
~~.C 

DIALER.C 
DISK 1.(X;.C 

EASY EDIT.C 
EASY MATH.C 

FRmTY.C 

(C)Tl~83 

u!~ fO~~n disk/tape. 
Your own canp.lterised te1eprone 
book. 
Kill the invading aliens with 
balloons. 
Play Blackjack against the 
~ter. 
Interest~ character generator. 
Fun with cIrcles. 
Disk to disk copier for the 1541 
(Butterfield) 
Copy all for the 64(Butterfield) 
Cross refereoce ~ BASIC 
programs (Butterfield) 
Dial the ph:me with your 64. 
Disk logger progran 
(Butterfield) 
S:imple wordprocessor for the 64. 
Learn easy Mathematics (add ard 
subtract). ' 
Frosty the Smr.mm's theme ~. 
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HELI.C Watch the helicopter flyarourrl 
your screen. 

HlRES.OOOT.C Boot for HIRFS.D 
HIRES.D 'D:ita for HIRES.OOOT.C 
msuPP.D 'D:ita for Sl.IDESlKM.C 
I<EYJnMID INlRO.C U:!arn about your keyboa¢. 
KS<X>PE.C A Kaleidoscope for the 64. 
IDCKDISK.C Make ~ BASIC program autorun 

(Butterfield) 
IDrl1'.RY mAWER.C Large raman runber generator. 
SPRITE EDIT.C A Sprite Editor. 
PET EM.C S:i.mDle PET Enulator (futterfield) 
PET l'l1illATOR.C PET"Emulator that does rot 

~re a loader. 
m.cx; <nMRT.C Con\ert progrCllL'3 fron VIC/64 to 

00 (Butterfield) 
~E.C The gane of Re\erse. 
ROONIE.D Picture of Reagan, loaded by 

SLIDESIm.C 
SIADY.D Picture of a lady, loaded by 

SLII:ESH(M. C 
SI..lIESIIJ.l.C SI:x:>ws 2 pictures, ROONIE, D and 

SLADY.D 



New Additions to the TPUG Library 

C64 ma release cont .... Pl roJI'.C <hlose 1 of the 5 ~ listed 
in the menu, get 1 

SOOlRAINS.C Keep the trains rolling on down instructions~ wait for gane to 
the line (gan:e) be loaded-t en play the game. 

SPARKLE.C Eliminates screen jtmk during CEI' ~.D A gane loa:iOO py Pl roJr.C 
statements etc. TIIIR'lEEN PEQ).D A galle loaded bY Pl I(X)T.C 

STAR. 'IREK.C Star Trek adventure. E PUZZIE.D A game loa:iOO py Pl &XJf. C 
Sl.JPERtom. V2.C Supemon with nice colours. OOTCH.D A game loaded ti; PZ BOOT.C 

(Butterfield) PEGSOL.D A game loa:iOO by PZ &XJf.C 
TOKER.C GaDe of Toker with ~ colour lbte: These 5 games can be 

added by Jim Butterfield. loaded without the BOOT but 
keep in min:! that PZ POOr.C has 
sane instructions for each gan:e. 

JUMPOO JACK.C Jump the ooles to 11 ve & pro-
(C)T2 - 0ClJ1H( 83 sper; fall in a hole & }'OU die. 

(d:I& mly) SOOND EFFEC'lS. C ~ign ~ own soum effects. 
LISr-t-E (C)T2 LisH1e for this disk! tape. SITrING DOCK.C Shoot t elusive ducks-S 

"LIST" this do rot ''RW'' it. IX>ints ~r duck. To fire, press 
ax. PICT B:XJl'.C See a colour ~ure of 'Diane t • any rori-destructive key. 
DOO£.D Picture of ' t 100000 by :ru::K DATA.D Data needed & loOOed by SrITING 

ax. PICT BOJr.C. DOCK.C. 
00J.DlR PICT. D Loaded an:l used by OOL PICT oom FLIP l.C See your 64 flip either heads or 

B:XJl'.C. tailS. 
DIANE DATA.D Colour data loaded and used by oom FLIP 2.C See your 64 flip either heads or 

roL PICT B:XJl'. C. taUs-see a sunnary of results. 
MJITON.C Very ~ood look;ing high resolu- rom FLIP 3.C See a S\.IlJII8ry of results only. 

tion splay that creates the ~PEEK.C See what all your 64' s 
illusion of mtion. characters are made of. 

MAP BIN.D File used & loaded by MJI'ION.C. '.lIAR DISPlAY.C Pick a character, then see it 
Ibn t t try to 1000 it yourself. enlarged. 

SCRCIR ASM.D File usea & loaded by MJI'ION.C Sm:IN:; THING.C Tidies ff the INPUT statement 
lhn't try to loa:i it ~self. (Butte1"'f eld). 

\aID PROCESSCR.C Simple word processor for c-64. VISIBIE.C See your CaDrodore 64 at work. 
1lXJI' MA1H. C Test your math skills Wile FCRMAT.C Fonnat runbers so the decimal 

::r~ sane neat c-64 music ~int lines ,. 
Souirl. I &XJf.C t Jrogran or a ~rise. 

MlBlCA.D File used, loaded by BOJr MATH.C SYS 40784.D Load & used by I .C. 
OOILY S1R.D File used, loaded by FOOr MAni.C CC B.D lDaded & used py I roJr .C. 
MATH.D File used, loaded by &XJf MATH.C IAJ:XlID1Y64. D Loaded & used by I BOOT .C. 

C64 Business 
(C)Bl - II.SJlI!SS 1 mcxmI CAlC.C Calculate cou{X>und annual 

(1 disk/~J &rowth. 
LISr-t-E (C)B1.L LIST this e for descriptions lECISION MAI<ER.C t a tough decision to make? 

of ~ans on this disk!: Wok ro further. 
INIEREST.C Do w.r ous invesbDent cal ~IAL CAlC.C Ih financial calculations. 

tions. RlU'FOLIO.C KeeS track of your stock. 
BXJ<KEEPm;.C Assists in sunnariz~ cbaques & 

MlU'G\GE.C 
001 ings. 

cash paytISlts fran a mess. Calculate your roortgage 
Ill1P SUM.C Analyse what will happen to your 

KRT SCHED.C 
~ts. 

in\esbDent over several years. ~ mrtgage payt1alt 
BN> YIEW.C Calculate borrl values such as scheaule. 

current yield, yield to maturity KRT CALC.C See what your roonthly payment 

an:l mre. M:RI'GAGE Z will be. 

FICA TAX.C A F.I.C.A. estimator. • Calculate anything to do with 
S'IOCK. OFrION.C Canp.1te theoretical value of a ~ roortFoe. 

EuropeB!l t~ put or call option ~.C P trac of Un}X>rtant dates & 

using the wuation fOIlJl.llas of INVOlCER C ~intm:mts (diSk). 
Black. an:l Scholes. • ~ imoices to send to all 

S'IOCK. LIST.C Keep track. of your stocks. D:\TES C your c ients (disk) 
LOAN.C ~te loan aroount, pa)'lOOl1ts & • Keep track of dates and 

r of payments. ap{X>intments. 
IREG CASH :FUM.C An aid in tre analysis of uneven MILEAGE.C See how fuel efficient your 

cash flow. car is. 
INVESn£NI' .C Which is better? The bank or MARKS.C Teachers, = track of your 

that investment ••• 
G«MI'H RAlE.C 

students \ tape) • 
IN\IENltRY.C Keep track of in-..entory. See 00w 1Il.ICh you 'lie been growing 
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HF..AT]N; <X6TS.C In~stigate & =te row 1IlJCh 
Il!\Y OF WEEK.C Fran the datek find out what day 

you soow.d be pa to heat 
your ~. 

of tlYe week t t saret~ M:IEY EXOfAlQ';.C See row lIlJ:h your currency will 
happened. be worth before you take a trip 

CAIENIl\R.C Generate a calerdar for ~ to another country. 
m:mth since t~ birth of ist. PROPERlY EVAL.C Fird out row much you are spend-

1YPTIK; 'lEST.C Test yoor typing accuracy and ing on ~ lnne. speed. \-EIGHI' WA1OIER. C Keep tr8.ck of yoor diet~ 
BUSPRCASlIIDI.C caJ.culate price/ vol~ or cash efforts & make a chart of yoor flow. 

~ess. APAlmENI' .C Is buying that a~tment MEM:RANIlA.. C track of ~rtant dates & 
build~ worth it? ~intments (diSk) OOPS BASE TAPE.C Presen y this ¥rogran is set up LIFE EXPECT.C out 1Dw l~ you sOOuld 
to keep track 0 policemen but 11~. The results are based on 
it can be eas~ iOOdified to ~ habits. keep track of tever ~u ~t '1E1P <nMRT.C temperature conversions, 
simply by changing the <lata check the wind chill equivalent 
statements in t~ ~am (tape) 5iature and mre. OOPS BASE DISK.C Same as abo~ but version. ROO'D SUPPLY.C Des a basic poIOer supply 

sm:>ke ~. 
Blo-<XMPAT.C Oleck to see you and that 

special sa:oeone are canpitible. 
BIo-l'I.Dn'R.C See your biorhytbn on yoor 

nxmitor. 
(~B2 - JU;BSS 2 BIo-PRlNIER.C See yoor biorhytbn on yoor 

nxmitor, or ~ printer. 
LIST-+E (C)B2.L Js~~e for descriptions CAR <X5T MIlE.C Fird out 1Dw that car will 

of prograns on this disk! tape. cost you in the long run 
\nID :mocESS<R.C Siiilple word processor for the R&::IPE SIZFR.C Convert recipes to Suit the 
64. 

Simple word processor for the 
t1l.IIIber of people that you ha"\e 

EASY EDIT.C invited to dinner. 
64. AImESS OCOK.C Keep track of your frietds' (or 
TYPFHUTER.C Write letters etc. us~ this enanies') Jb?:ne Ill.IDbers. 

s:fJnple word processor (tape) RE<XlIDIOOS.C Keep track of your records and 
'l'mX.C A ~ simple word processor. tapes. 
'!EXT EDI'I(R.C S e word processor for the LIBRARY CARDS.C Keep track of your books and 
64. literature. 
~.C Write letters etc. us~ this ClIFD.<8XK.C Keep track of your hard-earned 

~le word processfor or your nnney. 
(disk). MAG INIEX.C Keep track of your magazines. 

:roD PRICES.C Keep track of food prices so you BIarnYTlM.C See your biorllytbn on your 
can canpare & save. nxmitor in colOur. 

-------_.,. ---------------
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·What do you mean 'Back to the old drawing board'? We blew that up 
tool" 
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CLASSIFIED ADS 
5 Cents per word, wIth 61.00 Minifflum. 

Payment In advance to: 
TORPET CLASSIFIED 
Horning's Mills, ON. 

Canad>l ! ON 1JO 

The TORPET will limit ads from businesses 
placed in the classified column. 

FOR SALE 
----------------------------------------------------------~ 

November Special: Mastertype (d) by Lightning Software 
for C-64. 637.00 - postpaid. Infosystems Limited, Box 2001, 
Sackville, NB EOA ::-"::0 

C-64 Word Processor. Quickwriter II 628. (U.S. funds, in
cludes post. handling). 100% machine code. Features: 
works with tape/disk, any printer/interface. Easiest word 
proc. to use. Easy access to printer's special features. 
Pre-view displays text as it would be printed out before 
printing (save paper). Form letters, copy/transfer/delete 
blocks of text, memorize/append blocks, auto page num
bers, right justifY, text of infinite length, send any disk 
command while in the word processor. Avail. tape or disk. 
C-64 Machine Utility. power plus gives over 40 new 
commands including: screen dump, un-new, DOS com
mands, machine ~:\ng. monitor, auto line nos., find, change, 
renumber, delete, etc. Cost: $18. U.S. funds, includes post 
handling. Ava!. tape or disk. Send check to EDUCOMP, 
21~ Newcastle Ave., Cardiff, California, 92007. Specify V~ 

STUNTMAN SPELLING-A quality field tested educational 
game for kids of all ages. Purchase 1 program and make 
up to 25 copies for school or home. Our policy on all 
products. Stuntman for VIC, or PET 624.95 to: 
Synchronizing Education and Games, 668 Sherene Terr
ace, London, Ontario, Canada N6H 3K1 (6) 

Used, not abused 5 114" minidisks 62.75 ea ppd. Single 
side, single and double density tor most Commodore 
drives. We've reconfigured our eqUipment resulting in 100 
- 150 name brand disks (3M, Verbatim, Maxcell, etc.) 
Stampsoft, P.O. Box 125, Pluckemin, NJ 07979 (1) 

Game Cartridge: 

Avenger, Jupiter Lander, Omega Race, Pirates Cove, Road 
Race. All five $90.00 (Cdn.), $20.00 each. Send cheque or 
money order to: Ben Hoi, P.O. Box 294, Station "B", 
Toronto, ON., M5T 'HI2. 

VIC 3)lC-64 Dataset owners. Now Available! Complete 
dataset schematic, electrical parts listllayout for all CZN 
versions. $8.00 PPD. Computer Clinic South, 6123 W. 
Mitchell St., West Allis, Wisconsin 53214. (1) 

FOR SALE: 1 - 2001 PET with large keyboard and 321< 
RAM (BASIC 2.0) complete with Computhink 400K dual 
disk drive. (very fast access and loading). All manuals sup
plied including PET service binder. Also extra disk con
lroller board and diskettes with utilities, games, etc. 
61200.00 or best offer. Call (416) 239-7933 evenings. 

FOR SALE: Commodore 8032 computer with 2031 
single disk drive. Manuals, cable and dust cover included. 
System cannot be sold separate. 61400.00. Call Roy at 
(416) 247-9791. 

FOR SAlE: CBM Commodore 8032, excellent conditIon. I 
Cilso have programs (games), tape drive, Waterloo basic 
Chip. Manuals are all included. Will deliver for inspection If 

In Oshawa, Toronto, Waterloo, London area for $35.00. 
Computer only $1350.00 or complete package tor $1455. 
Write now to N. Todd Wright, A-13 Saugeen-Maltiand, 239 
Windermere Rd., London, Ontario, N6G 2J8. 

FOR SALE--STOP THIEF eprom for CBM 8000 senes. 
Your name, address and phone number appear when you 
power on. System only accessible after you type your in
visible password (up to nine characters). No soldering re-
4uired - fits into socketed position. Cost: $39.95. Send 
name, address, phone number and password to: 
INFOSYSTEMS Limited, Box 2001, Sackville N.B. EOA 3CO. 

Memory expanders for VIC 20. 321< switchable - adds 
24K to BASIC, and 8K for machine language, etc. $179.95 
Cdn. each. 16K non-switchable - $99.95 Cdn. each. Both 
ure hnished in a black plastic case, and are guaranteed 
tor 90 days. Ontano resIdents please add 7% P .. S.T. Please 
add $3.50 postage and packaging. (Will come first-class 
registered mail). Compacc. 39 Second St., Orangeville 
Ontano L9W 202. 

Re-Ink your used printer ribbons for only pennies. agalO 
and again with the Mac Mark 11 motorized re-Inking 
machine. Fully guaranteed, for any model, Includes Ink for 
20 inklngs. To order, send cheque or money order tor 
$84.95 + P.S.T. where applicable to Relnc., Box 5555, Conc
ord, Ontario, L4K lB6, or phone (416) 635-6820/928-0691. 
Visa and Mastercard accepted. Please allow 4-6 weeks tor 
delivery. Specify make and model of printer. Save BundleS. 

GENEALOGY PROGRAMS-- For the C-64 and the VIC 
20. FAMILY TREE will file all records ot ancestry on dIsk 
and and will retrieve information by Individual name, in

dividual number, family groups, or by pedigree. File is fully 
indexed and can be added to or edited easily. 664 names 
per tile disk. Fully documented manual accompanies the 
program. Further Genealogy programs under development. 
For f' AMIL Y lREE send $49. for disk and manual to 
Genealogy Software, 1046 Parkwood Avenue, Sarma, 
Ontario N7V 3T9. Phone (519) 344-3990 after 5:00 P.M. (3) 

FOR SALE: 16K PET plus cassette drive, $360. U.S. L. 
K. Shick, P,O. Box 125, Pluckemin NJ 07978. Call first (201) 
658-3133. 

---------------------------------------
For &de. Software & Accessories for Commodore 64 and 
VIC-20 tapes, disks and cartridges. Large selection, low 
prices. Write or call for free price list. Dave Kilroy, 9942 
Belden Dr., Windham, Ohio 44288. DPhone: (216) 326-3634. 

VIC OWners_ I'm selling Krazy Kong - $5.00, Snakman -
610.00 Send saSe and cheque to: Ron A Patterson, Sl 
Fonda Rise S.E., Calgary, AB, Canada, T2A 5R3 (cheque 
will be returned if item already sold). 

Home Inventory. with ease you can keep complete 
records on all your posses ions, along with accurate in
formation on each item (serial no., purchase dates, pices, 
etc). Completely menu driven and user friendly. So stop 
shuffling paper, order home inventory today. Send 639.95 
to: Cortech Software, P.O. Box 6618, Victoria, ac., Canada, 
V8P SM4. Dealer inquiries welcome. 
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WOld Magic (5-8 year olds) IS tor youngsters learning 
to read. It helps them with friendly instructions on select
ing words to build a sentence. Simple word lists are 
provided for nouns, adjectives, verbs, subject and object; 
or the student can select a word of his or her own to 
use. The narrative defines the word lists not as nouns, 
adverbs, etc., but In simple terms that the child will un
derstand. Atter practicing to build proper sentences, the 
student can select different words to create a well-struc
tured sentence that tells a silly story. Send $25. (ON. res. 
add 7% PST) for disk or tape. To order Mathemagic and 
Word MagiC send $40. plus PST to Palantir Enterprises, 
5468 Dundas St, W., Suite 500, P.O. Box 524, Islington, 
ON., Canada, M9B 6E3. Add $2.00 for shipping and handling. 

CaM dealers only: I he Jolly Roger allows you to backup 
most 64 protected software. Requires Basic 4.0 and 4040 
drive. Request on letterhead, specify password and 
enclose $49.95 (Cdn. or US). Infosystems Limited, Box 
2001, Sackvllle, NB EOA 3CO 

Balloons: All machine language game for the VIC 20. 
Catch the falling balloons but beware, not all balloons are 
friendly. Send your name and address and $10.00 per tape 
to D. Paxman, R.R.#1, Beeton, ON., Canada LOG 1AO 

112 Price Liquidation PET/CBM/C-64 (new, unused 
balance ot Inventory). 1 vlslcalc for PET ICBMlSuperpet with 
4040, 8050, 8250 List $375. Sale: $190. The complete BPI 
accounting package (General accounting, Accounts 
receivable, Inventory, Job Cost) for PETlCBM/Superpet with 
8050, all 4 modules List: $1200. Sale: $600. Mcterm RS232 
cable connector and communicatIOns software tor PET/CBM 
With '8050, 8250 List: $290. Sale: $145. RTC C64-link and 
VL -4 cable basic 4.0 With IEEE cartridge and RS232 cable 
by Richvale Telecommunications both tor List $225. Sale: 
$110. Guaranteed onginal dealer stock, phone now: Addax 
Micro Inc., 208 Taschereau, Greenfield Park, Quebec, 
Canada J4V 2H4, (614)465-6056. 
_ .... ----------- -------------------------------------------
Attention VIC-20 Users: Announcing "PALACE 
ADVENTURE" tor the 13K VIC. This wonderful game will 
keep you plaYing for hours upon hours. Send a cassette, 
self-addressed postage paid mailer and $4.00 to: Jimmy L. 
Richardson, Route I, Box 12A, Elk Creek, VA 24326. You'll 
be glad you did! 

---------------------------------------------------------
Small Software Collection? I'm willing to trade my 
homebrew software for yours (disk only please). Send me 
your disk I'll send it back with new stuff. Send disk and 
sase to: Ron A. Peterson, Sl fonda Rise S.E., Calgary, AS, 
Canada, T2A 5R3. 

Attention teachers: Tamarack software, who brought you 
Vanilla Pilot, proudly present Gradecalc, an easy-to-use 
grade and attendance management system. You set up 
your specific class structure, easily enter and edit data, 
rapidly average grades, and generate a variety of reports. 
The program is clearly written in menu form, and can be 
qUickly understood by persons with no programming ex
perience. Cost: $32.95 ($29.95 US). Available for C-64, 4032 
or 8032 .. specify computer and disk drive used. Demo 
disk $5.00. Canadian distributor: Infosystems Limited, Box 
2001, Sackville, NB EOA 3CO. Dealer enquiries invited. 

-----------------------------------------------------------
Buy Commodore-64 software written by the popular 
Enigman. Mathemagic (4-8 year olds) helps youngsters 
with their math while having fun. Mathemagic adds, sub
tracts, multiplies, and divides. It even allows for mixing the 
four math types. There is a selectable level of difficulty 
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-------------------------------------------------------_. 
teature, which progresses automatically based upon the 
students skill. The multi-level difficulty feature is easily 
changed if you want to make Mathemagic easier or har
der. Clever graphics and friendly tone of queries will 
stimulate the stUdent When the youngster is finished, 
scores tor right and wrong answers as well as percentage 
are produced. You can track your childrens progress. The 
kids should enjoy this program as well as improving their 
math skills. Send $25. (ON. res. add 7% psn for tape or 
disk to 

Convert 8K RAM to 16K Add or replace chips with 
6116 low power units. Prices, complete with shipping & 
handling $65.89 using 2016 chips (eql"':alent to chips in 8 
K unit) or $69.89 for 6116 units. When ordering send unit, 
insured for $100.00, & your return address together with 
money order to Robert Russell, Box 1481, Uxbridge, 
Ontario, lOC 1KO or call (416) 757-3611 (bus.) or (416) 
852-5223 (home). 

WANTED 

Canadian distributor for Nibbles & Bits software -
S19.95/tape. Event Horizon's Sorcerer's Apprentice - super 
graphics for 64 - $49.95. SS/DD diskettes, guaranteed, 
S10.lthree; $25.1ten - postpaid. Third Party software for 
CBM - specify computer. TPUG Copy Tree Agent Intosyst
ems Limited, Box 2001, Sackville, NB EOA 3CO 

Money! Challenge! Recognition! Highest prices paid for 
software written by you. Categories include BUSiness, 
Personal, Games, Utilities, Educational, etc. A new series 
will be marketed including software written by Enigman. 
All software will be reviewed for originality, entertainment, 
graphics, ease-of-use, and documentation. To obtain a 
copy of the review results, include a stamped self-a
ddressed envelope. Send disks, tapes, and documentation 
to Palantir Enterprises, Suite 500, P.O. Box 524, 5478 
Dundas St, W., ISlington, ON., Canada, M9B 6E3 

Wanted! Commodore 8032 computer, 8050 or 8250 disk 
drive, and dot matrix printer. Call (416) 366-2130. 

--------------------------------------------------------
WANTED: HES-cAT for 803218050 or equivalent "Disk 
Cataloging Programs" with all instructions. Write: F. Ian
nuzzi, N.Y. Hospital, 525 East 68 Street, New York, NY 10021. 

HELP WANTED 

Programmers. Commodore 64, VIC 2D and AbIri. We are 
currently expanding our product line of software and are 
looking for original material in the areas of business, 
education, home and games. For further information 
programmers should write to; NVQUIS Software Inc., P.O. 
Box 6618, Victoria, B.C., Canada, V8P 5M4. 

-------------------------------------------------------. 
A Ylimaki 
I am beginning to think some kind of 
military sabotage is going on inside my 
64. If I don't supply it with exactly the 
right code. programs have been 
bombed in midrun. I first blamed it on 
the C.I.A. chips; however, I have since 
learned the operations are controlled by 
a tough military man, the KERNAL. 



"--
Choplrfter (en 30 .a 
Sea Fox leT) 2700 
Serpentine fen 2700 
David 's Midnight Magic 10J 27 00 
Sky Blazer 101 27 00 
A E (D~ 27 00 
load Ru.,r.tV ,OJ 27 00 
Commodor. 
Assembler 64 fO) 
Logo (0) 
Pilot (0) 
Pel Emulator cO) 
Screen Editor (0) 
Bonus PIck 10. C) 
CP / M 2 2 Operallng 

1690 
4790 
4790 
1690 
1690 
1690 

System feTI 6900 
Super e.oander VSP (eT) 1690 
Easy Finance (l-5) (0) 1935 
easy Calc S- 10 1 73 75 
The Manager 101 43 00 
Easy Xrlpt 101 4300 
Easy Mal' 64 (O J 1690 
easy Spt'1I64 101 16 90 
Word/Name Machine (Ol 1690 
InHQ to BasiC I (e) 1935 
Gortek &. The Micrc:x:hips (e) 24 80 
Easy Lesson/Easy QUll (0) 1690 
MUSIC Machine leT) 1690 
Codttwrtter (0) 47 90 
Zork 1. 2. 3 101 29 50 
Inventory Mgmt (0) 4300 
Payroll / CheckwrLting (0) 43 .00 
Acels Payable 10) 43 DO 
Ace!s Receivable (0) 43 00 
General ledger (0) 43 00 
CrNtiv. Sortwar. 
Car CoSIS ICI 10151011350 

DeciSion Maker (CllD 15 (0)1350 
Household 

Finance Ie) 13.50 (01 16 90 
Home Inventory (ClIO 15 (0) 13 .SO 
Loan Analyzer Ie) 10 15 (0)13 50 
Moon Dust (e T) 23 65 
Astroblliz (CT) 2365 
Trashman ICT) 23 .65 
Save New York r (eT) 23 _ 65 
O.t.aoft 
Z.a 10 C' 2700 

MoonshuWe ~D . C) 
Poo van IC 0 , 
Sands 01 egypl 101 
Bruce lee (O.C) 
GenesIs (O.C ) 
Heathcl.ff (D.C I 

O 'Rtleys Mme (D .C) 
Epy. 
Temple of Apshar (0) 
Upper Reacl"les of . . 

2030 
20 30 
2030 
27 .00 
27.00 
2700 
2030 

2700 

Curse of RA (0) 
Sword nf F:trQoal (0) 
Jumpman (D.C) 
HM SoftWI'. 
Hes Mon &4 ICT) 
TurtlE GraphiCS II ICT) 
H~ \.'V'rller &4 ICT ) 
Grrdrunner ICT } 
R€lro Ball leT) 
BenJi Space Rescue (0) 

VIC 20, T,I, 99 4A, RADIO SHACK, IBM-PC 
SOFTWARE LISTS AVAILABLE 

13 55 
2030 
2700 

2700 
4060 
30 45 
2030 
2700 
30 45 

80 

Micro Pro •• 
Floyd of the Jungle (0) 
Hellcat Ace (0) 
Sierra On-line 
Frogger (o,CI 
New Jawbreaker (0 ) 
Crossfire (0) 
Siriu. Softwar. 
SQuIsh ·Em (OJ 
Repton (0) 

81ade i BIackpooie 101 
Critical Mass (01 

Type Attack (D) 

Way -Qu t (0) 
Bandits (0) 
ally Ozone (0 
Shadow Scorcher (0) 
Splnn.ker 
Face Maker 10 -1 
Hey DIddle Duldle (0) 
Klndercomp (0 ) 
Snooper Troop! 1 (0) 
Fraction Fever (0 ) 
Amazing Thing (0) 
Synap .. 
1=, Apocal ypse (0 . C l 
P~Oleclor :Q. C ) 
Surv ivor (D. C) 
Shamus (D. C) 
Timework. 
Dungeons 01 Algebra 

Dragons m Cl 
Robbers of The Losl 

Tornb (0 C I 
Wall Street iO . C) 
Money Manager (C . C) 
ElecTronIC Checkbook (0 . Cl 
Word Pro3 ... 

2C .80 
20.80 

2365 
2030 
2030 

2365 
2700 
2700 
27 .00 
27 .00 
2700 
2700 
2365 
23 .65 

2365 
2030 
2030 
2700 
2365 
27 .00 

2370 
2J 70 
2370 
23 .70 

1910 

1910 

To call 1-8O(}.527-8698 and send certified checks, money orders or personal checks (allow 2 weeks to clear), or use your VISA, Master Card or 
American Express. Inside Texas call 1-8O(}.442~717. Include $2 for postage and handling. (C.O.D. orders add $1.50) UPS Blue Label $3, Canada $6. Other 
countries include 10"10 for P & H. All products factory sealed with manufacturer's warranty. All returns require A.A.'. Prices subject to change without 
notice. Order desk hours: Mon-Frl 3-5, Sat 9-1 CST. Prices in U,S. dollars 

~ For a __ ... _~._ ..... _ . ... _ .. _ .. _ .. - .- _. __ ., --"0 ._ .... __ • I ~®VVW' ~ij'~ =MOHH1GH 
Outside Texas Inside Texas JY.:Jj~JJ.::J:..J::'~ ,j:..JJJ~J UIGVIEW, TX. 

1-800-527-8698 1~00-442-8717 i-=,". ~· .1 
, - - - - ---------- I ---------.---. , FAMILY FUN & LEARNING! A unique assortment of 

ne_at quality software for your Commodore 64, Exciting and 
enlightening for evpry member of your familly_ 

1, 10. BASEBAll - Quiz game for baseball buffs. Questions 
cover baseball fact, lore, legend. Fabulous animated game with 
graphiCS, sound, and music. Take the BIG LEAGUE baseball 
challenge, bring the fun of the old ball park to your home 
computer with I.Q. BASEBALL! $29.95 Disc. 

2. BIBLE BASEBM.l - Educational, exciting game covers 
dozens of Bible subjects. Realistic sounds, music, and baseball 
player animation, as the computer pitches hundreds of ques
tions. Score singles, doubles, triples, and home runs on the 
scoreboard. Play against the computer or another contestant! 
Questions missed turn up later till you get them righl Supp
lementary question discs also available. $29.95 Disc. 

3. FUZZBAlU - Those little rascals are making a mess of 
your house! Chase 'em! Erase 'em! But don't run into the walls, 
or else! Ten frustrating floor plans, accelerating play action, 
great sound, one mean vaccuum cleaner, and sweet revenge! 
Don't laugh -- there is no time; get these FUZZBALLS under 
control or you'll be sorry! $33.95 Disc. 

4. FLIGHT SlMUlAT1ON! - Full-Colour realistic flight simula
tion with graphic instrument display. Treacherous topography is 
difficult for each flight! Use with either joystick or keyboard 
control to fly your hazzardous IFR mission today! $24.95 Tape, 
$26.95 Disc. 

All prices in canadian funds, U.S. orders welcome. 
Send money order, certified check, or use your Visa or Master 
card. Please include card no. (expiry date, signature, and bank 
name). 
Add $2.50 per shipment, postage and handling. Manitoba resi
dents please add 6% sales tax. Many other programmes also 
available, Send SASE to: 

THE SOFT WAREHOUSE 
Depl 18, P.O. Box 1983, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba,. 

3R3 '. 

The 
FannManagement 
System 

Software Series 
A fully-integrated system, offering basic and advanced 
accounting, crop projection, land management and 
commodity inventory, For Commodore 8000, 64, and 
MS-DOS compatible hardware. 

BAS~"o 
226 - 1055 Park Street, Regina, Saskatchewan 

Phone: (306) 359-1021 

, world of e SEEUSAT 

" ' .. commodore 
. .• INTERNATIONAL CENTRE. TORONTO 

OEC. 8·11, 1983 
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A dvertisers Index 

Academy Software ....... .13 
ADG Distributors Inc. . . . . . . .54 
Advanced Processor Systems . . .14 
Advantage Computer Accessories .35 
Automated Design . . . . . . . . .54 
The Binomial Group Ltd. . . . . .26 
BASIC Business Systems Ltd. .. .95 
Boston Educational Computing Inc. .37 
Canadian Software Source ....... .26 
Cardco ..... . . . ....... backcover 
City Software ............ .12 
CommOdore Business Machines Ltd. .48 
Computer Learning Center .. .24 
ComputerMat .......... .74 
Computer Outlet . . . . . . . . . .50 
Computer Software Associates .36 
Comsoft Programming ..... .60 
Connecticut microComputer. Inc. .37 
Control Mlcrosystems Inc. . . . . .29 
Cosmopolitan Software . .Inside back cover 
Davka Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . 86 
Dyadic Resources Corporation .60 
Eastern House . . .36 
Entech . . . . . . . .83 
French Silk .... .26 
Gosub . . . . . . . .59 
Hunter Nichols Inc. .11 
Infosystems Ltd. . . . . .36 
Jlnl Micro-Systems. Inc. .38 
King Mlcroware Ltd.. . 72 dc::IOC~:K)OCIOC;)oOClOC:lO(:K)OCIOC)oOClOC)ocXI 
Kobetek Systems Umlted .12 
Lynn Computer Service . .83 
Maccom Systems .... .59 
Marketron ........ .73 
Microcomputer Solutions ........ .60 
Micros Unlimited Inc. ........ .33.70 
Micro World Electronlx Inc. .. . . . .62 
Midwest Micro Inc. . . . . . . . . . .73 
Nufekop ... .. . ............. 25 
Persimmon Peripherals . . . . . . . . . .60 
Protecto Enterprlzes ...... .49 and 84 
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Taxpack 
Powerful income tax computing 
software specially designed for 
the VIC 20. 

Now you Cln USl' your VIC 20 to 
perfo rm all the calculatio ns on your 
Canad i~n TI general taX fo rm . 
T(lxpack guides yo u easil y through 
every aspect of the fo rm with 
friendly p rompts and a 
co mprehc n,ivl' instructio n manual. 
Th is new software is nvn ilablc on 
cassette rare anJ wi ll run on the 
standard 3.5k mem ory in yo ur 
VIC 20 ho me compute r" 
Taxpack lets you tackle yo ur income 
tax fo rm at your own pace. A 
convenient savt',and ,resto rt' 
functi o n lets you recorJ and review 
hi sto ri ca l results. Proft'Ssional 
ed iting features assure easy and 
accurate data entr y. Ta xpack putS 
the po wer of ta x mode lling and 
planning for subsequent years in 
your hands, today. 

Many happy returns 
Because yo u can calculate and 
preview mOre tax scenarios w i[h 
Taxpack than yo u'd have the 
pati ence o r the time to do manually, 
thi s software can hel p yo u save tax 
dolla rs. Custom-tailo red to the 

I designed Taxpack so 
you could do something 
really practical with your 
VIC 20. 

Peter Lambert, MBA 
Vice-Presic1.,TU, 
Product De.do/)mm[ 
Cosmopolitan Software 

Canadian TI gene ral form, Taxpack 
will be updated ewry yea r to refl ect 
changes in the government 's inco me 
wx regulations. Inn ova tive program 
design allows us to update Ta x/)ack 
wi thin days of the ne ,,' TI 's 
av" ilab ility. 

Special introductory offer 
Order earL), and !(et your Taxpacl< for 
only $19.95' That'S a ten do llar 
sav ing off our regular retail price of 
$29.95. If yo u're giving T(lxpack fo r 
C hri stmas, we'll send you a special 
gift ca rd to put unde r the tn:e . 
To use your Visa o r Mastercard, 
pho ne us toll fn't'; Ll r, send yo ur 
cheque or money o rde r with the 
hand y mail-order form attached. 
We 'll confirm you r o rder by return 
ma il . Your up-to-da te Taxpack 
cassette and manual wi ll be shipped 
within 15 days of the release o f the 
1983 TI general fo rm . 

*The cassette also i'Klw:k~ a n l'lpand('d H:Tsion of 
Tax/xu:" with enhtl oct.'J display [ealures, jor rhe' 
V IC :to's U'ith Hk+ memory c.x'lxmsion. 

Satisfaction Guaranteed 

.. 
To orJer with Visa or Mastercard ... 
call US toll-free: 

1 .. 800 .. 268 .. 6364 

We guarantee' that you will find 
Taxpack an excellent sofrware va lue . 
II' you are not totall y satisfied, drop 
us a note to say why, and return the 
product pOSt pa id to us within 10 
da ys for a full refund of the 

(from B.C., call 11 2-800-268-6364) rurc hase rri ce. - - - - - - - -I Want Taxpack! 
Please send me Thxpacks $29.95 
Discount $ I 0 per unit for orders before D"c 31, 1983 

Su btotal 
Nova Scotia residents only, add 10% Sa les Tax 
Add $2 per unit sh ipping and handling cha rges 

Total 

My Name 

Address 

City Province 

Postal Code Telephont' 

- - ->< 
$---

-$----

$---
+$---
+$---
$----

o I am buying T.~xpack as a gift. Please send me a gift ca rd. A ttached please 
find the name and address of the person( s) to receive Ttlxpack. 
Ma/<e Cheque or Money Orc1..,. payable to: 

Cosmopolitan Software Services Limited 
anJ mail with this order form to: 

Box 953 Dartmouth, Nova Scotia B2Y 3Z6 Attn: Order Desk 




